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one thousand won
cheon won

오백 원

Is there an ATM 
nearby ?

Geuncheoe eitiemi 
innayo?

근처에 ATM이 있나요?

How much is ~ ?
~ eolmayeyo?
~ 얼마예요?

TRAVEL TO South Korea

ten thousand won
man won

만 원

fifty thousand won
oman won

오만원

five thousand won
ocheon won

오천 원

 MONEY & SHOPPING

Conversation Cheat Sheet

。

fifty won
osip won

오십 원

one hundred won
baek won

백 원

five hundred won
obaek won

오백 원

ten won
sip won

십 원

AROUND TOWN

SURVIVAL PHRASES

N Seoul Tower
enseoultawo

N서울타워

DMZ
bimujangjidae

비무장지대

Please take me to~

~kkaji ga juseyo.

~까지 가 주세요.

Where is the station?

Yeogi eodiyeyo?

역이 어디예요?

Where is the restroom?

Hwajangsiri eodiyeyo?

화장실이 어디예요?

Lotte World
rotdewoldeu

롯데월드

Myeongdong
myeongdong

명동

Seokguram
seokguram

석굴암

Sungnyemun
sungnyemun

숭례문

~에 가고 싶어요.

I’d like to go to ~
~e gago sipeoyo.

Where is ~ ?
~ eodie isseoyo?
~ 어디에 있어요?
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I don’t understand.
Moreugesseoyo.

모르겠어요.

1
han gae

한 개

2
du gae

두 개

3
se gae

세 개

4
ne gae

네 개

5
daseot gae

다섯 개

6
yeoseot gae

여섯 개

7
ilgop gae

일곱 개

8
yeodeol gae

여덟 개

9
ahop gae

아홉 개

10
yeol gae

열 개

No, I can’t eat it.

Aniyo, mot meogeoyo.

아니요, 못 먹어요.

Yes, I do.

Ne, hal jul amnida.

네, 할 줄 압니다.

Of course.

Mullonijiyo.

물론이지요.

Can you eat this?

Igeo meogeul su isseoyo?

이거 먹을 수 있어요?

Do you understand?

Asigesseoyo?

아시겠어요?

I understand.

Algesseoyo.

알겠어요. 

I don’t understand.

Moreugesseoyo.

모르겠어요.

No, I don't.

Aniyo, hal jul moreumnida.

아니요, 할 줄 모릅니다.

Do you speak English?

Yeongeohal jul aseyo?

영어할 줄 아세요?

Hello.

Annyeonghaseyo.

안녕하세요.

Excuse me.

Sillyehamnida.

실례합니다.

I’m sorry.

Joesonghamnida.

죄송합니다.

Please.

Butakamnida.

부탁합니다.

Yes.

Ne.

네.

No.

Aniyo.

아니요.

Thank you.

Gamsahamnida.

감사합니다.

Nice to meet you.

Mannaseo bangawoyo.

만나서 반가워요.

COMMUNICATION

 Cheonggukjang

청국장
Bibimbap

비빔밥
Sannakji

산낙지
Yukhoe

육회

ASKING QUESTIONS

ORDERING FOOD

COUNTERS

Doenjang jjigae

된장찌개
Bulgogi

 불고기
Kimchi

김치
Tteokbokki

떡볶이

I am ~

~imnida.

~입니다.

Hello.
Annyeonghaseyo.
안녕하세요.

Excuse me.
Sillyehamnida.
실례합니다.

~ please.
~ juseyo.

~ 주세요.

What do you 
recommend?

Chucheonhae
jusigesseoyo?
추천해 
주시겠어요?
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개

gae

dog

고양이

goyangi

cat

새

sae

bird

물고기

mulggogi

fish

토끼

tokki

bunny

뱀

baem

snake

FAMILY RELATIONS

FAMILY RELATIONS

PETS

할아버지
harabeoji

grandfather

아빠/아버지

appa/abeoji
father

나

na
me

엄마/어머니

eomma/eomeoni
mother

남동생

namdongsaeng
younger brother

형/오빠

hyeong/oppa
older brother

딸/따님

ttal/ttanim
daughter

아들/아드님

adeul/adeunim
son

아내/아내분

anae/anaebun
wife

남편/남편분

nampyeon/nampyeonbun
husband

고모/이모사촌

gomo/imo
aunt

삼촌/외삼촌

samchon/oesamchon
uncle

sachon
cousin

할머니
halmeoni

grandmother

누나/언니

nuna/eonni
older sister

여동생

yeodongsaeng
younger sister

Forward my greetings 
to your ~.

~ kke anbu jeonhae juseyo.
~ 께 안부 전해 주세요.

What kind of person is 

your ~?

~ eun/neun eotteon saramieyo?

~ 은/는 어떤 사람이에요?

I have a ~.
~ eul/reul han 
mari kiwoyo.
~ 을/를 한 마리 
키워요.

CULTURAL INSIGHT 
In Korean, different words are used when, 
describing your own family and when 
talking about somebody else's.
LEFT/RIGHT
Your own family/Somone else's family

엄마는 잘 계세요.

Eommaneun jal gyeseyo.

My mother is well.

어머니 잘 계시나요?

Eomeoni jal gyesinayo?

How’s your mother?

FAMILY & RELATIVES
Conversation Cheat Sheet

Want More? Talking About Your Family in Korean › START HERE

개천절

Gaecheonjeol

National 
Foundation Day

FIRST MEETING

HOLIDAYS AND OBSERVANCES

CELEBRATIONS

Happy birthday!

생일 축하해요!

Congratulations!

축하해요!

~ 이/가 언제예요?

~ i/ga eonjeyeyo?

When is ~

~ e daehaeseo deo allyeo 
juseyo.

Please tell me more 
about ~

Nice to meet you.
Mannaseo bangawoyo.

만나서 반가워요.

What’s your name?
Ireumi mwoyeyo?

이름이 뭐예요?

How are you?
Eotteoke jinaeyo?

어떻게 지내요?

I've heard a lot about you.
Iyagi mani deureosseoyo.

이야기 많이 들었어요.

Where are you from?
Eodi chulsiniseyo?

어디 출신이세요?

I'm from Tokyo.
Seoul chulsinieyo.

서울 출신이에요.

This is for you.
Igeo badayo.

이거 받아요.

How many people are there 
in your family?

Gajogi jeonbu myeot buniseyo?

가족이 전부 몇 분이세요?

Can I sit here?
Yeogi anjado doelkkayo?

여기 앉아도 될까요?

What is this?
Igeo mwoyeyo?

이거 뭐예요?

How long will you stay?
Eolmana meomureusil geoyeyo?

얼마나 머무르실 거예요?

It was nice to meet you.
Mannaseo bangawosseoyo.

만나서 반가웠어요.

What do you do on ~?

~ e mwo haseyo?

~ 에 뭐 하세요?

스승의 날

Seuseungui nal 

Teachers Day

추석

Chuseok

Chuseok

대보름

Daeboreum

Great Full Moon

어린이날

Eorininal 

Children's Day

한글의 날

Hangeurui nal 

Hangul Day

어버이날

Eobeoinal

Parents' Day

화이트 데이

Hwaiteu dei

White Day

April Fools!
Manujeoriya!

만우절이야!

Happy Halloween!
Haepi hallowin!

해피 할로윈!

Merry Christmas!
Meri keuriseumaseu!

메리 크리스마스!

Happy New Year!
Saehaebok mani badeuseyo!

새해 복 많이 받으세요!

~ 에 대해서 더 알려 
주세요.
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개

gae

dog

고양이

goyangi

cat

새

sae

bird

물고기

mulggogi

fish

토끼

tokki

bunny

뱀

baem

snake

FAMILY RELATIONS

FAMILY RELATIONS

PETS

할아버지
harabeoji

grandfather

아빠/아버지

appa/abeoji
father

나

na
me

엄마/어머니

eomma/eomeoni
mother

남동생

namdongsaeng
younger brother

형/오빠

hyeong/oppa
older brother

딸/따님

ttal/ttanim
daughter

아들/아드님

adeul/adeunim
son

아내/아내분

anae/anaebun
wife

남편/남편분

nampyeon/nampyeonbun
husband

고모/이모사촌

gomo/imo
aunt

삼촌/외삼촌

samchon/oesamchon
uncle

sachon
cousin

할머니
halmeoni

grandmother

누나/언니

nuna/eonni
older sister

여동생

yeodongsaeng
younger sister

Forward my greetings 
to your ~

~ kke anbu jeonhae juseyo.
~ 께 안부 전해 주세요.

What kind of person is  

your ~
~ neun eotteon saramieyo?

~ 는 어떤 사람이에요?

I have a ~
~ eul/reul han 
mari kiwoyo.
~ 을/를 한 마리 
키워요.

CULTURAL INSIGHT 
In Korean, different words are used when,
describing your own family and when 
talking about somebody elseÕs.
LEFT/RIGHT
Your own family/Somone elseÕs family

엄마는 잘 계세요.

Eommaneun jal gyeseyo.

My mother is well.

어머니 잘 계시나요?

Eomeoni jal gyesinayo?

How’s your mother?

FAMILY & RELATIVES
Conversation Cheat Sheet

Want More? Talking About Your Family in Korean › START HERE

개천절

Gaecheonjeol

National 
Foundation Day

FIRST MEETING

HOLIDAYS AND OBSERVANCES

CELEBRATIONS

Happy birthday!

생일 축하해요!

Congratulations!

축하해요!

~ 이/가 언제예요?

~ i/ga eonjeyeyo?

When is ~?

~ e daehaeseo deo allyeo 
juseyo.

Please tell me more 
about ~.

Nice to meet you.
Mannaseo bangawoyo.

만나서 반가워요.

What’s your name?
Ireumi mwoyeyo?

이름이 뭐예요?

How are you?
Annyeonghaseyo.

안녕하세요.

I've heard a lot about you.
Iyagi mani deureosseoyo.

이야기 많이 들었어요.

Where are you from?
Eodi chulsiniseyo?

어디 출신이세요?

I'm from Tokyo.
Seoul chulsinieyo.

서울 출신이에요.

This is for you.
Igeo badayo.

이거 받아요.

How many people are there 
in your family?

Gajogi jeonbu myeot buniseyo?

가족이 전부 몇 분이세요?

Can I sit here?
Yeogi anjado doelkkayo?

여기 앉아도 될까요?

What is this?
Igeo mwoyeyo?

이거 뭐예요?

How long will you stay?
Eolmana meomureusil geoyeyo?

얼마나 머무르실 거예요?

It was nice to meet you.
Mannaseo bangawosseoyo.

만나서 반가웠어요.

What do you do on ~?

~ e mwo haseyo?

~ 에 뭐 하세요?

스승의 날

Seuseungui nal 

Teachers Day

추석

Chuseok

Chuseok

대보름

Daeboreum

Great Full Moon

어린이날

Eorininal 

Children's Day

한글의 날

Hangeurui nal 

Hangul Day

어버이날

Eobeoinal

Parents' Day

화이트 데이

Hwaiteu dei

White Day

April Fools!
Manujeoriya!

만우절이야!

Happy Halloween!
Haepi hallowin!

해피 할로윈!

Merry Christmas!
Meri keuriseumaseu!

메리 크리스마스!

Happy New Year!
Saehae bok mani badeuseyo!

새해 복 많이 받으세요!

~ 에 대해서 더 알려 
주세요.

Saengil chukahaeyo!

Chukahaeyo!
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DINING LIKE A CHAMP 
Conversation Cheat Sheet

Create Your
FREE Account

CLICK

CLICK HERE to get our Korean Learning System! Get your Free Lifetime Account!

Phrases You Need to Know at the Dining Table ›››

I have a reservation at nine.
Ahop si yeyakaenneundeyo.

아홉 시 예약했는데요.

Do you have a table for two?
Du myeong jari isseoyo?

두 명 자리 있어요?

May I have a menu?
Menyu jom juseyo.

메뉴 좀 주세요.

May I order?
Jumunhalgeyo.

주문할게요.

What do you recommend?
Mwol chucheonhaseyo?

뭘 추천하세요?

I’ll have this, please.
Igeo juseyo.

이거 주세요.

Excuse me.

Jeogiyo.

저기요.

My order hasn’t come yet.

Ajik jumunhan ge an 
nawanneundeyo.

아직 주문한 게 안 나왔는데요.

Check, please.

Gyesanseo juseyo.

계산서 주세요.

Top Words You’ll Need at the Restaurant ›››

。

.
  .指差 話す。

POINT & SPEAK ~ please.
Garikigo malhagi

가리키고 말하기
~ juseyo.
~ 주세요.

chicken
dakgogi

닭고기่

appetizer
epitaijeo

에피타이저

main dish
mein yori

메인 요리

dessert
dijeoteu

디저트

beef
sogogi

소고기

pork
dwaejigogi

돼지고기

salad
saelleodeu

샐러드

seafood
haesanmul

해산물

What are today’s specials?
Oneurui seupesyeori mwoyeyo?

오늘의 스페셜이 뭐예요?

Can I have a drink menu?
Eumnyo menyu jom juseyo.

음료 메뉴 좀 주세요.

Can I have some more ~?
~ jom deo juseyo.

~ 좀 더 주세요.

Counters

1
hana

하나

2
dul

둘

3
set

셋

4
net

넷

5
daseot

다섯

6
yeoseot

여섯

7
ilgop

일곱

8
yeodeol

여덟

9
ahop

아홉

10
yeol

열
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CLICK HERE to get our Korean Learning System! Get your Free Lifetime Account!
How to Choose The Best Foods to Fit Your Preferences

With ~, please.
~ neoeo juseyo.

~ 넣어 주세요.

Without ~, please.
~ ppaego juseyo.

~ 빼고 주세요.

meat
gogi

고기

fish
saengseon

생선

vegetables
chaeso

채소

butter
beoteo

버터

sugar
seoltang

설탕

olive oil
ollibeu oil

올리브 오일

alcohol
alkool

알코올

tomato
tomato

토마토

cheese
chijeu

치즈

wine
wain

와인

onions
yangpa

양파

bell pepper
papeurika

파프리카

Does this dish contains any ~?
I yorie ~ deureogayo?

이 요리에 ~ 들어가요?

I can’t eat/drink ~.
~ mot meogeoyo/masyeoyo.

~ 못 먹어요/마셔요.

Please remove ~ from this dish.

I yorieseo ~ ppae juseyo.

이 요리에서 ~ 빼 주세요.

Table Request In The Restaurant

Complimenting and Criticizing the Food

Can you bring me (a) ~?
~ jom juseyo.
~ 좀 주세요.

I need (a) ~.
~ i/ga eomneun-
deyo.
~ 이/가 없는데요.

spoon
sutgarak

숟가락

fork
pokeu

포크

knife
naipeu

나이프

napkin
naepkin

냅킨

salt
sogeum

소금

black pepper
huchu

후추

water
mul

물

bread
ppang

빵

wet wipe
multisyu

물티슈

menu
menyu

메뉴

coffee
keopi

커피

dessert
dijeoteu

디저트

It’s delicious!
Masisseoyo!

맛있어요!

It looks tasty.
Masisseo boyeoyo.

맛있어 보여요.

It’s greasy.
Neukkihaeyo.

느끼해요.

It’s overcooked.

Neomu ikhyeosseoyo.

너무 익혔어요.

It lacks salt.
Singgeowoyo.

싱거워요.

It’s raw!
An igeosseoyo!

안 익었어요!

It smells so nice.

Naemsaega jeongmal joayo.

냄새가 정말 좋아요.

This is not fresh.
Sinseonhaji anayo.

신선하지 않아요.

It’s too spicy.

Neomu maewoyo.

너무 매워요.

Food Allergies & Restrictions!

I have a ~ allergy.
~ alleojiga isseoyo.
~ 알러지가 있어요.

meat
gogi

고기

eggs
dalgyal

달걀

milk
uyu

우유

peanuts
ttangkong

땅콩

shellfish
gapkkangnyu

갑각류

wheat
mil

밀ี

soy
kong

콩

fish
saengseon

생선

I am a vegetarian.

Jeoneun chaesikjuuijayeyo.

저는 채식주의자예요.

I am a vegan.

Jeoneun bigeonieyo.

저는 비건이에요.

I can’t eat pork.

Jeoneun dwaejigogireul mot meogeoyo

저는 돼지고기를 못 먹어요.
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KOREANCLAS S 101.COM  S URVI VAL PHRAS ES  S 1 #1 - THANK YOU! 2

KOREAN HANGUL

1. 대단히 감사합니다.

2. 고마워.

3. 감사합니다. or 고맙습니다.

ROMANIZATION

1. Daedanhi gamsahamnida.

2. Gomawo.

3. Gamsahamnida. or Gomapseumnida.

ENGLISH

1. Great, thanks.

2. Thanks. (intimate)

3. Thank you. (formal)

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class

고맙다 gomaptta to be thankful adjective

대단히 daedanhi very, much adverb

감사하다 gamsahada Thank you. verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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와 줘서 고마워.
Wa jwoseo gomawo.

 
"Thanks for coming."

버스는 대단히 혼잡했어요.
beoseuneun daedanhi honjaphaesseoyo.

 
"The bus was very crowded."

모두 와 주셔서 대단히 감사합니다.
modu wa jusyeoseo daedanhi gamsahamnida.

 
"Thank you very much everyone for 
coming."

잘 먹었습니다. 감사합니다.
jal meogeosseumnida. gamsahamnida.

 
"I ate very well. Thank you very much."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 In Korea, there are numerous ways to say "thank you." The level of respect differs according 
to relationship. First, we'll take a look at the phrase we use toward strangers and to those that 
we wish to respect. The first "thank you" is gamsahamnida (감사합니다 ). It's respectful, 
commonly heard, quick, and easy. You will probably hear this form most frequently.

Next is gomapseumnida (고맙습니다). This is respectful and we can use it toward strangers as 
well. Koreans don't use it quite as frequently as gamsahamnida, but it's still very common. The 
two that we have covered so far are nearly identical in terms of respect. The first, 
gamsahamnida, is a tiny bit more respectful than gomapseumnida, but it's only a very slight 
difference.

Koreans don't use this next one every day; rather, they use it for special occasions when 
someone has really broken his or her back to do you a favor. This form offers the highest level 
of gratitude. This "thank you" is daedanhi gamsahamnida (대단히 감사합니다). Literally, this 
means "great thanks."

Last is the informal "thank you," which you should only use with close and intimate friends 
and family (an uncle you are meeting for the first time doesn't cut it!). This informal form is 
gomawo (고마워). There are a few relationships with which the informal language is 
acceptable to use. For more on that, check out Quick Tip 1.

It is important to be as polite and respectful as possible. So if you're ever in doubt, use the 
formal "thank you," gamsahamnida or gomapseumnida (감사합니다 or 고맙습니다).

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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 Quick Tip #1: Helpful Hints About Formality 
 
 

In Korean, there are numerous ways to say "thank you." We can categorize anything said in 
Korean into two broad categories: formal and informal. As Korea is a Confucian society based 
on hierarchy, people will either be above your level, at your level, or below your level. And 
this is how we decide which form of "thank you" to use.

For example, if you are meeting someone for the first time, you must use formal language as 
you would want to be as respectful possible. You should also use the formal form toward your 
teacher, your boss, your coworker, and those older than you (for more on age, check out 
Quick Tip 2).

You should only use the informal gomawo (고마워) with those you are sure you will not offend 
by being informal with them. You should use it with people you have known for a while and 
are comfortable with. Here are some examples of relationships where it is proper for you to 
use the informal form:

1. A cousin that you grew up with and know very well

2. Little children

3. Classmates (sometimes)

4. A best friend

For most other relationships, it's important to use formal phrases. If you are ever unsure, stick 
with the formal. The formal thank you is gamsahamnida (감사합니다) or gomapseumnida (고맙
습니다).

 Quick Tip 2: Respecting Your Elders in Korea 
 
 

In Korea, age plays an extremely important role in relationship dynamics. If someone is older 
than you (even if only by a few years), it is sometimes acceptable for the older person to use 
informal language toward you. But sometimes you are still expected to use formal language 
toward them. As age plays a very significant role in Korea, it dramatically affects how we use 
the Korean language.
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 천만에요.

2. 아니에요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Cheonmaneyo.

2. Anieyo.

ENGLISH

1. You're welcome. It's nothing.

2. It isn't. It's nothing. You're welcome.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class

천만에요. cheonmaneyo
You're welcome. It's 

nothing. expression

아니에요 anieyo it's nothing

SAMPLE SENTENCES

천만에요. 언제든지요.
cheonmaneyo. eonjedeunjiyo.

 
"You're welcome. Anytime."

감사합니다 - 아니에요.
 

"Thank you. - Not at all."
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GRAMMAR

 Language Tip 
 
 

 In today's lesson, we'll learn how to respond to gamsahamnida, or in English, "thank you." 
Today's phrase is "you're welcome."

"You're welcome" in Korean is 천만에요 (cheonman-eyo). We use this phrase much like the 
English "you're welcome," but it carries a different connotation. It means something along the 
lines of "don't mention it," "it's nothing," "don't worry about it," "don't sweat it," and "it's no big 
deal." These phrases in English are very casual, but it is the total opposite in Korean. It still 
carries the same suggestion that it's not a big deal, but in a very polite and respectful manner. 
This phrase is very formal.

Because this phrase is so formal, there's another phrase, which is very similar in meaning 
and nuance, but we use it much more often. This phrase is ani-eyo. This phrase is actually the 
negative copula, which basically means it translates into "is not." And just like cheonman-eyo, 
this phrase carries the same notion that "it's nothing to worry about." The only difference is 
that it's not as formal, and we use it much more frequently.

Both carry the notion that you are deflecting someone's praise. Instead of it being something 
like "Yeah, I know I'm a great guy, but don't worry about it, it's nothing," it's more like "no, 
really, it was nothing, really, it's nothing." Something along those lines. Koreans try to humble 
themselves, as Korean culture considers bragging and boasting very rude. That's true with 
many cultures, but especially in Korean culture.

If a Korean person cured the common cold and someone tells that person that he or she is 
smart, it wouldn't be surprising to hear ani-eyo, telling the other person "no, I'm not." Humbling 
yourself will score you some big points in Korea.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 Tip #1: Don't Be a Braggart in Korea!  
 
 

 Refraining from bragging and boasting is part of Korean culture because Korean culture is a 
group-oriented society. But that's a different notion than being proud. Generally speaking, 
Koreans are a very proud people. They love to tell others about their sons who go to Ivy 
League schools. They love to talk to others about their daughters who work in the most 
prestigious hospitals. But when it comes to themselves, most Koreans will try to deflect praise 
and try to humble themselves.
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 이거 주세요.

2. 그거 주세요.

3. 김치 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Igeo juseyo.

2. Geugeo juseyo.

3. kimchi juseyo.

ENGLISH

1. (Give me) this, please.

2. (Give me) that, please.

3. (Give me) Kimchi, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

이거 igeo this
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그거 geugeo
that [spoken - (close to the 

listener) ]

주세요 juseyo Please give me.

김치 gimchi Kimchi

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이거 주세요.
igeo juseyo. 
"Please give me this one."

그거 뭐야? 
"What is it?"

참치 김밥 주세요.
chamchi gimbab juseyo. 
"Please give me tuna Kimbap."

최근에는 포장 김치를 사는 사람들이 많아
졌습니다.
choegeuneneun pojang gimchireul saneun 
saramdeuri manajyeotseumnida. 
"More people are buying packaged Kimchi 
these days."

저는 안 매운 김치가 좋아요.
jeoneun an maeun gimchiga joayo. 
"I like Kimchi that's not very spicy."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip 
 
 

 In today's lesson, we'll go over the Swiss army knife of phrases. You'll hear this phrase over 
and over again. It's used in so many different ways and forms that it's essential to the traveler 
in Korea. 

Let's say you're in a restaurant and you see all these delicious-looking items on the menu. 
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How do you order? To start, let's go over the rudimentary point and "this please." "This 
please" in Korean is 이거 주세요 (igeo juseyo). The first word igeo, means "this." The second 
part of the phrase, juseyo, is the word for "give," but in this context, we use it much like the 
English "please." Altogether, the phrase literally means "this, give" or "this, please." 

Now if you see a poster outside or see another patron eating something that looks delicious, 
we can point and say, "that please." "That please" in Korean is 그거 주세요 geugeo juseyo. 
The first word geugeo, means "that." The second half of the phrase, juseyo, once again 
means "give" or "please." Altogether, the phrase literally means, "that, give" or "that, please." 

Lastly, if you know what you want and don't even have to look at the menu, you can say what 
you want and add juseyo at the end. If you want some kimchi, you can simply say 김치 주세요 
(kimchi juseyo). Literally, this means "kimchi, give" or "kimchi, please." 

If you don't know what kimchi is, it's salted and spiced Chinese cabbage. It's massaged with 
tons of spices and left in a jar with some water. After it's left alone to ferment for a few days, it's 
good to eat. It may sound a little unappetizing, but boy is it addicting. A Canadian friend of 
mine got addicted to kimchi. He literally had to have it with every meal. If he didn't, he always 
felt like something was missing. He would eat kimchi with pizza, hamburgers, chicken, and 
everything else. It was a must-have at the table. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 Tip #1: Getting Others to Do Your Bidding (Politely) in Korea  
 
 

Juseyo literally means, "to give." But you can also use it to request favors from someone, not 
just items. You can request a taxi driver to go somewhere for you. You can ask your parents to 
make dinner for you. You can ask a friend to call you. That's why we can interpret this phrase 
as "please." To form that request, Koreans use juseyo in conjunction with other verbs. The 
grammar of this request is beyond the level of this lesson, but the point is that there are so 
many different ways you can use juseyo. 

You'll hear the phrase over and over again throughout these Survival Phrases. So be sure to 
remember it! 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 안녕하세요.

2. 좋은 아침입니다.

3. 여보세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. annyeonghaseyo.

2. jo-eun achimimnida.

3. yeoboseyo.

ENGLISH

1. Hello.

2. Good morning.

3. Hello? (used when answering the phone)

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

좋은 joeun good

아침 achim morning
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이다 ida to be

여보세요 yeo-bo-se-yo Hello? (used on the phone)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

좋은 레스토랑 알아요?
joeun reseutorang arayo? 
"Do you know a good restaurant?"

내일 아침에 만나요.
nae-il achim-e mannayo. 
"See you tomorrow morning."

우와! 한국이다!
uwa! hangugida. 
"Wow! It's Korea!"

여보세요, 누구세요?
Yeoboseyo, nuguseyo? 
"Hello. Who's speaking?"

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip 
 
 

 In today's lesson, we'll go over the appropriate greetings for the appropriate situations. The 
first phrase is 안녕하세요(annyeonghaseyo). You can use this much like the English "hello." It's 
the Swiss army knife of greetings, and you can use it in the morning, afternoon, and night. The 
first part of the phrase, 안녕 (annyeong), means "peace." The second half, 하세요 (hasaeyo), 
 generally means "to do." A rough translation of this phrase is "Are you at peace?" Now isn't 
that an awesome way to greet your friends and family? "Are you at peace?" is the literal 
translation of the word, but nowadays Koreans don't actually equate that meaning with the 
phrase. Over time it has, for the most part, lost its meaning, and now it means simply "hello." 

Next on our list of greetings is "good morning," or 좋은 아침입니다 (joeun achimimnida). The 
first word, 좋은 (joeun), means "good." The next word, 아침 (achim), means "morning." And입니
다 (imnida), is the copula; it's almost equivalent to the verb "to be" in English. Altogether, a 
literal translation of the phrase is, "good, morning, is," a very close translation of the English 
phrase "good morning." Koreans use this greeting mostly at the office. For whatever reason, 
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it's become a greeting among coworkers. 

Lastly, you should use a different greeting when you're answering the phone. In Korean, 
when you answer the phone, you say yeoboseyo? ("hello?"). This means "hello," but Koreans 
only use it when answering the phone. 

In English, if someone picks up a phone and doesn't hear anything, that person may say 
"Hello? Hello???" Much in the same way, if someone is spacing out and you want his or her 
attention, you say "Hello? Hello???" in the same tone. This is the same case in Korean. If you 
want to get someone's attention, you wouldn't say annyeonghaseyo ("Are you at peace?"). A 
more appropriate way to get the person's attention is "Hello? Hello???" or in Korean, 
yeoboseyo. In this case, it's kind of like "Hello? Earth to _____." 

All of these greetings will probably be enough to get you a smile from a friend, the staff at a 
restaurant, or the sweet lady at the fruit and vegetable store. Be sure to greet someone with a 
smile, and if appropriate in the situation, a little tilt bow (check out the Quick Tip for more on 
this). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 Quick Tip: Knowing When and How to Bow in Korea 
 
 

In Korea, we use bowing in conjunction with greetings. It's imperative to bow when you first 
meet someone, as it shows humility and respect. But how far should someone bow? Should it 
be a slight nod of the head? Or a full-blown ninety-degree bow? And how long should you 
hold a bow? These are not easy answers, as bows can change according to the person you 
are greeting. 

The amount of time you hold your bow displays how much intention and purpose you have in 
your greeting. The longer you hold your bow, the more respect and humility it conveys. When 
you're bowing to someone who is above you in the Confucian hierarchy, it's important to 
express humility by not looking at the person while you're bowing. This shows the utmost 
humility and respect. Also, the incline of your bow shows how much intent you have in your 
greeting. These variables all change according to whom you are greeting. 

Here are some tips you can use to decide which type of bow to use: 
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1. A short, quick bow (like an nod). Koreans use this for greetings, such as meeting an 
acquaintance, a friend, a friend of a friend, people they see daily, co-workers, staff members 
at a place of business, and greeting parents when they arrive home. This bow is just 
something simple that gets the job done. Koreans probably use this bow around ninety 
percent of the time. 

2. A bow that you hold for a moment. Koreans use this bow to show intent and purpose. You 
should use this bow when you meet an employer for the first time or when you see an elder 
family member you haven't seen in a while. This bow shows out-of-the-ordinary respect. 

3. A near ninety-degree bow that you hold for an extended moment. Koreans use this bow to 
show the utmost respect. You should use this bow when meeting someone of great 
importance. For example, the President of Korea, a high-ranking government official, the 
highest-ranking general in the Korean military, and a mafia boss all call for this specific bow. 
You should use it toward anyone who can change your life for the worse if he or she feels 
disrespected. It'll be rare to see someone respect a person that much, so don't count on 
seeing it in your everyday life. 

4. Getting down on both knees, with forehead to the floor. We said Koreans use bow number 
three to show the utmost respect. Bow number four shows both respect and humility. If you've 
gravely wronged someone, and you want to show your total remorse, this is the bow for you. 
(Koreans also use this bow during New Year's celebrations when family members gather to 
wish each other a blessed New Year. Obviously, in this sense, this bow is not so apologetic.) 

During all of these bows, you should hold your hands together in front or leave them hanging 
at your sides. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 안녕히 가세요.

2. 안녕히 계세요.

3. 잘 있어.

4. 잘 가.

5. 안녕.

ROMANIZATION

1. Ah-nyounghi ga-seyo.

2. Ah-nyounghi gye-saeyo.

3. Jal isseo.

4. Jal ga.

5. Annyeong.

ENGLISH

1. Goodbye. (Go in peace)

2. Goodbye. (Stay in peace)

CONT'D OVER
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3. Be well. Stay well.

4. Get home safe. Go well.

5. Bye or Hello (Casual)

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

있다 itda to be, to exist

가 ga
I go/you go/they go/we go 

(intimate)

잘 jal well

계시다 gyesida to be (honorific)

가시다 gasida to go (honorific)

안녕히 annyeonghi peacefully

SAMPLE SENTENCES

거울 있어?
geoul isseo? 
"Do you have a mirror?"

먼저 가.
meonjeo ga. 
"You go first."

일본어 잘 해요.
ilboneo jal haeyo. 
"I can speak Japanese well."

김 선생님 계세요?
gim seonsaengnim gyeseyo? 
"Is Mr. Kim there?"
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혼자 가실 거예요?
honja gasil geo-yeyo? 
"Are you going there alone?"

안녕히 가세요.
annyeonghi gaseyo. 
"Good-bye." ("Go in peace.")

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip 
 
 

 When parting from someone, one of the main factors in deciding what to say is whether you 
are leaving or whether you're staying. 

When you are the one leaving and those you are saying goodbye to are staying, you can say 
안녕히 계세요 (annyeonghi gyeseyo). The first portion of the phrase, annyeonghi, means 
"peacefully." The second half of the phrase, gyeseyo, means "to stay" or "to be." Literally 
translated, the phrase is "peacefully, stay" or "peacefully, be." Roughly translated, the phrase 
means, "be at peace" or "stay in peace." Rad, huh? 

Now when someone is leaving and you are staying, or when both parties are leaving, we 
have the following phrase, 안녕히 가세요 (annyeonghi gaseyo). Annyeonghi, once again, 
means "peacefully." The second half gaseyo, means, "to go." Altogether, we have a literal 
meaning of "peacefully, go." Translated, it means, "go in peace." The only difference between 
the two phrases is annyeonghi GYEseyo and annyeonghi GAseyo. They are exactly the 
same, with just a slight change in the middle. The slight change in the middle is the difference 
between "to stay" and "to go." 

The previous two parting phrases are in the honorific form. These two expressions also have 
corresponding casual phrases. 

The first casual phrase, when you are the one staying and someone else is leaving, is 잘있어 
(jalisseo). The first part of the phrase, 잘 (jal), means "good" or "well." The second half, 있어 
(isseo), means "to stay" or "to be." Literally, it's "well, stay" or "well, be." Translated, it means 
"stay well," or maybe even "take care." 

The casual version of the second phrase (when you are staying and someone is leaving) is잘
가 (jalga). The first, 잘 (jal), is the same as the last phrase, meaning "well" or "good." The 
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second part, 가 (ga), means "go." Literally, the phrase jalga means "well, go." Translated, it 
means to "go well." It also has the connotation of "going safely." So a better translation of this 
phrase is "get home safe." 

Lastly, we have a universal greeting and parting expression. This phrase is very casual, and 
you should only use it with people with whom you are close and intimate. This phrase is 안녕 
(annyeong). 

The two honorific phrases from the beginning of the lesson are annyeonghi gyeseyo and 
annyeonghi gaseyo. Both have annyeong in the front; thus a shortened, more casual form is 
simply 안녕 (annyeong). In English, it is equivalent to something casual, such as "see ya." Or if 
you want to be literal about it..."peace!" (Sorry, I couldn't resist.) Essentially, the phrase means 
"bye." 

You should use the same annyeong when you are greeting someone. The honorific phrase 
you should use when greeting someone is 안녕하세요 (annyeonghaseyo). The first part of the 
phrase is 안녕 (annyeong). It's the same word, just used in a different context. This one is a 
casual "hello," such as "hey!." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 Quick Tip: Respect: Is It a Two-Way Street in Korea?  
 
 

Sometimes when you are greeting someone who is of higher social ranking than you (for 
example, an elder, your employer, or a professor), he or she may not respond with a greeting. 
It's common in Korea to greet those of lower ranking by just saying something along the lines 
of "oh." It's not that these people are trying to emphasize their status, but rather it's just the way 
the language works. It's acceptable to not say "hello" to someone of lower ranking. Most likely, 
the person will respond with "Oh, you came?" or "Oh, how are you?" These are considered 
greetings in themselves (just as people use the English "how are you" as a greeting). 
Remember, we are only referring to people of higher social ranking greeting those lower than 
them. It would be very rude for someone of lower social ranking to greet someone of higher 
ranking in this manner. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 화장실 어디예요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Hwajangsil eodiyeyo?

ENGLISH

1. Where is the bathroom?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class

화장실 hwajangsil toilet, bathroom noun

어디 eodi where interrogative word

이다 ida to be verb

남자 namja man, male, boy noun

여자 yeoja woman, female, girl noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

화장실이 참 깨끗해요.
hwajangsiri cham kkaekkeuthaeyo. 
"The bathroom is very clean."

내일 저녁에 어디 갈거야?
naeil jeonyeoge eodi galgeoya? 
"Where are you going tomorrow night?"
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지금 어디 가세요?
jigeum eodi gaseyo? 
"Where are you going now?"

우와! 한국이다!
uwa! hangugida. 
"Wow! It's Korea!"

샘 씨는 남자입니다.
saem ssineun namjaimnida 
"Sam is a man."

여자가 커피를 마십니다.
yeojaga keopireul masimnida. 
"A woman is drinking a cup of coffee."

미키씨는 여자입니다.
mikissineun yeojaimnida. 
"Miki is a woman."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip 
 
 

 In today's lesson, we'll cover an extremely important phrase, "Where is the bathroom?" 
"Where is the bathroom" in Korean is 화장실 어디예요? (hwajangsil eodi-yeyo). 

The first part of the phrase,화장실 (hwajangsil), means "bathroom." Next, we have the 
interrogative 어디 (eodi), which means "where." And lastly, we have 에요 (eyo), which means 
"is." Literally, the phrase we have at hand is "bathroom, where, is." Translated, it's "Where is 
the bathroom?" 

In Korea, the signs for bathrooms will usually have pictures for men and women on the front 
door. A lot of times you'll even see the English words "Men" and "Women." However, there are 
times you may run into only the hangul ("Korean writing"). Here are the two words you'll need 
to know in this situation. 

The hangul for "man" or "men" is "남자" (namja). We can translate this into "man," "men," or 
"male." 

The hangul for "woman" or "women" is "여자" (yeoja). We can translate this as "woman," 
"women," or "female." 
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You can take the phrase a little further and ask "Where is the men's bathroom?" or "Where is 
the women's bathroom?" To do so, simply add the gender to the front of the phrase. "Where is 
the men's bathroom?" is 남자화장실 어디예요? (namja hwajangsil eodi-yeyo?). "Where is the 
women's bathroom?" is 여자화장실 어디예요? (yeoja hwajangsil eodi-yeyo?). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 Tip #1: What Is That Thing on the Floor in the Bathroom?  
 
 

As mentioned in the mp3, there are some toilets in Asia (not exclusive to Korea) that may not 
be so comfortable for Westerners. It's a little difficult to describe, but I'll give it a shot. Try to 
imagine a men's urinal mounted on the wall of a men's bathroom. Take that urinal off the wall, 
and place it flat on the floor. That'll give you a general idea of what I'm talking about. It takes a 
while to get used to it, but it's not so difficult. If you are located in the center of a big city, you 
probably won't come across many of these. But they aren't rare by any means. I don't want to 
get into too much detail, but as you can imagine, they're not exactly meant for germophobes. 

Check out this Wikipedia.com article for more on these toilets. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 죄송합니다.

2. 괜찮아요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Joesong hamnida.

2. Gwenchanayo.

ENGLISH

1. I'm sorry.

2. It's okay.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

괜찮다 gwaenchanhta to be okay, to be all right

죄송하다 joesonghada to be sorry

SAMPLE SENTENCES

제 그림인데, 괜찮아요? 
"This is my drawing, but is it ok?"

창문 열어도 괜찮아요? 
"May I open the window?"
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괜찮아. 어렵지 않아.
gen-chan-a. eo-ryeop-ji an-a. 
"It's okay. It's not hard."

봉투에 안 담아서 죄송해요. 
"Sorry for not giving it to you in an 
envelop."

죄송합니다. 지금 수업 중이에요.
joesonghamnida. jigeum sueop jung-ieyo. 
"Sorry, I'm in a class now."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 In today's lesson, we'll learn how to apologize. Let's start with 죄송합니다 (joesonghamnida), 
meaning "sorry" in English. We use this phrase just as we use the English word "sorry." If 
you're late to an appointment, if you've stepped on someone's toes, or if you've spilled coffee 
on someone, this phrase is appropriate for all of these situations. 

Now, what if someone says this to you? In the case that someone uses 죄송합니다 
(joesonghamnida) toward you, a typical response is 괜찮아요 (gwenchanayo), or "it's okay," 
"it's all right." This is pretty much a direct translation of "it's okay" or "it's all right." If you're sick, 
and someone calls to check up on you, you can say gwenchanayo (if you are feeling all right). 
Once again, we use it pretty much in the same situations in which we would use it in English. 

There is a cultural issue that we should address. When riding the subway or walking in a 
crowded place, there's bound to be contact with strangers. Koreans, however, don't really 
bother to say "sorry" for the small, minor bumps. It happens all the time, no matter what city 
you're in. But it seems like a lot of foreigners can't stand this; you have to understand, it's just 
part of the culture. They aren't being rude. So if you get bumped into and don't get a 죄송합니
다 (joesonghamnida), don't get offended. It's simply the culture. But that doesn't give you the 
right to go around bulldozing people to the ground! 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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 Tip#1: Adjusting to Korean Time 
 
 

Let's say you go out and have a great time with some new Korean friends. You had such a 
good time that you agree to meet again the next day at noon. You arrive at the appointed 
meeting location on time. You wait a few minutes, and you think to yourself "they must be 
late." Fifteen minutes, thirty minutes, an hour goes by, and now you're getting a little upset. 
Not one of them has showed up. You would figure that at least one person would be on time, 
but all of them are late. Finally, they all show up and say joesonghamnida. 

These friends of yours are running on "Korean time." Koreans are notoriously late. It's not to 
say every Korean is late, but the term "Korean time" exists for a reason. It means arriving a 
little bit later than the appointed time. A little bit later can range from ten minutes to an hour 
later. It all depends on the person. Of course, there are people who stay on schedule. But this 
is just a warning to be wary of those who run on "Korean time." 

So if you have friends running on ''Korean time,'' you should expect to hear 죄송합니다 
(joesonghamnida). 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 영어 하세요?

2. 한국어 하세요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Yeong-eo haseyo?

2. Hangugeo haseyo?

ENGLISH

1. Do you speak English?

2. Do you speak Korean?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

영어 yeong-eo English

일본어 ilboneo Japanese

한국어 hangugeo Korean (language)

하다 hada to do

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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영어 발음이 좋아요.
yeongeo baleumi johayo. 
"Your English pronunciation is good."

영어 몰라요.
yeong-eo mollayo 
"I don't know English."

일본어 할 줄 아세요?
ilboneo hal jul aseyo? 
"Do you speak Japanese?"

한국어 공부가 너무 재미있어요.
hangukeo gongbu-ga neomu jaemiisseoyo. 
"Studying Korean is so much fun."

나 한국어 할 수 있어.
nan hangukeo hal su isseo. 
"I can speak Korean."

이번에는 제대로 할게요.
ibeon-eneun jedaero halgeyo. 
"I'll do it right this time."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 In today's lesson, we'll cover another extremely important phrase, "Can you speak English?" 
Using this phrase as opposed to speaking English at someone is important for many reasons. 
For one, if the party you're speaking to doesn't understand English, at least he or she will be 
able to understand what you're asking. It also conveys a lot of respect to show that you took 
the effort to learn even a little bit of the language. For these reasons and many more, we're 
going to cover this phrase. 

"Can you speak English" in Korean is 영어 하세요? (yeongeo haseyo?). The first word of this 
phrase is 영어 (yeongeo), which means "English." The second part of the phrase is 하세요 
(haseyo). This haseyo means "to do," but in this specific context it means "to speak." Literally, 
the phrase we have is "English, do" or "English, speak." Translated, it means "Do you speak 
English?" 

Let's go over the words for two more languages. "Korean" is 한국어 (hangukeo). Japanese is 
일본어(ilboneo). Yeongeo haseyo is "Can you speak English?" For the phrase "Can you 
speak English?" we can replace the language ("English") and ask "Can you speak Korean?" 
Simply replace "English" (yeongeo) with "Korean" (hangukeo). The new phrase we have now 
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is hangukeo haseyo? or "Can you speak Korean?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Tip#1: The Importance of Learning Sounds in Korean 
 
 

Many written Korean words have corresponding Chinese characters. For instance, eo or 
"language" has a corresponding Chinese character. These Chinese characters are very 
important as they play a strong role in the Korean language. Many words have their origins 
from Chinese characters. And knowing these characters can open up so many doors in the 
language. 

When I was studying Korean, I didn't know any Chinese characters. I still don't know as many 
Chinese characters as I'd like, but I learned to associate certain sounds in Korean with certain 
meanings. For example, eo means "language." And the word for any language (e.g., English, 
Korean, Chinese, Spanish, French) in Korean ends in eo. Once you reach a certain level of 
your Korean education, you vocabulary will skyrocket when you learn these characters (or at 
the least the sounds). 

Hanja, or "Chinese characters," are a little beyond the scope of these Survival Phrases, but 
it's really easy to pick them up down the line. Actually, you don't need to know how to read 
Chinese at all. The sounds will really be the main learning tool. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한번 더 말씀해 주세요.

2. 천천히 말씀해 주세요.

3. 예?

ROMANIZATION

1. hanbeon deo malsseumhae juseyo.

2. cheoncheonhi malsseumhae juseo

3. ye?

ENGLISH

1. Can you say it again, please?

2. Speak slowly, please.

3. What? or Eh?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

한번 hanbeon one time, once

더 deo more
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말씀하다 malsseumhada to speak, to say (honorific)

주다 juda to give

SAMPLE SENTENCES

한번 봤어요.
hanbeon bwasseoyo. 
"I've looked at it once."

한국이 더 비싸요.
hangugi deo bissaeyo. 
"Korea is more expensive."

선생님이 어제 말씀하셨어요.
seonsaengnim-i eoje malsseumhasyeosseoyo. 
"The teacher said it yesterday."

당신에게 특별한 선물을 주고 싶어요.
dangsin-ege teukbyeolhan seonmul-eul jugo 
sipeoyo. 
"I want to give you a special gift."

시간을 주세요.
sigan-eul juseyo. 
"Give me some time, please."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 Dictionaries are a great tool that can help you learn Korean, but why not learn the language 
from the people around you? In today's lesson, we'll go over a phrase that'll give you the 
power to do just that! 

Today's phrase is한번더 말씀해 주세요 (hanbeondeo malsseumhae juseo), or in English, "Can 
you say it again, please?" Let's take a look at the components. The first word we have is한번 
(hanbeon). This means "once" or "one time." The word that follows immediately is더 (deo). 
This means "more." These two together mean "once more" or "one more time." The next part 
of the phrase is 말씀 (malsseum). This is an honorific word for "speak" or "say." The last part is 
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해주세요 (hae-juseyo). The word해 (hae) means "to do," but in this particular context, it means 
"to speak" because the word that precedes it, 말씀, is the word for "speak" or "say." The last 
part is the familiar 주세요 (juseyo), which means "please." Altogether, the phrase here is 
hanbeondeo malsseumhae juseo. Word-by-word, it means "once more, say, speak, please." 
We can interpret this as "Can you say it again, please?" 

Now, even if someone repeats what he or she said, you still may not be able to understand it. 
To slow the speaker down a bit, we have the following phrase for you. This phrase is "speak 
slowly, please." This phrase is very similar to the phrase before. The only thing that changes 
here is the first part of the phrase. Let's take a look at the previous phrase. That phrase was 
hanbeondeo malsseumhae juseo. The phrase "speak slowly, please" changes one word. We 
can simply replace한번더 (hanbeondeo), or "once more," with 천천히 (cheoncheonhi), or 
"slowly." The rest of the phrase stays the same. Altogether, the phrase we now have is 천천히 
말씀해 주세요 (cheoncheonhi malsseumhae juseo). Literally, this phrase means "slowly, 
speak, please." But we can interpret it as "Can you speak slowly, please?" 

The last phrase we have for you is something that you should use sparingly. It's not 
necessarily polite, but it's not casual either. It's in the middle ground. That phrase (or maybe I 
should say sound) is 예? (ye?). We can use this in several different situations. For one, we 
can use it when you didn't hear what a speaker just said. When you say it, your tone shouldn't 
be so high-pitched and shouldn't be so emotional. But if you want to utilize your emotions in 
your Korean language skills, you can use them in the case when you don't believe what 
someone just said. You can use this ye?! to ask someone to repeat something because you 
just can't believe it. In this case, you should make ye?! high-pitched and emotional, and 
maybe you can throw in a confused facial expression for some added effect. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 Tip #1: Why It's Important to Keep Your Cool in Korean  
 
 

Most people who are from outside of Seoul have a different dialect from Seoulites. They may 
have different pronunciations, different usages, and different intonations. Sometimes these 
dialects are incomprehensible, even to native Korean speakers! But when these people move 
to Seoul, they tend to lose their dialects and speak with a Seoul dialect (whether it is 
intentional or not). 
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But when those not native to Seoul get emotional, their true dialects come out. This is 
especially true when someone gets angry. It's not uncommon to see someone with a 
seemingly native-Seoul dialect change his or her speech in a matter of seconds. So if you 
hear "ye?!," some non-standard Korean dialect may follow. 

 Tip #2: Dialects You'll Hear in Korea 
 
 

Korean dialects differ greatly from region to region. There are more than ten distinct Korean 
dialects. Some dialects are from outside of Korea, such as Japan, China, and even Central 
Asia. As mentioned before, they can be incomprehensible, even to native speakers. But all 
news broadcasts and most television show hosts speak with a standard Korean dialect (a 
Seoul dialect). 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 죄송합니다, 이해 못 해요

2. 한국말 못 해요.

ROMANIZATION

1. joesonghamnida, ihae mot haeyo

2. hangukmal mot haeyo.

ENGLISH

1. I'm sorry, I don't understand.

2. In don't speak Korean.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

이해 ihae understanding

못 mot can't, won't

하다 hada to do

한국말 hangukmal Korean (language)

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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이해할 수 있어요.
ihaehal-su isseoyo. 
"I can understand."

운전 못 해요.
unjeon mot haeyo. 
"I can't drive."

이번에는 제대로 할게요.
ibeon-eneun jedaero halgeyo. 
"I'll do it right this time."

한국말 안 어려워요.
hangukmal an eoryeowoyo. 
"Korean is not difficult."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 When traveling in Korea, you will inevitably come across people speaking to you in Korean, 
even if you don't have a Korean face. In many cases, Koreans can speak English to some 
degree, but they are too embarrassed to speak. So when someone speaks to you in Korean, 
you can at least say "I'm sorry, I don't understand." 

"I'm sorry, I don't understand" in Korean is 죄송합니다, 이해 못 해요 (joesonghamnida, ihae mot 
haeyo). This long phrase may seem a little intimidating, but it's easy to learn. The first word, 죄
송합니다 (joesonghamnida), is from lesson number 7, "Apologies." This word means "sorry." 
The next part of the phrase is이해 (ihae), which means "understand" or "comprehend." The 
next word is못 (mot). Mot means "can't" or "not possible." The last part is 해요 (haeyo), which 
means "to do." So just think of mot, or "can't," intruding its way in between "understand" and 
"to do." The phrase literally means "sorry, understand, can't, do." We can interpret this as ''I'm 
sorry, I don't understand.'' 

The next phrase we have is 한국말 못 해요 (hangukmal mot haeyo). The first word we have 
here is 한국말 (hangukmal), which means "Korean." The next part is 못 해요 (mot haeyo), 
which together means "can't do," but in this context we may interpret it as "can't speak." 
Literally, the phrase we have is "Korean, can't speak." We can interpret this as "I can't speak 
Korean." 

You may find these two phrases useful when you're in a jam. My friend, who was new to 
Korea, had taken the subway somewhere. But as it turned out, she had bought the wrong 
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ticket and needed to pay a little more. The ticket master started to speak to her in Korean, but 
it was to no avail. She was confused and used the phrase she learned the day before, 
hangukmal mot haeyo. The ticket master got frustrated and let her pass. It wasn't much, but it 
still got her out of a jam. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip#1: Pockets Empty? You May Not Have to Worry in Korea. 
 
 

Just as the ticket master overlooked my friend's situation, many businesses in Korea will 
overlook it if you're short some change on a bill. My experience in places other than Korea is 
that being short on a bill is almost always unacceptable. But in Korea, if you don't have 
enough money for the bill, many places will have no problem letting you go when you're off by 
a few hundred won. This may not sound like much, but it can help when you're in a jam. Many 
businesses in Korea round down or overlook a few hundred won (sometimes a few thousand 
won) here and there if you're short. 

However, things are changing little by little. As the Korean economy grows, there's more 
money out there. And as that's the case, there should be less reason for people to be short a 
few hundred won. But many places are still kind enough to look the other way. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 손님이 왕이다.

2. 어서 오십시오.

3. 안녕히 가십시오.

ROMANIZATION

1. Sonnim-i wang-ida

2. Eoseo osipsio.

3. Annyounghi gasipsio.

ENGLISH

1. The customer is King.

2. Welcome.

3. Goodbye.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

안녕히 annyeonghi peacefully

가시다 gasida to go (honorific)
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손님 sonnim customer, guest

왕비 wangbi queen

어서 eoseo quickly

이다 ida to be

오시다 osida to come (honorific)

오다 oda to come

가다 ga-da to go

SAMPLE SENTENCES

안녕히 가세요.
annyeonghi gaseyo. 
"Good-bye." ("Go in peace.")

혼자 가실 거예요?
honja gasil geo-yeyo? 
"Are you going there alone?"

오늘은 가게에 손님이 많아요.
oneul-eun gage-e sonnim-i manayo. 
"We have a lot of customers in the shop 
today."

왕비는 왕이 자기를 해치려 한다고 생각했
습니다.
wangbi-neun wang-i jagi-reul haechiryeo handago 
saenggakhaesseumnida. 
"The queen thought that the king was 
trying to harm her."

어서 들어오세요.
eoseo deureo-oseyo. 
"Please come in quickly."

우와! 한국이다!
uwa! hangugida. 
"Wow! It's Korea!"

언제 오셨어요?
eonje osyeosseoyo? 
"When did you come?"

처음 오는 곳이라서 길을 헤맸어요.
cheo-eum oneun gos-iraseo gil-eul 
hemaesseoyo. 
"I'm here for the first time so I get lost."
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내일은 몇 시에 와요?
naeil-eun myeot ssi-e wayo? 
"What time are you coming tomorrow?"

지하철을 타고 갈 거예요.
ji-ha-cheol-eul ta-go gal geo-ye-yo. 
"I'll go there by subway."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 Whenever you enter a restaurant, a cafe, a department store, a boutique, or any other place 
where you're a you're a customer, staff members will try to be as polite as possible. 어서 오십시
오 (eoseo osipsio) is the greeting you most likely will hear. This phrase means something like 
"come on in," but we can interpret it as "welcome." 어서 (eoseo) means "quickly." 오십시오 
(oshipsio) means "to come" but in a very respectful manner. Literally, it means "quickly, 
come," but once again, we can interpret it as "welcome." 

Most people don't respond and just go about their own business. But to be polite, you can 
acknowledge them by giving a short bow and saying 안녕하세요 (annyeonghaseyo). But they 
won't be hurt if you don't even look in their direction. This is because there's a saying in 
Korean. That phrase is 손님이 왕이다 (sonnim-i wang-ida), or in English, "the customer is king." 
In America, "The customer is always right." But in Korea, "The customer is king." This phrase 
is broken down in the first Quick Tip. 

Service in Korea really does make you feel like royalty. Even if you're just browsing, 
employees will follow you around. Sometimes this freaks people out; it may seem a bit 
creepy. But just know they want to be right there to assist you if you have any questions or if 
you need anything. 

Next, when you're leaving a business establishment, you'll usually hear 안녕히 가십시오 
(annyeonghi gasipsio). Does this ring a bell? This phrase means "goodbye," or if you 
remember, "go in peace." But this is a very polite form of the phrase. It has the same meaning 
of the phrase we learned before 안녕히 가세요 (annyonghi gaseyo), but it's just a different level 
of respect. You'll most likely hear this phrase only in business establishments. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip #1: Customers Are Royalty in Korea 
 
 

Let's take a look at a common Korean phrase: 손님이 왕이다 (sonnim-i wang-ida), "The 
customer is king." The first part of the phrase, 손님 (sonnim) means "customer." The 이 (i) that 
follows immediately is a post position subject marker (it simply indicates the subject of the 
sentence). The latter part of the phrase contains 왕 (wang). This means "king." The 이다 (ida) 
that follows immediately means "is." Literally, the phrase we have here is "customer, king, is." 
We can interpret this as "the customer is king." 

Quick Tip #2: How to Get the Best Service in Korea 
 
 

Because the customer is king in Korea, there is something called "service." If you frequent a 
restaurant and you somehow get chummy with the owner, he may give you "service." 
"Service" is simply anything that is free. It can be anything, such as a couple of extra 
dumplings, a free drink, a bottle of soju, a free pair of socks, and just anything else. But I hope 
you're not under the impression that Koreans will be throwing free things at you. Look for an 
upcoming lesson on "service" and how to ask for these free things. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 저기요.

2. 이거 주세요.

3. 물 주세요.

4. 계산서 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Jeogiyo.

2. Igeo juseyo.

3. Mul juseyo.

4. Gyesanseo jusaeyo.

ENGLISH

1. Over here.

2. Give me this, please.

3. Give me water, please.

4. Check, please.

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

이거 igeo this

주다 juda to give

물 mul water

계산서 gyesanseo check, bill

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이거 주세요.
igeo juseyo. 
"Please give me this one."

오백원만 주세요.
o-baek-won-man ju-se-yo. 
"Please just give me five hundred won."

물 좀 주세요!
Mul jom ju-se-yo! 
"Please give me some water!"

계산서 어디 있어요?
gyesanseo eodi isseoyo? 
"Where is the bill?"

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 The first priority when we sit down at a table is to get the attention of the staff. In Korean, we 
use 저기요 (jeogiyo). This phrase translates roughly to "over here" or "excuse me." You can 
use this phrase not just in a restaurant, but in a store as well. If you are someplace where 
people are there to assist you and you need help, jeogiyo is appropriate language. But you 
cannot use this phrase if you've bumped into someone. You should only use this phrase 
when calling someone over to you. 

Next, when you have the staff at the table, what to do? Let's start with the standard point and 
"this please." In Korean, that would be 이거 주세요 (igeo juseyo). The first part of the phrase is 
이거 (igeo), or "this." The next part is 주세요 (juseyo), or in English, "give." But here we can 
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translate it to "please." Literally, the phrase we have here is "this, give," but we can interpret it 
as "this, please." 

So if you want to ask for water, you could say the word for water, 물 (mul), and simply add 
juseyo at the end. The phrase here is 물 주세요 (mul juseyo). Literally, it's "water, give," but we 
can interpret it as "water, please." If there's anything else you want, you can just say the word 
and add juseyo to complete the phrase. 

Let's try asking for the check. In Korean, the word for check is 계산서 (gyesanseo). So to ask 
for it, we can simply add juseyo. The phrase here is 계산서 주세요 (gyesanseo juseyo), or 
"check, please." 

When handling money in Korea, it's always important to give and receive with two hands. This 
displays respect, and Koreans expect it in almost any situation where money is involved. This 
includes credit cards as well. So any time you hand a bill back to the restaurant staff, make 
sure it's with two hands. Read more on this etiquette in Quick Tip 1. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 Quick Tip #1: Why Using Two Hands Is Better Than One 
 
 

Giving with two hands is not just limited to money. When pouring a drink for someone, it's 
respectful to pour with two hands. When giving someone a gift, it's respectful to hand it to that 
person with two hands. It's also good manners to receive items with two hands. When you are 
receiving money, a gift, or even having a drink poured for you, two hands are better than one! 

Quick Tip #2: When to Use Envelopes With Cold, Hard Cash in Korea 
 
 

There's another important cultural point regarding money we should address here. Let's say 
you have a part-time job and you are getting paid in cash. After you've done a good job and 
your employer is ready to pay you, you'll most likely receive that cash in an envelope. In 
Korea, it's considered proper etiquette to give cash in an envelope. That's why nearly all 
ATMs in Korea have envelopes to take with you. But if you're just paying at the register of 
some convenience store or a bakery shop, don't bother with envelopes. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 잘 먹겠습니다.

2. 잘 먹었습니다.

ROMANIZATION

1. Jal meokgesseumnida.

2. Jal meogeosseumnida.

ENGLISH

1. I will eat well. (Thank you for the meal that I will eat)

2. I ate well. (Thank you for the great meal that I ate)

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

먹었다 meogeotda ate

잘 jal well

먹다 meokta to eat

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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1주일 동안 매일 라면을 먹었어요.
il-juil dong-an maeil ramyeoneul meogeosseoyo. 
"I ate Ramyeon (instant noodles) every 
day for one week."

일본어 잘 해요.
ilboneo jal haeyo. 
"I can speak Japanese well."

갈비 먹고 싶어요. 
"I want to eat galbi."

같이 밥 먹으러 가요.
ga-chi bab meo-geu-reo ga-yo. 
"Let's go eat together."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 In Korean culture, when you go out to eat in a group, the oldest person or the person of 
highest social ranking typically pays for the meal. For example, if your co-workers all go out 
together, the boss is expected to pay for the meal. So when you go to dinner, knowing that 
someone will provide for your meal, we have the following phrase to express your gratitude. 

This phrase is 잘 먹겠습니다 (jal meokgess-seumnida). The first part of the phrase is 잘 (jal), 
which means "good" or "well." 

The second part of the phrase is 먹겠습니다 (meokgess-seumnida), which means "will eat." 
Literally, the phrase we have here is "well, will eat." We infer the subject "I" here. So we can 
interpret this phrase as "I will eat well" or maybe something along the lines of "Thank you for 
the meal that I will eat." It's a very loose translation, but while you're saying that you'll enjoy 
the meal, gratitude is the main notion of this phrase. And as this is this is the future tense, use 
this phrase before you eat a meal. 

Use this phrase whenever you're grateful to receive a meal. You can use it when someone 
pays for your meal, your friend cooks you dinner, your mother makes your dinner (even if she 
makes it for you every day), or the lunch lady plops some food on your plate. Anytime 
someone has put in some effort to provide for your meal, using this phrase is appropriate to 
show your gratitude. 
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That's our pre-chow down phrase. To complement this, we'll go over a post-chow down 
phrase. After you've finished a grand meal of kings, and you've got your belt unbuckled and a 
toothpick hanging from your mouth, you should express your gratitude before your food coma 
kicks in. To do this, you can say 잘 먹었습니다 (jal meokeoss-seumnida). The first part of the 
phrase once again means "well." The second part means "ate." Literally, the phrase here is 
"well, ate" (again, we assume "I"). We can interpret this as "I ate well" or maybe something 
along the lines of "Thank you for the great meal that I ate." Again, this is a loose translation. 
But just like the first phrase, gratitude is the main notion of this phrase. You can use this 
phrase in any situation that you can use the pre-chow down phrase. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1: Sharing the Wealth in Korea 
 
 

Korea is a group-oriented society. What this means is the individual is secondary to the 
group. To understand what this means, let's take a look at an example of what happens when 
a group of friends hangs out. When a group of Koreans go out, typically one person will pay 
for the bill, no matter what the cost (well...within reason). Then they'll go out to a bar, and a 
different person in the party will pay. Then they'll go out singing at a noraebang (Korean-style 
karaoke); there, another person will pay. If someone has not yet paid the whole night, he or 
she should offer to pay for the next time out. This is a common practice among many circles of 
friends, but this is especially true with Koreans. Koreans can meet someone for the first time 
and pay for his or her night out that same day. As this is the case, jal meokgess-seumnida 
and jal meokeoss-seumnida should come in handy! 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 맛있어요.

2. 뭐가 맛있어요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Masisseoyo.

2. Mwoga masisseoyo?

ENGLISH

1. Delicious.

2. What do you recommend? or What's delicious?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

뭐 mwo what

맛있다 masitda to be delicious

이거 igeo this, this one

뭐예요? mwo-yeyo What is it? What?

이 i this (demonstrative modifier)

찌개 jjigae stew, soup

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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네 역할은 뭐야?
ne yeokhal-eun mwo-ya? 
"What's your role?"

이건 뭐예요?
igeon mwo-yeyo? 
"What is this?"

와... 맛있겠다!
wa... masitgetda! 
"Wow...looks delicious!"

이 찌개는 맛있어요.
i jjigae-neun masisseoyo. 
"This stew is delicious."

이거 뭐예요?
igeo mwo-yeyo? 
"What is this?"

이거 뭐예요?
igeo mwo-yeyo? 
"What is this?"

이 사람은 누구예요?
i saram-eun nugu-yeyo? 
"Who is this person?"

이쪽으로 가 볼게요.
i jjog-euro ga bolgeyo. 
"I'll be going this way."

김치찌개를 좋아해요. 근데 매워요.
kimchijjigaereul joahaeyo. geunde maeueoyo. 
"I like kimchi stew. But it's spicy."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 Kimchi, galbi, bulgogi, bibimbap, kimchi jjigae, pajeon...mmm! If you haven't heard of any of 
these, they are some popular Korean dishes. And if you're really into Korean food, you know 
how delicious some of these dishes are. You can express how delicious you think Korean 
food is by saying 맛있어요" (massisseoyo). This translates into "delicious" or "tasty." There are 
four syllables. The first three syllables are interconnected and you can't really break them 
down into syllables when you speak them. 

Now that we can express how delicious Korean food is, we can now ask people what they 
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recommend, or rather, what they think is delicious. This phrase here is 뭐가 맛있어요" (mwo-ga 
massisseoyo). The first syllable of the phrase, mwo, means "what." Ga follows, and that is a 
subject marker. The last part is massisseoyo, or as we've covered, "delicious." The phrase we 
literally have here is "what, delicious." We can interpret this as "What is delicious?" or as we 
say in English, "What do you recommend?" 

If you ask a Korean this question, kimchi may very likely be number one on his or her list. 
Check out more on Koreans and kimchi in Quick Tip #1. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip#1: What the Heck Is Kimchi? 
 
 

Let's say you observe a Korean couple eating an elegant meal at one of the finest restaurants 
in Seoul. They've ordered some of the fattest steaks on the menu. It's one of the juiciest steaks 
you've ever seen, and you're envious. They really seem to be enjoying their meal, but they 
start complaining in the middle of it. They want some kimchi! 

What is it with Koreans and kimchi? They eat kimchi nearly every meal. Why is that? What's 
the big secret? Well, a general consensus is, if they don't have kimchi with their meal, they 
feel like something's missing, especially with western food. Generally, the Korean palate 
needs something pickled, like kimchi. If Koreans can't get their hands on kimchi, they'll settle 
for pickles. It's like a home base for them. They need to always go back to that sour, pickled 
flavor, no matter what they eat. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 흡연석 드릴까요?

2. 금연석 드릴까요?

3. 금연석 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Heubyeonseok deurilkkayo?

2. Geumyeonseok deurilkkayo?

3. Geumyeonseok jusaeyo.

ENGLISH

1. Shall I give you a smoking seat? (Shall I give you a table in the smoking section?)

2. Shall I give you a non-smoking seat? (Shall I give you a table in the non-smoking 
section?)

3. Give me a non-smoking seat, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

흡연석 heubyeonseok
smoking section, smoking 

seat
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드리다 deurida to give (polite)

금연석 geumyeonseok
non-smoking section, non-

smoking seat

주다 juda to give

SAMPLE SENTENCES

흡연석으로 주세요.
heubyeonseok-euro juseyo. 
"A smoking seat, please."

이 목걸이는 여왕님께 드리는 선물입니다.
i mokgeori-neun yeowang-nim-kke deurineun 
seonmul-imnida. 
"This necklace is a present for the queen."

선생님께 선물을 드렸다.
seonsaengnimkkae seonmuleul deuryeotda. 
"I gave a present to my teacher."

여기는 금연석이에요.
yeogi-neun geumyeonseok-ieyo. 
"This is a non-smoking seat."

당신에게 특별한 선물을 주고 싶어요.
dangsin-ege teukbyeolhan seonmul-eul jugo 
sipeoyo. 
"I want to give you a special gift."

시간을 주세요.
sigan-eul juseyo. 
"Give me some time, please."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
 
 

 In Korea, it's still common and acceptable for people to smoke in restaurants. Smoking in 
public buildings is not allowed, but anywhere you sit down to have a meal or a drink is usually 
fair game. As this is the case, we'll go over the words for "smoking section" and "non-smoking 
section" in today's phrase. 

When you enter a restaurant, the first thing you'll probably hear is eoseo osipsio. If you 
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remember from our lesson "Business Greetings," this means "welcome." The next most likely 
question someone will ask you is 흡연석 드릴까요? (heubyeonseok deulilkkayo?). The first part 
of the phrase is heubyeonseok. This phrase literally means "smoking seat," which we can 
also translate as "smoking area" or "smoking section." The next part of the phrase is 드릴까요 
(deulilkkayo). We use this phrase to ask whether you should give someone something. We 
can translate this as "shall I give (you)?" But this is a very polite and respectful way of asking 
"shall I give (you)?" Expect to hear this phrase a lot when you're a customer in Korea. When 
put together, the phrase literally means "smoking seat, shall I give?" This can be interpreted 
as "Shall I give you a table in the smoking section?" 

In addition to heubyeonseok deulilkkayo, the restaurant staff may ask 금연석 드릴까요? 
(geumyeonseok deulilkkayo?). And, you guessed it! This phrase means "Shall I give you a 
table in the non-smoking section?" The first phrase and this phrase is almost identical. The 
only thing that changes is the first syllable. The first syllable in the first phrase is heub. The 
first syllable in the second phrase is geum. This changes the word into "non-smoking 
seat" (geumyeonseok). So the phrase we literally have is geumyeonseok deulilkkayo? or 
"non-smoking seat, shall I give?" We can interpret this as "Shall I give you a table in the non-
smoking section?" 

So for all you non-smokers, you can take the initiative and ask for a non-smoking seat. All you 
need to say is geumyeonseok juseyo. The first part of the phrase is geumyeonseok, which 
once again means "non-smoking seat." The last part of the phrase is juseyo, which means 
"please." All together, we literally have "non-smoking seat, please." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1: Avoid This Korean Faux Pas! 
 
 

The smoking culture in Korea is very different from what you might be used to. Generally 
speaking, there are double standards for men and women who smoke. Men, for the most part, 
are culturally allowed to smoke wherever they wish. It's no problem for a man to walk down 
the street with a cigarette in hand. However, it may be rare to see a woman doing the same 
thing. This is because Korea is a male-centered society. If a woman were to smoke in the 
streets, an older man may yell at her. The reason behind this is that Korea is a group-oriented 
society. As a result, a loosely perceived familial connection extends to other Koreans, even if 
they're strangers. So if an older man saw his daughter smoking, he would yell at her. And 
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because of the familial connection that most Koreans have with each other, even among 
strangers, it's acceptable for a stranger to yell at a woman. And for that reason, women do not 
smoke outdoors. 

There's no problem for women to smoke indoors, but for whatever reason, smoking outdoors 
is a faux pas. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 몇 분 이세요?

2. 한 명.

3. 두 명.

4. 세 명.

5. 네 명.

6. 다섯 명.

ROMANIZATION

1. myeotbun iseyo.

2. han myeong.

3. du myeong.

4. se myeong.

5. ne myeong.

6. daseot myeong.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. How many people? or How many people are in your party?

2. one person

3. two people

4. three people

5. four people

6. five people

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

명 myeong
counter for people (non-

honorific)

넷 net four (Native Korean)

여덟 yeodeol eight(Native Korean)

아홉 ahop nine(Native Korean)

둘 dul two (Native Korean)

여섯 yeoseot six(Native Korean)

다섯 daseot five (Native Korean)

셋 set three

열 yeol ten(Native Korean)

일곱 ilgop seven(Native Korean)

하나 hana one(Native Korean)

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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몇 명이세요?
myeot myeong-iseyo? 
"How many of you are there?"

우리 네 명이서 놀았어.
uri ne myeong-iseo norasseo. 
"The four of us hung out."

그녀는 여덟 개의 소설을 남겼다.
Geu-nyeo-neun yeo-deol gae-ui so-seol-eul nam-
gyeot-ta. 
"She left us with eight novels."

그녀는 벌써 아홉 살의 나이에 신문을 읽는
다.
geu-nyeo-neun beol-sseo a-hop ssal-ui na-i-e sin-
mun-eul ik-neun-da. 
"She reads newspapers already at age 
nine."

여동생이 둘 있어요.
yeodongsaeng-i dul isseoyo. 
"I have two younger sisters."

너희 둘 어디서 만났어?
Neohui dul eodiseo mannasseo? 
"Where did you two meet?"

여행은 여섯 시간 걸렸다.
yeohaeng-eun yeoseot sigan geolryeotta. 
"The travel took six hours."

다섯 시까지 그것을 끝내야 해.
daseot sikkaji geugeoseul kkeunnaeya hae. 
"I need to finish it by five o'clock."

사과가 셋 있어요.
sagwaga set isseoyo. 
"I have three apples."

10 센트 동전 열 개면 1달러가 됩니다.
sip senteu dongjeon yeol kkaemyeon ildalreoga 
doemnida. 
"Ten dimes make one dollar."

그것들은 일곱 개에 오천 원이에요.
geugeotteureun ilgop kkaee ocheon wonieyo. 
"They are 5,000 won for seven."

문제가 하나 있어요.
munjega hana itsseoyo. 
"There is one problem."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
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 One of the first things someone will ask you when you step into a restaurant is, "How many 
people?" Let's learn how to at least recognize the question. The question "How many 
people?" in Korean is 몇 분 이세요? (myeotbun iseyo). The first syllable of the phrase is 몇 
(myeot). This is the interrogative for the English phrase "how many?" or "how much?" The 
next word in the phrase is 분 (bun). This is the honorific counter for people. The last part is 이세
요 (iseyo). This is an honorific version of the copula, or "is." Literally, the phrase here is "how 
many, people, is." We interpret it as "How many people are there?" (We infer "in your party.") 

Now how do you respond to this? Let's start by going over the numbers one to five: 하나, 둘, 
셋, 넷, 다섯 (hana, dul, set, net, daseot) "one," "two," "three," "four," "five." 

Now let's add the counter for people, which is 명  (myeong). This counter 명 (myeong) and the 
counter 분 (bun) both mean people, but the former is non-honorific, and the latter is honorific. 
Use the non-honorific counter for people, myeong, here because you are referring to yourself, 
and in Korean, you don't honor yourself. We use the honorific counter 분 (bun) only when 
referring to other people. 

When we add a counter to the end of numbers one to four, these numbers change slightly in 
pronunciation. "One," or 하나 (hana) becomes 한 (han) when you add something to the end. 
With the counter 명 (myeong), it's 한 명 (han-myeong). This means "one person." The number 
"two" is 둘 (dul). When you add the counter, it changes to 두 명 (du-myeong), which means 
"two people." "Three," or 셋 (set), changes to 세 명 (se-myeong) with the counter. This is "three 
people." And "four," 네 (net), changes to 네 명 (ne-myeong) with the counter. This means "four 
people." 

If you remember the number for "five," it's 다섯 (daseot). This does not change when you add 
any counters to the end of it. So "five people" would be 다섯 명 (daseot-myeong). 

Check out Quick Tip #1 for more numbers, and listen in on the bonus track to hear those 
numbers. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1: How to Count from One to Ten in Korean 
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The numbers one through ten are listed below. 

Korean Romanization  "English"

하나 hana "one"

둘 dul "two"

셋 set "three"

넷 net "four"

다섯 daseot "five"

여섯 yeoseot "six"

일곱 ilgob "seven"

여덟 yeodeol "eight"

아홉 ahob "nine"

열 yeol "ten"

When you add a counter, remember that the numbers one to four change. 

Korean
Romanizati
on -> Korean 

Romanizati
on "English"

하나 hana -> 한~ han~ "one"

둘 dul -> 두~ du~ "two"

셋 set -> 세~ se~ "three"

넷 net -> 네~ ne~ "four"

If you add a counter to numbers five to ten, there is no change. 
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Quick Tip #2: Learning Korean Counters 
 
 

There are so many different counters in Korean that it's hard for even native-Korean speakers 
to keep up with them. They all differ according to what noun you're counting. In today's lesson, 
the counter for people is either 명 ( myeong) or 분 (bun). There are counters for mechanical 
devices, books, bottles, and so many more. These counters come at the end of the numbers. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 맥주 한 잔.

2. 맥주 두 잔.

3. 맥주 세 잔 주세요.

4. 맥주 네 개.

ROMANIZATION

1. maekju han jan.

2. maekju du jan.

3. Maekju se jan juseyo.

4. Maekju nae gae.

ENGLISH

1. One glass of beer.

2. Two glasses of beer.

3. Three glasses of beer, please.

4. Four cans of beer.

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

맥주 maekju beer

세 잔 se jan three glasses

주다 juda to give

병 byeong bottle

개 gae

counting-unit word for 
general or non-specific 

items, units, ojbects

SAMPLE SENTENCES

한국 사람들은 술집에서 맥주를 마실 때, 김
이나 마른오징어를 함께 먹습니다.
hanguk saramdeureun suljibeseo maekjureul 
masil ttae, gimina mareunojingeoreul hamkke 
meokseumnida. 
"When Korean people drink beer at a bar, 
they eat dried seaweed or squid together 
with it."

맥주 마셔.
maekju masyeo 
"Drink some beer."

커피 세 잔 주세요.
keopi se jan juseyo. 
"Three cups of coffee, please."

물 주세요.
mul juseyo. 
"Please give me water."

몇 병 필요하세요?
myeot byeong piryohaseyo? 
"How many bottles do you need?"

세 개 주세요.
se gae juseyo. 
"Please give me three of them."

GRAMMAR

 Language Tip  
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 As Korean has numerous counters, there's a lot of work to be done. Let's get started right 
away! 

To start, let's review the numbers one to five: 

Korean Romanization "English"

하나 hana "one"

둘 dul "two"

셋 set "three"

넷 net "four"

다섯 daseot "five"

Counters come at the end of numbers. And remember, the numbers one to four change in 
pronunciation when there's a counter attached to the end of these numbers. Let's add the 
counter for people, 명 (myeong). So "one person" should be 한 명 (han-myeong), "two people" 
두 명 (du-myeong), "three people" 세 명 (se-myeong), and "four people" 네 명 (ne-myeong). 
"Five people," 다섯 명 (daseot-myeong), has no change in pronunciation. 

Let's try adding the counter for glasses or cups. That counter is 잔 (jan). For "one glass," it 
would be 한 잔 (han-jan). Once again, the numbers one to four change in pronunciation 
because of the counter that comes at the end of the number. So "one," which is normally 
hana, changes to han because of what comes after it. "Two glasses" would be 두 잔 (du-jan), 
"three glasses" 세 잔 (se-jan), "four glasses" 네 잔 (nae-jan), and "five glasses," which has no 
change in pronunciation, is 다섯 잔 (daseot-jan). 

Let's be a little more specific. How about some beers? "Beer" in Korean is 맥주 (maekju). We 
can simply add maekju in front of the number of glasses. For "three beers," it would be 맥주 세 
잔 (maekju se-jan). Literally, we have "beer, three, glass." We can interpret it as ''three glasses 
of beer.'' To order it from a restaurant, you can simply add "please," or 주세요 (juseyo), at the 
end. To order, you can use the phrase 맥주 세 잔 주세요 (maekju se-jan juseyo). 
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We can use the counter jan for cups of coffee, water, milk, and anything else that comes in a 
glass. 

Now if you're counting something that you don't know the counter for, there is a general 
counter. We can use this around fifty percent of the time. And as we're not experts in Korean 
yet, it should be very nice to have something to fall back on. This general counter is 개 (gae). 
We can loosely interpret it as "piece" or "unit." Once again, this number changes the 
pronunciation of numbers one to four. Let's take a look at numbers one to five with the general 
counter gae added onto the end. 

Korean Romanization "English"

한 개 han-gae "one (item)"

두 개 du-gae "two (items)"

세 개 se-gae "three (items)"

네 개 nae-gae "four (items)"

다섯 개 daseot-gae "five (items)"

As cans do not have their own specific counter, we can use gae to count cans of beer. "Four 
cans of beer" would be maekju ne-gae. What this literally translates into is "beer, four, units." 
But here we can interpret this as "four cans of beer." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1: Ninety-Nine Bottles (Cans, Mugs, Etc.) of Beer on the Wall 
 
 

As beers may come in cups/glasses/mugs (jan), they may also come in bottles or cans. This 
may make or break a night, so getting those counters are important! 

The counter for bottles is 병 (byeong). Check out the bonus track to listen to this counter. 

"One bottle" is han-byeong. "Two bottles" is du-byeong. "Three bottles" is se-byeong. "Four 
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bottles" is nae-byeong. And "five bottles" is daseot-byeong. If you want to order bottles at a 
restaurant, simply add 주세요 (juseyo) at the end. "One bottle, please" is 한 병 주세요 (han-
byeong juseyo). And to clarify that you want beer, simply add the word "beer," or maekju, in 
front. "One bottle of beer" is 맥주 한 병 주세요 (maekju han-byeong). 

Quick Tip #2: You Might Have a Hard Time Finding a Bud in Korea 
 
 

The Korean beer industry is dominated by three brands: Hite, Cass, and OB (actually, I don't 
recall any other domestic beer other than these three). These three brands are all fairly 
similar in taste and price. They all have their own variations, which, honestly, don't vary much. 
These beers are obviously the cheapest you'll find in Korea, as they are domestic. And most 
places you go for drinks will have one of these on tap. Foreign beers aren't difficult to come 
by, but they can be quite expensive depending on where you go. In addition to imported beer 
being expensive, you may have trouble finding your favorite beers as Korea's international 
beer selection is quite limited. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 얼마예요?

2. 이거 얼마예요?

3. 그거 얼마예요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Eolma-aeyo?

2. Igeo eolmayeyo?

3. Geugeo eolmayeyo?

ENGLISH

1. How much?

2. How much is this?

3. How much is that?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class

얼마 eolma
how long, how 

much, how many phrase,noun
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그거 geugeo
that [spoken - (close 

to the listener) ]

이다 ida to be verb

이거 igeo this noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

자유이용권은 얼마입니까?
jayuiyonkkwoneun eolmaimnikka? 
"How much is an unlimited pass?"

그거 뭐야?
geugeo mwoya? 
"What is it?"

우와! 한국이다!
uwa! hangugida. 
"Wow! It's Korea!"

이거 주세요.
igeo juseyo. 
"Please give me this one."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip  
 
 

 When traveling to Korea, you'll definitely want to know the phrase "How much?" For the most 
part, shopping in Korea is cheap, especially in the marketplaces. But some of these 
marketplace vendors won't have prices listed. That's where this phrase will come in handy. 

"How much?" in Korean is 얼마예요? (eolmayeyo?). The intonation of the phrase should be 
rising, dropping, and then leveling out. If your intonation is wrong, it won't change the 
meaning of the phrase, but it is something to consider so you sound as natural as possible. 

The easiest way to identify what you are inquiring about is to point and ask, "How much?" For 
items that are close, you may say "this," or in Korean 이거 (igeo). Igeo is pretty much an exact 
translation of the English word "this." The phrase "How much is this?" is 이거 얼마예요 (igeo 
eolmayeyo?). In Korean, the word "this" comes in front of the phrase "how much." Altogether, 
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we have igeo eolmayeyo? Literally, this means "this, how much?" We can interpret it as "How 
much is this?" 

The word for "that," or 그거 (geugeo), is also pretty much an exact translation, and we can use 
it just like English version. The phrase "How much is that?" is 그거 얼마예요 (geugeo 
eolmayeyo?). Geugeo, or "that," also comes in front of eolmayeyo or "How much?" Literally, 
this means "that, how much?" We can interpret it as "How much is that?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Tip#1: Can You Bargain Shop in Korea?  
 
 

Shopping in Korea may be a little deceiving. You may be under the impression that Korea is 
cheap. And for the most part, it is. However, if you're looking for name brand shopping, it'll 
cost you! 

Name brands sold in department stores are typically much more expensive than what you 
would find in other countries. So if you are dying for a Louis Vuitton bag and can't wait till after 
your stay in Korea, you'll most likely pay much more than you would in your home country. 

However, Korea is well known (or maybe not as well known as it should be) for its counterfeit 
bag industry. There are tons of these shops, mostly located in the Itaewon district. Just 
walking the streets, there's a high probability that you'll come across solicitors asking whether 
you want to buy bags. 

When in the process of buying one of these counterfeit bags, you will come across different 
quality grades, with "A" being the highest quality. Personally, I have never bought one of 
these bags, but I have heard that even though they are counterfeit, they can sometimes sell 
for nearly seventy-five percent of the cost of a real bag. This is because of the high quality 
these counterfeiters produce. Some people say that these bags are nearly impossible to tell 
apart from a genuine bag. 

I've heard stories of people buying some of these bags in Korea, then going to an actual 
brand-name store and buying a real bag. After they have the real bag, they'll return the fake 
bag that they bought and get a full refund, all while keeping the real bag! Now, I'm not 
condoning this behavior or even saying these stories are true. I'm just saying there are rumors 
out there that say these bags are some good stuff! 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 깎아주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Kkaka juseyo.

ENGLISH

1. Lower, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

깎다 kkak-da to discount

주다 juda to give

SAMPLE SENTENCES

조금 더 깎아주세요.
jo-geum deo kkak-ka ju-se-yo. 
"I want a bigger discount."

당신에게 특별한 선물을 주고 싶어요.
dangsin-ege teukbyeolhan seonmul-eul jugo 
sipeoyo. 
"I want to give you a special gift."

시간을 주세요.
sigan-eul juseyo. 
"Give me some time, please."

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 
 
 

 When you're in Korea and you're on a budget, you'll want to have this phrase handy. Today's 
phrase is 깎아주세요 (kkakka-juseyo), or "cheaper, please." The first part of the phrase, 깎아 
(kkakka), literally means "to cut" or "to shave." In this sense, we can interpret it as shaving 
some of the price off. The second half of the phrase, 주세요 (juseyo), means "give," or in this 
context, "please" (because you are asking for a favor). Together, the phrase kkakka-juseyo 
literally means "shave, please." We can interpret this as "cheaper, please." 

Now, Korea is like a big ol' market where haggling is fair game almost anywhere you go. 
Haggling at markets is expected. It won't be difficult to get a discount at small mom and pop 
shops either. But surprisingly, it's not uncommon to get a few won shaved off your purchase at 
big chain stores. Let me tell you about a few situations where I was able to negotiate prices. 

In Korea, there is a chain supermarket/discount store (much like Wal-Mart in America) called 
Kim's Club. And the Kim's Club that was in my neighborhood had just opened a new Levi's 
section. I was just browsing through some clothes and I came across a shirt that I liked. I 
wasn't in love with this shirt, but I did like it. It was selling for twenty-three thousand won. So I 
decided that if I could haggle it down to twenty thousand won, I would buy it. I told a staff 
member kkakka-juseyo or "cheaper, please." He politely told me that he couldn't do it. I saw 
that no one else was in this section of the store; I figured that he would eventually bring down 
the price if I stuck around long enough. So I just browsed some more, inching my way toward 
a seemingly inevitable exit. He eventually succumbed to my masterful plan and agreed to 
bring it down to twenty thousand won. That was three thousand won well saved. 

Another time at Carrefour (a French chain that made its way over to Korea), I was shopping 
for some kimchi. I was looking at this special kind of kimchi, and I asked 얼마에요? 
(eolmaeyo?) or "How much?" She told me the price, and I just mumbled to myself that it was 
too expensive. I was actually just thinking out loud and wasn't looking for a discount. But she 
insisted that I buy it. She asked me how much I wanted to buy it for. I gave her a price, and 
she gave it to me right then and there for that price. 

What's the moral of the story? Don't be scared off by big-name chain stores. You won't be 
given discounts everywhere you go, but it does happen. It all depends on the situation and 
who you're dealing with. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Hunting for Bargains in Korea  
 
 

Quick Tip #1 
 As it is with any business, the big targets are the big spenders. And as Korea is one of the 
most homogeneous nations in the world, having a foreign face is usually equated to being a 
tourist, or in the eyes of some businesses, a big spender. 

As a result, some businesses may try to take advantage of foreigners. To any Korean who 
comes to a market vendor, a shirt may be ten thousand won. But to a foreigner, that same shirt 
may be fifteen thousand won. It's not necessarily racism: it's more an unethical business 
tactic. This doesn't happen all the time, but it's not uncommon either. So if you feel like you're 
getting ripped off, make sure to shop around. Go to a vendor where prices are listed. Use the 
same shopping tactics as if you were shopping in your home country. If you're a good bargain 
shopper at home, you'll be a good bargain shopper in Korea. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 공

2. 일

3. 이

4. 삼

5. 사

6. 오

7. 육

8. 칠

9. 팔

10. 구

11. 십

ROMANIZATION

1. gong

2. il

3. i

CONT'D OVER
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4. sam

5. sa

6. o

7. yuk

8. chil

9. pal

10. gu

11. sip

ENGLISH

1. Zero

2. One

3. Two

4. Three

5. Four

6. Five

CONT'D OVER
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7. Six

8. Seven

9. Eight

10. Nine

11. Ten

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class

이 i

two(Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun

사 sa

four(Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun

오 o

five(Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun

일 il

one(Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun

팔 pal

eight(Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun
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삼 sam

three (Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun

육 yuk

six(Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun

십 sip

ten(Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun

칠 chil

seven(Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun

구 gu

nine (Chinese 
character-based 

Korean)
noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

십이 나누기 이는 육이다.
sibi nanugi ineun yugida. 
"Two goes into twelve six times."

이 곱하기 사는 팔입니다.
i gophagi saneun parimnida. 
"Two times four is eight."

사박 오일간의 여행입니다.
sabak oilgani yeohaeng-imnida. 
"It is a trip for five days and four nights."

1분 후에 됩니다
il bun huae dwaebnida. 
"It will be done in one minute."

이 곱하기 사는 팔입니다.
i gophagi saneun parimnida. 
"Two times four is eight."

난 삼시 세끼를 다 먹어도 배고파.
nan samsi sekki-reul da meokeodo baegopa. 
"Even after I eat all three meals of the day, 
I still feel hungry ."
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이 곱하기 삼은 육입니다.
i gophagi sameun yugimnida. 
"Two times three makes six."

저는 하루에 십 마일을 달립니다.
jeoneun harue sip maireul dalrimnida. 
"I run ten miles a day on foot."

칠은 행운의 숫자로 알려져 있다.
chireun haeng-unui sutjaro alryeojyeo itda. 
"Seven is known to be a lucky number."

이 정보를 다시 듣고 싶으시면 9번을 누르
십시오.
i jeongboreul dasi deutkko sipeusimyeon 
gubeoneul nureusio. 
"To repeat this information, press nine."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 
 
 

 Whether you're a tourist, a resident, or even a Korean native, here's something that you'll find 
useful. The Korea Tourism Organization (KTO) is a government-funded organization that 
helps promote tourism in Korea. And to help tourists during their stay in Korea, it provides a 
phone number to assist tourists in any way. That phone number is 1330. Originally in the 
mp3, I said the number was 02-1330, but 02 is the area code for Seoul, where I was located. 
For more on area codes and how to call, check out the first Quick Tip. 

When I was in Korea, I heard about this number through a friend. She didn't speak much 
Korean, but she always knew how to get to places, what restaurants were good, and when 
the last bus or train would be. I didn't understand how she was so knowledgeable without 
really knowing the language. She finally told me about this phone number, and it changed my 
world. 

Anytime I was going out, buying tickets to a show, meeting friends for dinner, looking for a 
movie theater, or even needing a suggestion of a good restaurant, I would call this number. 
Most of the time I used this number for bus routes (as the bus was one of the better means of 
transportation where I was located). But it has all the information you could want as the phone 
operators have access to the Internet. The operators speak English as well, so even if your 
Korean is limited, you won't have any language problems. 
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The operators give phone numbers using the Sino-Korean numbers, or numbers that China 
influenced. There's also another set of numbers that Koreans use, native-Korean numbers, 
but for today, we'll be focusing on the Sino-Korean numbers. These numbers are as follows: 

Number Korean Romanization 

1 일 il

2 이 i

3 삼 sam

4 사 sa

5 오 o

6 육 yuk

7 칠 chil

8 팔 pal

9 구 gu

10 십 sip

You'll come across these numbers quite frequently as Koreans quote prices using this 
number system. Also, months don't have any names in Korean; rather, Koreans express 
months using these numbers [e.g., 일월 (il wol) means "one month" or "first month" - January]. 
If you are familiar with Chinese or Japanese, a few of these words may sound familiar. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Making the Right Calls in Korea  
 
 

Quick Tip #1 
 According to the website, there is no service charge and the phone lines are open 
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twenty-four hours. You simply have to pay local calling rates. When calling from a landline, 
you have to dial 1330. When calling from a cell phone, you must also dial the area code. 
There are different area codes for each province. The area codes are as follows: 

City Area Code

Seoul 02

Gyeonggi 031

Incheon 032

Gangwon 033

Chungnam 041

Daejeon 042

Chungbuk 043

Busan 051

Ulsan 052

Daegu 053

Gyeongbuk 054

Gyeongnam 055

Jeonnam 061

Gwangju 062

Jeonbuk 063

Jeju 064

For more details on the Korea Tourism Organization and its services, check out its website. It 
offers tons of valuable information for anyone wanting to know more about Korea. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 천원

2. 오천원

3. 만원

4. 십만원

ROMANIZATION

1. cheonwon

2. ocheonwon

3. manwon

4. sim-manwon

ENGLISH

1. 1000 won

2. 5000 won

3. 10,000 won

4. 100,000 won

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

원 won won (Korean currency)

천원 cheonwon one thousand won

오천원 ocheonwon five thousand won

만원 manwon 10,000 won

십만원 simmanwon one hundred thousand won

백원 baekwon 100 won

오백원 obaekwon five hundred won

SAMPLE SENTENCES

10개에 1000원에 판매하고 있습니다.
yeolgaee cheonwone panmaehago isseumnida. 
"We're selling ten of these at one thousand 
won."

친구에게 천원을 꾸었습니다.
chingu-ege cheonwoneul kkueotseumnida. 
"I borrowed 1,000 won from my friend."

오천원 지폐로 한 끼 식사를 할 수 있습니
다.
ocheonwon jupyero han kki siksareul hal su 
itseumndia. 
"You can have a meal with a 5,000 won 
bill."

운동화 만원! 만원!
undonghwa manwon! manwon! 
"Sneakers, 10,000won! 10,000won!"

이것이 새 십만원권입니다.
igeosi sae sipmanwongwon-imnida. 
"This is the new 100,000 won bill."

딱 백원이 모잘라요.
ttak baeokwoni mojalrayo. 
"It's only a hundred won short."

오백원만 주세요.
o-baek-won-man ju-se-yo. 
"Please just give me five hundred won."

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 
 
 

 In today's lesson, we'll go over something that everybody should learn before embarking on 
a trip to Korea. In today's lesson, we're going to cover Korean currency. Now, the Korean 
economy has been on the rise the last couple of years. It's been consistently rising against the 
American dollar the past few years and has recently reached one of its highest marks against 
the American dollar. When I was working in Korea and came back to America, I came back 
with quite a bit of cash. The exchange rate really worked in my favor. 

Korean currency is 원 (won). The symbol for won is ₩. It's basically a W with either one or two 
lines across it. In regard to paper money, the won comes in denominations of ₩10,000, 
₩5,000, and ₩1,000. Coins come in denominations of ₩500, ₩100, ₩50, ₩10, ₩5, and 
₩1. It's not very common to see coins smaller than ₩10. 

When counting money, we use the Sino-Korean numbers, or numbers that China influenced. 

The first one we'll cover today is ₩1,000. This, in Korean, is 천원 (cheonwon). The first 
syllable, 천 (cheon), means "thousand." The second syllable, 원 (won), is the currency, "won." 

Next is ₩5,000. "Five thousand won" in Korean is 오천원 (ocheonwon). The first syllable is 오 
(o), which means "five." The next two syllables are once again cheonwon, which means 
"thousand, won. " Altogether, the phrase literally means "five, thousand, won." 

And lastly we have the ₩10,000 bill. This is 만원 (manwon). The first syllable, 만 (man), 
means "ten thousand." And the syllable after that is, once again, "won." Literally, it's "ten 
thousand, won." 

If you want to say ₩50,000, you can simply add o or "five" to man, meaning "ten thousand." 
This new word is oman. Now add "won." Omanwon is literally "five, ten thousand, won," or in 
English, "fifty thousand won" (₩50,000). 

Because the largest denomination in Korea is ₩10,000 (roughly equivalent to $10 U.S.), you 
may find yourself with a big wallet. It may feel good to have a fat wallet, but it's not very 
practical. And just for that reason, banks issue a ₩100,000 check, which is close to $100 
American. If you're going to use this check, you should carry your phone number and hotel 
address with you as you'll have to sign it and write down your phone number and/or address 
on the back. 
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₩100,000 in Korean is 십만원 (simmanwon). The first syllable is sip (it changes to sim when 
it's next to man). This means "ten." The next syllable is man, which once again means "ten 
thousand." And lastly, we have "won." This is literally "ten, ten thousand, won" or when we 
translate it, "one hundred thousand won" (₩100,000). The counting system takes a little 
getting used to as it differs from Western languages. 

₩100 is 백원 (baekwon). This means "hundred, won." After that we have ₩500. This is 오백원 
(obaekwon). This is actually "five, hundred, won." It's pretty straightforward. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Counting in Korean 
 
 

Quick Tip #1 
In Korean, counting words go by every four zeros, whereas in English, counting words go by 
every three zeros. For example, in English you would count from ten, hundred, thousand, and 
then ten thousand. Thousand is the last of these counting words, which has three zeros, and 
then the counting starts over again with ten thousand. 

In Korean, it is 십 (sip), 백 (baek), 천 (cheon), then 만 (man), or in English, "ten," "hundred," 
"thousand," and "ten thousand." Here, man is the last of these numbers, and man has four 
zeros. After man, the counting starts over again. The next number is십만 (simman), which is 
literally "ten, ten thousand." When we translate it, it's "one hundred thousand." 

Counting is done in tens (십, sip), hundreds (백, baek), thousands (천, cheon), and ten 
thousands (만, man). 

If you want to say twenty, you would say "two, ten," or in Korean, 이십 (isip). Simply say the first 
numeral and add the correct amount of zeros: in this case, one zero, which would translate to 
sip or "ten." For two hundred, it is "two, hundred" or 이백 (ibaek). For two thousand, it is "two, 
thousand," or 이천 (icheon). And for twenty thousand, it is iman or "two, ten thousand." The 
only time you don't say the first number is when there's a "one" for the first numeral. Thus, the 
number "ten" is simply sip, not ilsip. 

The numbers, of course, go higher than ten thousand, but when it comes to money, ten 
thousand is about all you will need to know. 
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"Ten, ten thousand, won" or simmanwon is ₩100,000. This is roughly equivalent to $100 U.S. 
 "Hundred, ten thousand, won" or baekmanwon is ₩1,000,000. This is roughly equivalent to 
$1,000 U.S. 
 "Thousand, ten thousand, won" or cheonmanwon is ₩10,000,000. This is roughly equivalent 
to $10,000 U.S. 

It can get pretty confusing and can take a while to get use to the counting system. But once 
you're in Korea and counting money all the time, it won't be so difficult. 

Quick Tip #2 

A method many Americans use to count Korean money is to subtract three zeros from the 
number. For instance, ₩10,000 is roughly equivalent to $10 U.S. So if you take ₩10,000 and 
subtract three zeros, the resulting number is ₩10. Now all you have to do is change "₩" to "$" 
to get $10. It's not an exact amount, but it's close enough to give you a grasp of what you're 
spending. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 피씨방.

2. 무선 인터넷 돼요?

3. 아이디하고 비밀번호 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Pissibang.

2. Museon inteonet dwoyo?

3. Aidihago bimilbeonho juseyo.

ENGLISH

1. Internet cafe.

2. Does this place have wireless Internet?

3. Id and password, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

무선 museon wireless

인터넷 inteonet Internet
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되다 doeda to become

아이디 aidi ID

비밀번호 bimilbeonho password

하고 hago and

주다 juda to give

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이건 무선 마우스예요.
igeon museon mauseu-yeyo. 
"This is a wireless mouse."

인터넷 쓸 수 있어요?
inteonet sseul su isseoyo? 
"Can I use the Internet here?"

왜 가수가 되고 싶어요?
wae gasu-ga doego sipeoyo? 
"Why do you want to become a singer?"

선생님이 되고 싶어요.
seonsaengnim-i doego sipeoyo. 
"I want to become a teacher."

트위터 아이디가 뭐예요?
teuwiteo aidi-ga mwoyeyo? 
"What is your Twitter ID?"

아이디하고 비밀번호 주세요.
aidi-hago bimilbeonho juseyo. 
Please give me your ID and password.

이거하고 저거 주세요.
igeo-hago jeogeo juseyo. 
"Give me this and that one."

물 주세요.
mul juseyo. 
"Please give me water."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 
 
 

 As Korea is one of the most connected places in the world, there are tons of internet cafes all 
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over Korea. And as there's ample opportunity to contact home, you'll definitely want to know 
the word for "internet cafe." The word for "internet cafe" is 피씨방 (pissibang). The first part of 
this word is 피씨 (pissi), which is taken from the English word "PC" or "personal computer." 
The next part is 방 (bang), which means "room." Altogether it's "PC room," which we can 
translate as "internet cafe." 

Now these may be called "internet cafe" in English, but there's nothing cafe-esque about 
them. They're dark, smoky, and loud. They usually sell drinks and snacks, but the food's not 
anything special. They sell things such as potato chips and can drinks. Sometimes instant 
noodles will be on the menu. 

Everyone in Korea is connected to the Internet, but they still go to internet cafes for a variety of 
reasons. People go to check their e-mail, watch dramas online, surf the web, chat, use word 
processing programs, etc. But the number one reason why people go to PC bang is for the 
games. The Korean gaming industry is out of this world! It's a huge industry in Korea. Check 
out the second Quick Tip for more on Korean gaming. 

A testament to Korea's connectivity to the world is when my boss went to Korea. He was 
looking for a famous galbi restaurant but couldn't find it. He was in Gangnam station and 
opened up his computer. Surprisingly, he found a wireless network that he could connect to! 
The Internet is all over Korea, and PC bangs aren't hard to find. They are always within 
walking distance. 

Typically, PC bang will have a counter. Usually they'll have a stack of cards on the counter. 
You don't even have to talk to the staff. Just pick up a card and sit down at a computer. Next, 
you do either one of two things, depending on which PC bang you're visiting. One option is to 
sit down and insert your card into a slot, typically located on top of the actual body of the 
computer. It has a smart chip that will keep track of the time you stay. Another way is to enter a 
number into the computer. A card will usually have a number on the back. You take this 
number and enter it into the computer. The log-in screen you see should have three entry 
fields. Two of these fields are for usernames and passwords for frequent customers. The last 
one is for guests. Guests log in with the number on the back of the card. 

PC bang usually charge by the hour, and the rates are close to $1.50 U.S. an hour. 

Now for those of you who can't leave home without your laptop, here are some phrases for 
you. To ask whether a place has wireless Internet, we can ask museon inteonet dwaeyo? (무
선 인터넷 돼요?). The first part of this phrase is 무선 (museon). This means "wireless." The next 
part is 인터넷 (inteonet). This is the Korean word for "Internet." Lastly we have 돼요? 
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(dwaeyo?). This means "can" or "possible." Literally, the phrase is "wireless, Internet, 
possible?" We can interpret this as "Does this place have wireless Internet?" 

Now, if the place does have wireless Internet, it may require you to log in. To get over that last 
hurdle, we can ask "username and password, please." In Korean, we would say 아이디하고 비
밀번호 주세요 (aidi-hago bimilbeonho juseyo). The first part of the phrase is 아이디 (aidi). This 
is the Korean version of the word "ID." Next is 하고 (hago), which means "and." What follows 
"and" is 비밀번호 (bimilbeonho), which literally means "secret number." We can interpret this 
as "password." And lastly, we have 주세요 (juseyo). This means "to give" or "please." Literally, 
the phrase here is "ID, and, password, please." This should be very straightforward. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Getting Online in Korea 
 
 

Quick Tip #1 
 Korea has one of the most Internet-savvy societies in the world. It's among the highest ranked 
in the world in terms of percentage of Internet users. A testament to this is the sheer amount of 
internet cafes located in Korea. If you're in a downtown area, there can be up to five or six 
internet cafes on the same block. And on many days, they will be filled to their capacity. 
Because the Internet is so cheap in Korea, many people even use PC bang as a temporary 
hotel. Since public transportation stops running after a certain time, sometimes people 
choose to stay at a PC bang, sleeping in computer chairs instead of lodging at a hotel. 

 Quick Tip #2 
 Gaming in Korea is a huge industry. There are two cable channels in Korea dedicated to 
computer games. People go to events where the game is played live and cheer just like they 
would at a baseball game. Gaming is almost seen as a sport where the players train and 
practice. The most popular game by far is Starcraft. Without a doubt, you'll find this game in 
any PC bang you go to. Now, this game is about ten years old, but it still hasn't lost its flavor in 
Korea. Actually, Starcraft is what sent Korea into this gaming frenzy. Now Korea has 
tournaments, prizes, and even tours for pros. Koreans are usually among the top ranks of pro 
gamers. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 서울역

2. 서울역 가요?

3. 강남역 가요?

4. 교통카드 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Seoulyeok

2. Seoulyeok gayo?

3. Gangnamyeok gayo?

4. gyotongkadeu jusaeyo.

ENGLISH

1. Seoul station

2. Does this go to Seoul station?

3. Does this go to Gangnam station?

4. A transportation card, please.

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

주다 juda to give

강남역 Gangnam-yeok Gangnam station

가다 ga-da to go

서울역 Seoul-yeok Seoul station

교통카드 gyotongkadeu transportation card

역 yeok station

SAMPLE SENTENCES

당신에게 특별한 선물을 주고 싶어요.
dangsin-ege teukbyeolhan seonmul-eul jugo 
sipeoyo. 
"I want to give you a special gift."

시간을 주세요.
sigan-eul juseyo. 
"Give me some time, please."

강남역에서 기다릴게요.
Gangnamyeok-eseo gidarilgeyo. 
"I will wait for you at Gangnam station."

지하철을 타고 갈 거예요.
ji-ha-cheol-eul ta-go gal geo-ye-yo. 
"I'll go there by subway."

서울역 갔어요.
Seoul-yeok gasseoyo. 
"I went to Seoul station."

교통카드 주세요.
gyotongkadeu juseyo. 
"Please give me your transportation card."

어느 역에서 만날까요?
eoneu yeok-eseo mannalkkayo? 
"Which station shall we meet at?"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 
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 In Korea, the bus is an important means of transportation. However, before you get on the 
bus, you probably want to confirm whether the bus is going to your destination. We can 
accomplish this by asking "Does this bus go to" and then add in a destination. In today's 
lesson, we'll use Seoul station. In Korean, "station" is 역 (yeok). For Seoul station, we can 
simply add 서울, meaning "Seoul," the name of the station, in front of the word for "station," 
yeok. Altogether, it's Seoul-yeok, or "Seoul station." 

"Does this bus go to Seoul station?" is 서울역 가요? (Seoul-yeok gayo?). The first word, 서울역 
(Seoul-yeok) means "Seoul station." Once again, 서울, meaning "Seoul," is the name of the 
station, and 역 (yeok) is the word for "station." We follow this with 가요 (gayo), which in English 
means "go." Literally, the phrase means "Seoul station, go." But it's understood as "Does this 
go to Seoul station?" The word "bus" or "train" or even the word "this" is not actually in this 
question, but if you ask while pointing, it should be easy to understand. 

To go to a different location, you can simply replace the phrase's location, in this case Seoul-
yeok. Let's try going to Gangnam station, another station where many buses stop. To say the 
name of a station, we can say the station name, and simply add the word for "station," yeok, at 
the end. In this case it would be Gangnam-yeok. And to complete the phrase, we can add the 
word "go." The phrase here is 강남역 가요? (Gangnam-yeok gayo?). Literally, this means 
"Gangnam station, go?" We interpret it as "Does this go to Gangnam station?" 

Lastly, to make your trip in Korea a little easier, there's something called a 교통카드 (gyotong 
kadeu), which means "transportation card." It's a card that you can buy in convenience stores 
and charge at subway stations. It'll be much easier to pay for your trips since all you have to 
do is place the card above a reader. 

To ask for a transportation card, you can say 교통카드 주세요 (gyotongkadeu juseyo). Literally, 
the phrase is "transportation card, please." Remember that you buy these cards in 
convenience stores and charge them at subway stations (or anywhere you see a 
transportation card sign). See the first Quick Tip for more on this. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

On the Fast Train in Korea with T-Money 
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Quick Tip #1 
 Gyotongkadeu is a prepaid transportation card used for Seoul, Incheon, and Bundang, 
among other places. This card is called "T-money." Some convenience stores won't sell or 
recharge T-money cards, but stores that do sell or recharge cards will typically have a T-
money sign outside. 

If you don't have one of these cards, you have to go to the ticket vendor and buy an individual 
ticket specific to the station you are going to. But having this card takes the ticket vendor out of 
the equation. The ticket gate will automatically take money out of the card for you. And as the 
cost of trips differs according to the distance of your trip, having a card deduct the amount 
automatically for you will make your life much easier. You can use these cards for both the 
buses and subway. They also give you a bit of a discount when you're transferring from bus to 
subway, subway to bus, or bus to bus. 

In addition to paying for transportation costs, some places will accept T-money as cash. Some 
convenience stores, for example, will ring up your purchases with just a "click" of your T-
money card. Some taxis also take T-money as payment. The card is convenient and versatile. 

For more on the T-money card (gyotongkadeu), check out this website. 

Pusan has its own gyotongkaedeu card, which is very similar to T-money. This card is called 
Hanaro. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 다음 정류장은 뭐예요?

2. 강남역은 다음이에요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Da-eum jeongryujang-eun mwo-yeyo?

2. Gangnam-yeogeun da-eumieyo?

ENGLISH

1. What's the next bus stop?

2. Is Gangnam station next?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

다음 daum next, next time

정류장 jeongryujang stop, station

뭐예요? mwo-yeyo What is it? What?

강남역 Gangnam-yeok Gangnam station

이다 ida to be

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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다음에 또 오세요.
daeum-e tto oseyo. 
"Please come again next time."

오늘은 시간이 없으니까, 다음에 보자.
oneul-eun sigan-i eopseunikka, daeum-e boja. 
"I don't have time today, so let's meet next 
time."

버스 정류장에 사람이 진짜 많아요.
beoseu jeong-nyujang-e saram-i jinjja manayo. 
"There are so many people at the bus 
stop."

이거 뭐예요?
igeo mwo-yeyo? 
"What is this?"

강남역에서 기다릴게요.
Gangnamyeok-eseo gidarilgeyo. 
"I will wait for you at Gangnam station."

우와! 한국이다!
uwa! hangugida. 
"Wow! It's Korea!"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 
 
 

 Once on the bus, you'll hear announcements informing the passengers of where the bus will 
stop next. Most of the time, the announcements will be in Korean, with major stops 
announced in both Korean and English. However, in the case that there is no English 
announcement, you may not catch the location just announced. Also, in some cases, there 
won't be announcements (Korean or English) at all. So you may find the phrase "What is the 
next stop?" indispensable. 

In Korean, "What is the next stop?" is 다음 정류장은 뭐에요? (daeum jungnyujang-eun mwo-
eyo). The first word, 다음 (daeum), means "next." The word that follows is 정류장 
(jungnyujang). This word means "stop," as in bus stop. 은 (eun) is a topic marker and marks 
the topic of the sentence. These two are said together as jungnyujang is the topic of the 
sentence. This is followed by 뭐 (mwo), which means "what." Lastly, we have 에요 (eyo), which 
is the copula. Literally, we have "next, stop, what, is?" We can interpret this as "What is the 
next bus stop?" 
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You could also inquire by asking whether your desired destination is next. For this phrase, 
we'll use Gangnam station, or in Korean, 강남역 (Gangnam-yeok) as the destination. The 
phrase "Is Gangnam station next?" is 강남역은 다음이에요? (Gangnam-yeok-eun daeum-
ieyo?). The first word, 강남역 (Gangnam-yeok), once again, is "Gangnam station." 은 (eun) is 
the topic marker. These are spoken together as Gangnam station is the topic of the sentence. 
This is followed by 다음 (daeum), which in Korean means "next." Lastly, we have 이에요 (ieyo), 
which is the copula in Korean. If you noticed, the copula here differs from the first phrase. The 
two side by side are 이에요 (ieyo) and 에요 (eyo). They differ because of the word preceding 
them. Altogether, we have 강남역은 다음이에요? (Gangnam-yeok-eun daeum-ieyo?). Literally, 
this is "Gangnam station, next, is?" We can interpret it as "Is Gangnam station next?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Best Way to Get Around Korea 
 
 

Quick Tip #1 
 In Korea, the subway is a great means of transportation. It's easy to figure out, cheap, and 
quick. But the buses are even better (well, at least in my opinion)! If you want to get across 
Seoul, the quickest means of transportation will most likely be the bus. Korea has buses that 
go almost anywhere. For subways, you may have to transfer once, twice, or maybe even three 
times to get to a desired destination. Or if you don't have to transfer, you will have to stop at 
every stop, as Korea lacks express trains. Buses, however, will almost always have a direct 
route, many of which are express routes. But remember, it all depends on where you're going. 
Sometimes a subway route may be faster. 

If you don't know any bus routes, check out our lesson "Korean Numbers and One Very 
Important Phone Number." Just call that number and ask about buses. 

Quick Tip #2 
 Although buses may be the quickest way to get somewhere, buses in Korea are notoriously 
rocky. It's actually not the buses that make trips rocky, it's the bus drivers. Many bus drivers in 
Korea are very aggressive drivers. They'll try to make every light, slam the gas when lights 
turn green, and cut across four lanes of traffic to get to an express lane. They will do anything 
and everything in their power to make their trip a few minutes faster. Of course, this is a 
generalization, but this may also contribute to the reason why buses are generally the faster 
means of transportation. If you can get a seat, it'll be much easier to stomach, but if you're 
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standing, hold on tight! 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 서울역 한 장 주세요.

2. 서울역 두 장 주세요.

3. 서울역은 얼마에요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Seoulyeok han jang juseyo.

2. Seoulyeok du jang juseyo.

3. Seoulyeogeun eolma-eyo?

ENGLISH

1. One ticket to Seoul station, please.

2. Two tickets to Seoul station, please.

3. How much is it to Seoul station?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

서울역 Seoul-yeok Seoul station

한 장 han-jang one ticket
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두 장 du-jang two tickets

주다 juda to give

얼마 eolma how much

이다 ida to be

SAMPLE SENTENCES

서울역 갔어요.
Seoul-yeok gasseoyo. 
"I went to Seoul station."

저기요. 부산가는 표 한장이요.
jeogiyo. busanganeun pyo hanjang-iyo. 
"Excuse me. Can I get a ticket for Busan?"

두 장의 종이를 이용하자.
du jang-ui jong-ireul iyonghaja. 
"Let's use two sheets of paper."

물 주세요.
mul juseyo. 
"Please give me water."

자유이용권은 얼마입니까?
jayuiyonggwoneun eolmaimnikka? 
"How much is an unlimited pass?"

우와! 한국이다!
uwa! hangugida. 
"Wow! It's Korea!"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 
 
 

As Korea's major cities are all linked by train, it would be essential to ride a train if you're 
going to be traveling within Korea. So for today's lesson, we're going to work on getting a 
ticket. In most cases, traveling outside of Seoul by train will most likely start from Seoul 
Station. So for today's lesson, we'll use Seoul Station for our location. 

The word for station in Korean is "yeok" (역). The station name comes in front of this word. In 
this case, it would be "Seoul-yeok" or "Seoul station." 
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In Korean, "One ticket to Seoul station, please" is "Seoul-yeok han-jang juseyo" (서울역 한장 주
세요). The first word is "Seoul-yeok" or "Seoul station." The next word is "han-jang" (한장). This 
means "one ticket." If you can remember, "han" means "one." Actually, "hana" (하나) is one, 
but the pronunciation changes because something, in this case a counter, is attached to the 
end of it. The counter in this phrase is "jang" (장). This is the counter for tickets, paper, or 
things that are flat. Once again, "han-jang" means "one ticket." Lastly, we have everyone's 
favorite "juseyo" (주세요), which generally means "please." The phrase literally means "Seoul 
station, one ticket, please," but this can be interpreted as "One ticket to Seoul station, please." 

The last phrase was for one ticket. For two tickets, the phrase is nearly identical. That phrase 
is "Seoul-yeok du-jang juseyo" (서울역 두장 주세요). The only thing that changed here was the 
number. In our last phrase we had "han-jang" (한장). This is literally, "one, ticket." For two 
tickets we can replace one, "han" (한), with two, "du" (두). And we keep the counter for tickets. 
Two is actually "dul" (둘), but it changes because of the counter that comes after it. So two 
tickets would be "du-jang" (두장). The phrase we literally have is "Seoul station, two tickets, 
please." This is understood as "Two tickets to Seoul station, please." 

Lastly, we can ask "How much is it to Seoul station?" That question is "Seoul-yeok-eun eolma-
eyo?" (서울역은 얼마에요?). The first word "Seoul-yeok" means "Seoul station." What follows 
immediately is "eun" (은), which is a particle that marks the topic of the sentence. The next 
portion of the phrase is "eolma-eyo." This means "how much?" Literally the phrase here is 
"Seoul station, how much?" This can be interpreted as "How much is it to Seoul station?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Tip#1 

Until very recently, there were only local trains that networked Korea. However, as Busan is 
Korea's second biggest metropolis, some higher echelons decided it was a good idea to cut 
travel time between Seoul and Busan in half. As a result, KTX was born. KTX is a high-speed 
train that services Seoul, Busan, and several other cities. It used to be that a train from Seoul 
to Busan would take around 5 hours. But with the new KTX trains, the ride is now less than 3 
hours. It has high speeds of around 300km/h (186mph). It's essentially an express train, so it's 
a little more expensive than a normal train would be. It costs around 45,000 won (a little more 
than $45 U.S.). It has a very comfortable and smooth ride, and it's still fairly new, so all the 
trains are very modern. For more information, check out the KTX homepage. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 부산역 한 장 주세요.

2. 부산역 한 장.

3. 부산역.

ROMANIZATION

1. Busan-yeok han jang juseyo.

2. Busan-yeok han jang.

3. Busan-yeok.

ENGLISH

1. One ticket to Busan station, please.

2. One ticket to Busan station.

3. Busan station.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

한 장 han jang one ticket

부산역 busanyeok Busan station
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주다 juda to give

부산 Busan Busan

SAMPLE SENTENCES

서울 가는 기차표 한 장 주세요.
Seoul ganeun gichapyo han jang juseyo. 
"One train ticket to Seoul, please."

부산역에 도착했어요.
busanyeoge dochakaesseoyo. 
"I arrived at Busan station."

당신에게 특별한 선물을 주고 싶어요.
dangsin-ege teukbyeolhan seonmul-eul jugo 
sipeoyo. 
"I want to give you a special gift."

시간을 주세요.
sigan-eul juseyo. 
"Give me some time, please."

매년 열리는 부산 국제 영화제는 부산의 대
표적인 축제입니다.
maenyeon nyeollineun busan gukje 
yeonghwajeneun busanui daepyojeogin 
chukjeimnida. 
"The Busan International Film Festival is 
the representative annual event in Busan."

여기 부산이에요?
Yeogi busan-ieyo? 
"Is it Busan here?"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

When taking the subways in Korea there are times when lines may be overwhelming. You 
may be in a rush, and need to speed up the process in which you buy your ticket. Or maybe 
you forgot what phrase you use to buy a ticket. Whatever the case may be, we have a shorter, 
simpler way of getting you to your destination, a few seconds quicker. 

If you remember our lesson from "Riding the Rails 1," the phrase we used to get a ticket to 
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Seoul station was Seoul-yeok han-jang juseyo (서울역 한장 주세요). This phrase literally 
means "Seoul station, one ticket, please." 

For today's lesson, we'll change the location. Today's location will be "Busan-station." In 
Korean, this is Busan-yeok (부산역). Busan (부산) is the name of the station. And yeok (역) is 
the Korean word for "station." 

So if we wanted to use the full phrase, this would be Busan-yeok han-jang juseyo (부산역 한장 
주세요). Busan-yeok as we just covered, means "Busan station." What follows after that is han-
jang (한장). Han (한) means "one." Actually, hana (하나) means "one," but because it's 
followed by a counter, the pronunciation changes. That counter is jang (장). This is the 
counter used for tickets, sheets of paper, CD's, among other things. It's generally used for 
things that are flat. The last part of the phrase is juseyo (주세요). This means "to give," but can 
be translated as "please." The phrase we have altogether is Busan-yeok han-jang juseyo. 
This has a literal meaning of "Busan station, one ticket, please," but is understood as "One 
ticket to Busan station, please." 

But this may be a bit long for morning rush hour commutes. People all over the world try to cut 
corners in order to be as time efficient as possible. A testament to this is the MTA, the 
Metropolitan Transit Authority of New York. The New York Times had reported that the MTA 
asked its train conductors to refrain from saying things such as "good morning" and "please." 
This was all in an effort to be time efficient. 

And as that's our aim today; we'll do the same as New York train conductors. We won't say 
"please." If we remove "please," or juseyo from our phrase, our new phrase should be Busan-
yeok han-jang (부산역 한장). What this literally means is "Busan station, one ticket." Here you 
can change the number of tickets by replacing the number and adding jang to the end of the 
number. Remember, numbers one to four change pronunciation when something is added 
onto the end. 

And even if this phrase is too long for you, we can shorten this phrase even more. For one 
ticket to Busan station, we can simply say the station. Here it would simply be Busan-yeok. 
This is, once again, "Busan station." When "Busan station" is used in this context, it's 
understood as "one ticket." 

Once again these shortened abbreviations are used mainly for the subways where rush hour 
calls for anything quick and easy. If you were to use this at a long distance train terminal, they 
may ask you how many people, or which train you want to take. Here you can just say the 
station name, and get a ticket for one. Fast and easy. 
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Now when you get a subway ticket, you have to place that ticket in the ticket gate. Once you 
enter the ticket gate, the ticket will come back out. You take the ticket and hold onto it. You 
need this ticket to exit. So when you get to your station, just insert the ticket into the gate and 
exit. This is to ensure that the correct ticket was bought. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Korean subway lines generally don't have names. For the most part they are on a number 
and color system. As Seoul has the most extensive subway system in Korea, Seoul has lines 
from number one to eight, and has two more lines (Bundang line and Yongsan-deokso line). 
They are all color-coordinated and fairly easy to follow. In Seoul, line number 2 (green) is a 
circular line. It goes all around Seoul, hitting most of the major areas of Seoul. This line is 
probably the most utilized line in all of Korea. In addition to stopping at most major downtown 
areas, there are also transfers to nearly all of the other lines. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 강남역.

2. 강남역 가주세요.

3. 서울역.

4. 서울역 가주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Gangnam-yeok.

2. Gangnam-yeok gajuseyo.

3. Seoul-yeok.

4. Seoul-yeok gajuseyo.

ENGLISH

1. Gangnam station.

2. Go to Gangnam station, please.

3. Seoul station.

4. Go to Seoul station, please.

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

가 주세요. gajuseyo. Please go to....

가다 ga-da to go

주다 juda to give

강남역 Gangnam-yeok Gangnam station

SAMPLE SENTENCES

강남역 가주세요.
Gangnam-yeok gajuseyo. 
"Please go to Gangnam station."

지하철을 타고 갈 거예요.
ji-ha-cheol-eul ta-go gal geo-ye-yo. 
"I'll go there by subway."

당신에게 특별한 선물을 주고 싶어요.
dangsin-ege teukbyeolhan seonmul-eul jugo 
sipeoyo. 
"I want to give you a special gift."

시간을 주세요.
sigan-eul juseyo. 
"Give me some time, please."

강남역에서 기다릴게요.
Gangnamyeok-eseo gidarilgeyo. 
"I will wait for you at Gangnam station."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 
  
 

In Korea, taxis are a very common means of transportation. The streets are filled with taxis 
and as a result, taxis are not hard to catch. And as public transportation stops running after a 
certain hour, taxis are a very popular means of transportation at night. 

So to start, let's go over a desired location. The first location we'll use is Gangnam-yeok 
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(강남역), which in English is "Gangnam station." Gangnam is the name of the station, and yeok 
(역) is the actual word for "station." Gangnam station is a very popular subway station where 
there are lots of things to do and see. The nightlife is great and there are plenty of restaurants 
there as well. In addition, it has a central bus terminal. 

Now let's go over how to tell your taxi driver where you want to go. In addition to the station, 
let's add ga juseyo (가 주세요), or in English "go, please." Here we want to have the location in 
front of this phrase. In this case, the phrase would be Gangnam-yeok ga juseyo (강남역 가 주세
요). Ga (가) means "to go" and juseyo (주세요) means "to give" or "please." So this phrase is 
literally translated as Gangnam station, go please. When translated it means "Go to Gangnam 
station, please." 

You can interchange Gangnam-yeok (Gangnam station) with any other location you wish to 
go to. If it's a subway station, just say the name station, and then add the word for station, 
which is yeok, at the end. Seoul station is Seoul-yeok (서울역). Jamsil station is Jamsil-yeok (잠
실역). To tell your taxi driver to go to that location, just say the location and add ga juseyo (가 주
세요). 

In Korea there are usually two different types of taxis. There are your normal, average taxis 
that average people take. And there is a higher-class taxi that is a bit more expensive, but 
provides a better service (but don't be expecting foot massages or anything). These higher-
grade taxis can be differentiated by their color. These taxis are a sleek black. The taxi drivers 
should be wearing suits, and the whole package should exude an overall sense of class. But 
if you can't tell if they're the higher-grade taxis or not, you'll definitely know by the price! They 
are about 1.5 - 2 times the price of a normal taxi. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Tip is not expected in Korea. A friend of mine who came to visit me while I was in Korea was a 
bartender back in America. We were at a bar having a few drinks when we decided to leave. I 
told him that tip was not expected, but he still couldn't leave without giving the bartender a tip. 
He said that bartenders have an unspoken understanding. So as we got up to leave he left a 
10,000 won bill on the table (around $10 American). The bartender came after us and she 
told him that he had left a 10,000 won bill at the bar. He tried to explain to her that it was a tip, 
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but she was still confused. Even when he spoke Korean to her, she was lost. She wasn't even 
trying to refuse the tip because she was so flabbergasted by the whole situation. She ended 
up taking the tip, but was more confused than grateful. So much for the unspoken 
understanding. 

Sometimes people will take tips, but many people will refuse tips as well. I've heard that it's 
sometimes insulting to leave a tip (not sure by what logic). So when in Korea, tip at your own 
discretion. But just to let you know, people may be blown away by the whole concept. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 여기 화장실 있어요?

2. 여기 편의점 있어요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Yeogi hwajangsil isseoyo?

2. Yeogi pyeon-uijeom isseoyo?

ENGLISH

1. Is there a bathroom near here?

2. Is there a convenience store around here?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

여기 yeogi here

화장실 hwajangsil toilet, bathroom

있다 itda there is 

편의점 pyeon-uijeom convenience store

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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나 여기 있어.
Na yeogi isseo. 
"I'm over here."

화장실이 참 깨끗해요.
hwajangsil-i cham kkaekkeuthaeyo. 
"The bathroom is very clean."

문제가 하나 있어요.
munjega hana itsseoyo. 
"There is one problem."

한국에서는 어느 편의점에서나 간단하게 택
배를 보낼 수 있습니다.
hangugeseoneun eoneu pyeonuijeomeseona 
gandanhage taekbaereul bonael su itseumnida. 
"You can easily send a parcel using the 
home-delivery service at any convenience 
stores in South Korea."

오늘은 편의점에 들르지 않고 학교로 바로 갔어.
Oneul-eun pyeonuijeom-e deuleuji anko hakgyo-e baro gasseo. 
"Today, I didn't stop at the convenience store and went straight to school."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

During your stay in Korea, there may be a time where you need to go. And when I mean go... I 
mean GO. And as these moments exist in everyone's life, no one wants to be stuck in a 
foreign country, not knowing how to ask where a bathroom is. So the phrase "Is there a 
bathroom near here" may prove essential. 

"Is there a bathroom near here" in Korean is yeogi hwajangsil isseoyo? (여기 화장실 있어요?). 
The first word is yeogi (여기). This word means "here." Next is the word "bathroom," or in 
Korean hwajangsil (화장실). And lastly we have the word isseoyo (있어요). This last word 
means "to exist" or "to be." The phrase altogether comes to literally mean "here, bathroom, 
is?" This is understood as "Is there a bathroom near here?" 

The actual word used is yeogi (여기). This word means here, and is pretty much an exact 
translation. There are other words to describe "around here" or "nearby." But for the time 
being "here" will suffice. yeogi is much less specific than other words, and as a result, is used 
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much more often. 

Now if you wanted to find something else, you can simply replace the thing you're looking for. 
In our last phrases we were looking for a bathroom. Now let's look for a convenience store. 
The word for "convenience store" in Korean is pyeonuijeom (편의점). We can simply replace 
hwajangsil (bathroom) with pyeonuijeom (convenience store). The phrase "Is there a 
convenience store around here?" is yeogi pyeonuijeom isseoyo? (여기 편의점 있어요?). This 
literally means "here, convenience store, is?," but this is understood as "Is there a 
convenience store near here?" 

Now if you're looking for anything else, you can simply replace the word in the center. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Convenience stores in Korea are great! During my time in Korea, convenience stores would 
serve as a local hang out. A few friends of mine and I would always meet up and have a few 
beers at our favorite convenience store. They had chairs outside, the drinks were cheap, and 
food was plentiful. Many convenience stores in Korea have chairs outside so patrons can 
simply grab a drink and relax. We went often when the weather was nice. And we ended up 
befriending the owner of the convenience store and scored a few drinks and snacks every 
now and then. It was a very cheap way to have a few drinks and relax with some friends. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 물 어디에서 살 수 있어요?

2. 영어 신문 어디에서 살 수 있어요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Mul eodieseo sal su isseoyo?

2. Yeong-eo sinmun eodieseo sal su isseoyo?

ENGLISH

1. Where can I buy water?

2. Where can I buy an English newspaper?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

에서 eseo at, in (location particle)

어디 eodi where

사다 sada to buy

살 수 있다 sal su itda can buy, able to buy

영어 신문 yeongeo sinmun English newspaper

물 mul water

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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51가에서 살아요.
51gaeseo sarayo. 
"I live on 51st Street."

어디 사세요?
eodi saseyo? 
"Where do you live?"

이 돈이면 몇 권의 책을 살 수 있나요?
i don-imyeon myeot gwon-ui chae-eul sal su 
itnayo? 
"How many books can I buy with this much 
money?"

문구점에서 선물 살 수 있어요.
mungujeom-eseo seonmul sal su isseoyo 
"You can buy presents in a stationery 
store."

영어 신문 주세요.
Yeong-eo simmun juseyo. 
"Please give me an English newspaper."

물 좀 주세요!
Mul jom ju-se-yo! 
"Please give me some water!"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In this lesson, we'll help you get a beat on something you want. In today's lesson, we'll go 
over how to ask ''Where can I buy (something).'' For today's "something," we'll use water, or in 
Korean, 'mul' (물). In Korean, ''Where can I buy water?'' is mul eodieseo sal su isseoyo? (물 어
디에서 살 수 있어요?). 

The first part of the phrase is mul, or as we covered, ''water.'' Next is the interrogative eodi, 
which means ''where.'' What follows immediately after that is eseo, a location particle that is 
roughly equivalent to the English "at." Typically this particle follows a location, but here the 
interrogative eodi, or "where," is sufficient. Lastly we have sal su isseoyo? This is literally 
''able to buy'' or ''can buy.'' So altogether the phrase we literally have now is ''water, where, at, 
can buy?'' This can be translated as ''Where can I buy water?'' 

If you wanted to, you can replace water with anything else. If you wanted to buy an English 
newspaper, we could ask Yeongeo shinmun eodieseo salsu isseoyo? (영어 신문 어디에서 살 
수 있어요?). This phrase is ''Where can I buy an English newspaper.'' The first word of the 
phrase is ''English newspaper.'' Yeongeo means English and shinmun means newspaper. 
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The rest of the phrase is exactly the same as before. The literal translation of the phrase we 
have here is ''English newspaper, where, at, can buy?'' This can be interpreted as ''Where can 
I buy an English newspaper?'' 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

English newspapers in Korea can be difficult to find. And when you do find them, the papers 
are usually pretty thin. A lot of the news comes from the Associated Press, or Reuters. If you're 
not located in a major metropolis, it may be difficult to get your hands on some English news. 

Some people that I've met have accused the English newspapers in Korea of being white-
washed. They say that "bad" news can never really be found on the newspaper. For example, 
there was a manhunt for a dangerous man in the area where I was living. I saw this on the 
Korean news, but when I talked about it, none of my English-speaking friends knew about 
this. And they weren't surprised. A few of them hear about "bad" news from other Koreans, but 
never from an English newspaper. My friends accused the Korean newspapers of white-
washing in order to keep the foreign population pacified. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 쭉 가세요.

2. 오른쪽으로 가세요.

3. 왼쪽으로 가세요.

4. 오른쪽에 있어요.

5. 왼쪽에 있어요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Jjuk gaseyo.

2. Oreunjjogeuro gaseyo.

3. Oenjjogeuro gaseyo.

4. Oreunjjoge isseoyo.

5. Oenjjoge isseoyo.

ENGLISH

1. Go straight.

2. Go to the right.

CONT'D OVER
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3. Go to the left.

4. It's on the right.

5. It's on the left.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

왼쪽 oenjjok left, left side

있어요 isseoyo to exist, is, have

있다 itda to be, to exist

가다 ga-da to go

으로 euro to

오른쪽 oreunjjok right, right side

쭉 가세요. Jjuk gaseyo. Go straight.

SAMPLE SENTENCES

왼쪽에는 아무것도 없어요.
oenjjok-eneun amugeot-do eopseoyo. 
"There's nothing on the left."

지금 학교에 있어요?
Jigeum hakgyo-e itsseoyo? 
"Are you at school now?"

거울 있어?
geoul isseo? 
"Do you have a mirror?"

지하철을 타고 갈 거예요.
ji-ha-cheol-eul ta-go gal geo-ye-yo. 
"I'll go there by subway."
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시원한 계곡으로 놀러가고 싶어요.
siwonhan gyegok-euro nolleogago sipeoyo. 
"I want to go to a cool valley and chill out."

마우스의 오른쪽 버튼을 누르세요.
mauseu-ui oreunjjok beoteun-eul nureuseyo. 
"Please press the right button of your 
mouse."

서울역까지 쭉 가세요.
Seoul-yeok-kkaji jjuk gaseyo. 
"Go straight up to Seoul station."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In this lesson we'll go over a few basic directions. In Korean there are a number of ways to 
say go straight, turn right, turn left, it's on the left, it's on the right, etc. For practical purposes, 
this lesson will focus on the ones that are the easiest to remember. 

For "go straight" we can say jjuk gaseyo (쭉 가세요). The first syllable jjuk (쭉) means "straight." 
What follows that is gaseyo (가세요), which means "go." 

For "turn right" we can say oreunjjok-euro gaseyo (오른쪽으로 가세요). The first word is 
oreunjjok (오른쪽) means "right," or "right side." This is followed immediately by -euro, (-으로) a 
particle which roughly translates into "to." The last part, gaseyo (가세요), is once again "go." 
The phrase literally means "right, to, go." This can be interpreted as "Go to the right" or "Turn 
right." 

Next is the phrase "turn left." In Korean that would be oenjjok-euro gaseyo (왼쪽으로 가세요). 
This phrase is exactly the same as the last phrase, but the only difference is oreun, or "right," 
is replaced with oen, or "left." So oen means "left" or "left side." Everything else is the same 
and retains the same meaning. The word in front is the only thing that changes. The literal 
meaning of the phrase is "left, to, go." This can be interpreted as "Go to the left," or "Turn left." 

Lastly we'll go over "It's on the left" and "It's on the right." "It's on the left" in Korean is oenjjok-e 
isseoyo (왼쪽에 있어요). The first part of the phrase, oen (왼쪽) is once again "left" or "to the 
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left." What follows that is -e (-에), a location particle, which roughly translates (in this context) 
to "on." Lastly we have isseoyo (있어요). This word means "to exist" or "to be." So altogether 
the phrase we have is "left, on, is." This is understood as "It's on the left." 

If what you're looking for is on the right, we can say oreunjjok-e isseoyo (오른쪽에 있어요). This 
phrase is, once again, nearly identical to its predecessor. The only thing that changes is the 
direction, which is the word in front. In this case we replaced oen (left) with oreun (right). 
Everything else in the phrase stays exactly the same. So the phrase we have has a literal 
meaning of "right, on, is." This is interpreted as "It's on the right." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Streets in Korea may be a little difficult to navigate through. In the bigger metropolises, it's 
nearly impossible to navigate with just an address. That's because many streets in Korea do 
not have a name. And even if streets do have names, many people don't know the names of 
these streets. As a result people give directions according to landmarks. Most likely you'll 
hear directions such as: turn right at a video shop, turn left at a pizza parlor, turn left at the 
Internet cafe. So if you're asking for directions, be sure to be aware of your surroundings. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 사진 찍어 주세요.

2. 하나, 둘, 셋 김치.

ROMANIZATION

1. Sajin jjigeo juseyo.

2. Hana, dul, set kimchi.

ENGLISH

1. Please take my picture.

2. One, two, three... cheese (Kimchi)

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

사진 sajin picture, photo

치즈 chizeu cheese

하나 hana one(Native Korean)

둘 dul two (Native Korean)

셋 set three (Native Korean)

주세요 juseyo Please give me.
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찍다 jjikda to take (photos)

김치 gimchi Kimchi

SAMPLE SENTENCES

사진 찍자! 
"Let's take a photo!"

가족 사진입니다.
gajok sajin-imnida. 
"This is a picture of my family."

치즈랑 사과를 먹어 봤어요?
chizeurang sagwareul meogeo bwasseoyo? 
"Have you ever tried cheese and apple?"

문제가 하나 있어요.
munjega hana itsseoyo. 
"There is one problem."

여동생이 둘 있어요.
yeodongsaeng-i dul isseoyo. 
"I have two younger sisters."

너희 둘 어디서 만났어?
Neohui dul eodiseo mannasseo? 
"Where did you two meet?"

사과가 셋 있어요.
sagwaga set isseoyo. 
"I have three apples."

참치 김밥 주세요.
chamchi gimbab juseyo. 
"Please give me tuna Kimbap."

같이 사진 찍을래?
gachi sajin jjigeullae? 
"Do you want to take a picture together?"

최근에는 포장 김치를 사는 사람들이 많아
졌습니다.
choegeuneneun pojang gimchireul saneun 
saramdeuri manajyeotseumnida. 
"More people are buying packaged Kimchi 
these days."

저는 안 매운 김치가 좋아요.
jeoneun an maeun gimchiga joayo. 
"I like Kimchi that's not very spicy."

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 

 

In this lesson we'll introduce a phrase that is certain to come in handy for capturing your 
memories on film. Korea is full of beautiful scenery, and there are times when you'll want to be 
in the picture or have everyone in your party in the picture. Therefore, there are times when 
the phrase, "Please take my/our picture" will be invaluable! 

The phrase "Please take my picture" in Korean is sajin jjikeo juseyo (사진 찍어 주세요). The 
first word is sajin (사진). This word means "picture," or "photograph." The next word is jjikeo (찍
어). This word literally means "print," or "stamp." But in this context it gives off the impression of 
snapping a picture. It's the verb used when taking a picture. Last is the oh so important 
juseyo (주세요). This is generally interpreted as "please." Altogether the phrase is sajin jjikeo 
juseyo" which literally means "picture, snap, please." This can be translated as "Please take a 
picture for me." "For me" is implied here because juseyo requests a favor from someone. 

Now in English, before someone takes a picture, the person taking the picture may say, "1, 2, 
3... Cheese." In Korean before a picture is taken, the person taking the picture may say hana, 
dul, set... kimchi (하나, 둘, 셋... 김치). It may be a little cliche, but it is used every so often. "One, 
two, three" in Korean is hana, dul, set (하나, 둘, 셋). The last part of the phrase is kimchi (김치). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

In Korea, there are these booths that can take pictures of you and your friends. These are 
much like passport photo booths. But unlike the passport photo booths, these booths can take 
pictures that also double as stickers. In addition to that, they can include decorations, 
backdrops, and themes in your pictures. First, insert some money (just like an arcade game). 
After you enter the booth, you'll be greeted with options for pictures. You can choose themes 
such as a haunted house, or space travel, just to name a few. Then the pictures are taken. 
After the pictures are taken, you are given more options. You can draw onto your picture with 
a variety things. After all is done, you simply need to wait for it to print. 

The cost of these pictures starts from around 5,000 won. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 사진 찍어도 돼요?

2. 같이 사진 찍어도 돼요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Sajin jjigeo-do dwaeyo?

2. Gachi sajin jjigeo-do dwaeyo?

ENGLISH

1. May I take your picture?

2. May I take a picture together?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

사진 sajin picture, photo

찍다 jjikda to take (photos)

같이 gachi together

-도 돼요? -do dwaeyo? May I...? , Can I...?

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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사진 찍자! 
"Let's take a photo!"

가족 사진입니다.
gajok sajin-imnida. 
"This is a picture of my family."

같이 사진 찍을래?
gachi sajin jjigeullae? 
"Do you want to take a picture together?"

같이 밥 먹으러 가요.
ga-chi bab meo-geu-reo ga-yo. 
"Let's go eat together."

저는 부모님과 같이 살고 있습니다.
jeo-neun bumonim-gwa gachi salgo isseumnida. 
"I'm living with my parents."

집에 가도 돼요?
Jibe gado dwaeyo? 
"May I go home?"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll introduce a question related to "Can you take our/my picture?" which in 
Korean is sajin jjikeo juseyo (사진 찍어 주세요). This phrase asks someone to take a picture for 
you, or of you. But there are cases when you may want to take a picture of someone or with 
someone, but before doing so, you'd like to ask for permission. 

In Korean "May I take your picture?" is sajin jjikeo-do dwaeyo (사진 찍어도 돼요?). The first 
word is sajin (사진), which means picture. This is followed by jjikeo (찍어), which in English is 
to take or snap a picture. So to recap so far, we have sajin, jjikeo (사진 찍어), which literally 
means "picture, take" or "picture, snap." The last part of the phrase is do dweyo (도 돼요), 
which means "may I." Do dwaeyo is a grammatical structure used when asking someone for 
permission. So all together the phrase is sajin jjikeo-do dweyo (사진 찍어도 돼요). Literally the 
phrase is "picture, take, may I." In English this would be, "May I take your picture." 

Now let's take that last phrase and step it up a notch. By adding one word you can ask 
someone if you can take a picture together. The phrase once again is sajin jjikeo-do 
dwaeyo? (사진 찍어도 돼요?). Now, to slightly alter the phrase. To do this, we can insert the 
word "together," which in Korean is gati (같이). If we add "together," or gati to the front of the 
phrase we just learned, it changes the meaning of the phrase. Instead of "May I take your 
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picture?" the phrase now means "May I/we take a picture with you?" The phrase we would 
have here is gati sajin jjikeo-do dwaeyo? (같이 사진 찍어도 돼요?). Literally the phrase here is 
"together, picture, take, may I?" This phrase is interpreted as "May I take a picture with you?" 
or "May I/we take a picture together with you?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

As mentioned in the MP3, picture culture in Korea is based on cuteness. The "peace signs" 
are omnipresent in pictures. In addition, sticker picture booths provide you with graphics to 
pretty up your pictures. However, a good number of Koreans don't need a sticker booth to 
enhance their pictures. Many Koreans are amateur Adobe Photoshop operators. Many 
people are very adept at altering their own pictures to make each and every picture look as 
good as possible. Many people take their amateur skills and turn it into a profession. Graphic 
design work is a popular next step for many amateur Korean photo croppers. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국말로 어떻게 말해요?

2. 'Water' 한국말로 어떻게 말해요?

3. 'rice' 한국말로 어떻게 말해요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Hangukmal-ro eotteoke malhaeyo.

2. 'Water' hangukmal-ro eotteoke malhaeyo.

3. 'Rice' hangukmal-ro eotteoke malhaeyo.

ENGLISH

1. How do you say this in Korean?

2. How do you say 'water' in Korean?

3. How do you say 'rice' in Korean?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

한국말 hangukmal Korean (language)

어떻게 eotteoke how, in what way
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말하다 malhada to say, to speak

SAMPLE SENTENCES

한국말 안 어려워요.
hangukmal an eoryeowoyo. 
"Korean is not difficult."

어떻게 지내요? 
"How is it going?"

주말은 주로 어떻게 보내세요?
jumal-eun juro eotteoke bonaeseyo? 
"How do you usually spend your 
weekends?"

여러분 저를 따라 말하세요.
yereobun jeoreul ttara malgaseyo 
"Everybody repeat after me."

중국어로 말하자.
junggugeo-ro malhaja 
"Let's speak in Chinese."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll introduce you to a phrase that will provide you with the tools to learn 
from the people around. Now, a dictionary is a great idea, but don't forget that you can use 
Korean to learn in a more fun and interactive way. 

In Korean "How do you say it in Korean?" is hangukmal-lo eotteoke malhaeyo (한국말로 어떻
게 말해요?). The first word hangukmal (한국말) means "Korean," as in the Korean language. 
This is followed by -lo (로). Lo is a particle which can be loosely translated as "in." What we 
have so far is hangukmal-lo (한국말로), which can be translated as "in Korean." The next part 
of the phrase is eotteoke (어떻게). This means "how." And lastly we have malhaeyo (말해요), 
which means "to say," or "to speak." Literally the phrase hangukmal-lo eotteoke 
malhaeyo means "Korean, in, how, say." This can be translated as "How do you say it in 
Korean?" 
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Now the most rudimentary way to ask this question is to say this phrase with the word "this." 
The word for "this" in Korean is igeo (이거). Simply place "this" in front of the phrase "How do 
you say I say it in Korean?" The phrase we now have is igeo hangukmal-lo eotteoke 
malhaeyo? (이거 한국말로 어떻게 말해요?). This phrase literally means "this, Korean, in, how, 
say." This is translated as "How do you say this in Korean?" 

Now if there's a specific English word you want to know, you can simply replace "this" or igeo, 
with the English word you want to know. For example if we wanted to know the word "water," 
we can simply say 'Water' hangukmal-lo eotteoke malhaeyo? ('Water' 한국말로 어떻게 말해
요?). This is literally "water, Korean, in, how, say?" This is translated as "How do you say 
'water' in Korean?" 

Remember, what you want to know comes in front of the phrase. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

As stated many times before, Korea is a group-centered society. And as strangers aren't a 
part of anyone's inner circle, breaking that circle is hard for many Koreans to do. As a result, 
conversations among strangers are not very common. It's difficult for Koreans to talk to 
strangers as they simply are not used to it. In addition, many Koreans are shy. Which may 
make it a bit intimidating to use this question. 

But being a foreigner may score you some points. Speaking with foreigners is quite rare in 
Korea, so many people jump at the opportunity to speak with foreigners. Some foreigners 
even get stopped in the streets for some casual conversation (an extremely rare act among 
Koreans!). 

Experiences will vary greatly. You'll come across unbelievably friendly Koreans, as well as a 
few extremely shy and reserved Koreans. It all depends on where you go and who you meet. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 써 주세요.

2. 영어 발음대로 써 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Sseo juseyo.

2. Yeong-eo baleumdaero sseo juseyo.

ENGLISH

1. Please, write it down.

2. Please, write the pronunciation in English.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

쓰다 sseuda to write

주다 juda to give

영어 yeong-eo English

발음 baleum pronunciation

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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나는 매일매일 일기를 쓴다.
naneun maeilmaeil ilgireul sseunda. 
"I write in my diary every day."

당신에게 특별한 선물을 주고 싶어요.
dangsin-ege teukbyeolhan seonmul-eul jugo 
sipeoyo. 
"I want to give you a special gift."

시간을 주세요.
sigan-eul juseyo. 
"Give me some time, please."

영어 발음이 좋아요.
yeongeo baleumi johayo. 
"Your English pronunciation is good."

영어 몰라요.
yeong-eo mollayo 
"I don't know English."

영어 발음이 좋아요.
yeongeo baleumi johayo. 
"Your English pronunciation is good."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

Writing something down is one of the best ways to preserve someone's learning experience. 
That's why in today's lesson, we'll go over how to ask someone to write something down for 
you. 

In Korean, please write it down is sseo juseyo (써 주세요). The first word of the phrase is sseo (
써). This means write. This word is very similar to the word "stand" in pronunciation. The word 
for "stand" is seo (서). The word for "write" is sseo (써). The difference between the two words 
is difficult to hear for the untrained ear. And the ability to make the different sounds takes a bit 
of practice. 

The last part of the phrase is juseyo (주세요), which means "give," or in this context, "please." 

Now this may not be useful for someone who doesn't know how to read Hangul yet. So to 
cover a little more ground, we can ask someone to write it down in the Roman alphabet. This 
in Korean would be yeongeo baleum-daero sseo juseyo(영어 발음대로 써 주세요). The first part 
of the phrase is yeongeo (영어). This means "English." What follows that is baleum (발음), 
which means "pronunciation." What follows immediately after that is -daero (-대로), which is a 
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particle. This particle translates into something along the lines of "in the way of." And lastly we 
have the phrase we covered in the first half of the lesson, sseo juseyo, which means "write, 
please." Altogether the phrase we have is "English, pronunciation, way, write, please." This is 
translated as "Please write it down in English." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Korean, at first, may seem like a very confusing language to read. There are ten vowels, and 
they all seemingly look the same (here are the 10 vowels: ㅏ, ㅑ, ㅓ, ㅕ, ㅗ, ㅛ, ㅜ, ㅠ, ㅡ, ㅣ) 
They are all a straight line with one, two, or no lines coming out from them. This is probably 
the biggest hump to get over. Each of the consonants are, generally speaking, unique-
looking. 

Korean is organized into syllabic blocks. So when you read one block, it'll be one syllable. 
And because of this, most of the time you can break words or phrases down by syllable. The 
only requirements for a syllabic block is one consonant and one vowel. That's why reading 
Korean becomes easy for so many people. 

In middle school, a friend and I were bored in class. So for the advancement of the Korean 
language (and to pass the time), I taught him how to read Korean. It took him maybe about 
two or three class periods to learn, but he got the basics of it down after a day. To this day he 
still remembers how to read Korean. A little story of inspiration for all you. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 이거 어떻게 읽어요?

2. 무슨 뜻이에요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Igeo eotteoke ilgeoyo?

2. Museun tteusieyo.

ENGLISH

1. How do you read this?

2. What does it mean?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

이거 igeo this

어떻게 eotteoke how, in what way

읽다 iktta to read

무슨 museun what, what kind of

뜻 tteut meaning

이다 ida to be

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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이거 주세요.
igeo juseyo. 
"Please give me this one."

어떻게 지내요? 
"How is it going?"

주말은 주로 어떻게 보내세요?
jumal-eun juro eotteoke bonaeseyo? 
"How do you usually spend your 
weekends?"

의자에 앉아서 책을 읽고 있어요.
uija-e anjaseo chaegeul ilgo isseoyo. 
"I'm sitting on a chair and reading a book."

저는 커피를 마시면서 책 읽는 것을 좋아해
요.
jeoneun keopireul masimyeonseo chaek ing-neun 
geoseul joahaeyo. 
"I like to read while drinking coffee."

무슨 드라마 봐?
museun deurama bwa? 
"What kind of drama are you watching?"

무슨 뜻이에요?
museun tteus-ieyo? 
"What does that mean?"

우와! 한국이다!
uwa! hangugida. 
"Wow! It's Korea!"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll introduce you to another phrase that will provide you with another tool 
to learn from the people around. Today we're going to work on improving our reading and 
pronunciation. When you come across a word you can't read, you can use this phrase to get 
your answer! 

In Korean "How do you read this?" is igeo eotteoke ilgeoyo? (이거 어떻게 읽어요?). The first 
word igeo (이거) means "this." This is followed by eotteoke (어떻게), which in English is "how." 
The last part we have here is ilgeoyo (읽어요). This word means "read." Literally the phrase 
means "this, how, read." This can be interpreted as "How do you read this?" 
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Once you get the reading, you can follow this up with, "What does it mean?" In Korean "What 
does it mean?" is museun tteusieyo(무슨 뜻이에요). The first word museun means "what kind 
(of)." This is followed by tteut, which in English is "meaning." Lastly we have ieyo which is 
basically equivalent to the English verb "to be." Literally the phrase we have here is "what 
kind, meaning, is." This can be interpreted as "What does it mean?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

If you know how to read Korean, it won't be too difficult to sound out words. I've seen many 
people who aren't Korean, sing along at a noraebang (Korean style karaoke), without 
knowing the meaning of any of the words. This is because reading Korean is fairly easy to 
learn. 

But if one wants to master Korean, one of the biggest humps to get over is learning the 
pronunciation changes. This occurs when the sound value of a consonant from one syllabic 
block carries over to the next. There are tons of combinations, and getting them all writing can 
only be mastered with time. This will be intimidating, but all the phonetic changes make sense 
linguistically. It simply takes time to get used to these changes. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 이거 어떻게 먹어요?

2. 이거 어떻게 해요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Igeo eotteoke meogeoyo?

2. Igeo eotteoke haeyo?

ENGLISH

1. How do you eat this?

2. How do you do this?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

이거 igeo this

어떻게 eotteoke how, in what way

먹다 meokta to eat

하다 hada to do

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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이거 주세요.
igeo juseyo. 
"Please give me this one."

어떻게 지내요? 
"How is it going?"

주말은 주로 어떻게 보내세요?
jumal-eun juro eotteoke bonaeseyo? 
"How do you usually spend your 
weekends?"

갈비 먹고 싶어요. 
"I want to eat galbi."

같이 밥 먹으러 가요.
ga-chi bab meo-geu-reo ga-yo. 
"Let's go eat together."

이번에는 제대로 할게요.
ibeon-eneun jedaero halgeyo. 
"I'll do it right this time."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In Korea there's tons of delicious food. Dishes like galbi and bibimbab are well known, even 
in other countries. But the way Koreans eat these dishes may be not be so well known. There 
are dishes like jjigae (찌개) which are communal dishes. There is maeuntang (매운탕) which 
is a dish thats served with leftover raw fish. There's a number of different dishes that have 
their own eating methods. And in this regard, learning how to ask "How do you eat this?" will 
prove to be extraordinarily useful. 

"How do you eat this?" in Korean is igeo eotteoke meokeoyo? (이거 어떻게 먹어요?). The first 
word of the phrase, igeo (이거), means "this." What follows "this" is eotteoke (어떻게). This 
word means "how." And the last part of the phrase is meokeoyo (먹어요). This word means 
"eat." Altogether the phrase literally means "this, how, eat." This is understood as "How do you 
eat this?" 

Now as this phrase only pertains to food, let's alter the phrase a little bit so we can ask a more 
general question. Let's say you're taking a taekwondo lesson, maybe you're making lotus 
flower lamps at a temple, maybe you're trying to pick up some traditional Korean instruments. 
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In any of these cases the phrase "How do you do this?" would prove useful. 

The phrase "How do you do this?" in Korean is igeo eotteoke haeyo? (이거 어떻게 해요?). 
Once again the first word, igeo, means "this." The word following that is eotteoke which is the 
same "how." The last part haeyo (해요). This means "to do." Altogether the phrase is igeo 
eotteoke haeyo? Literally this means "this, how, do." This is interpreted as "How do you do 
this?" 

Notice how the only difference between the two phrases is the last part of the phrase. The two 
phrases are igeo eotteoke meokeoyo igeo eotteoke haeyo. The only thing that changes 
meokeoyo (먹어요) and haeyo (해요). The words that changed are the words "eat" and "do." 

One of the craziest things I've ever seen was when I was in Korea. I went to a restaurant with 
some family friends. Everything was ordered by my mother's friend, so we had no idea what 
we were in for. The night was good: talking, drinking, eating, and all around general 
merriness. And that's when it came. On a plate was a live octopus. Eating live octopus 
supposedly provides stamina and strength. I didn't actually have it, but I'll give it a shot if I get 
a chance next time. And then I'll definitely use the phrase igeo eotteoke meokeoyo? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

As many dishes in Korea are communal, it may not sound so appetizing for five or six people 
to "double dip" their spoons into a single pot of stew several times throughout the night. But 
this is actually very common in Korea. People share food all the time, and the Western 
concept of one dish per person is the total opposite approach that traditional Korean food 
takes. Traditional Korean food usually has one or two main dishes. And in addition to these 
main dishes are many different side dishes. As this is the case with traditional Korean meals, 
there can be as many as fifteen different dishes on the table. And all of these dishes are 
communal. The only thing that is solely an individual's, is the bowl of rice. Everything else is 
shared. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 이거 매워요?

2. 안 맵게 해 주세요.

3. 약간 맵게 해 주세요.

4. 아주 맵게 해 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Igeo maewoyo?

2. An maepge hae juseyo.

3. Yakgan maepge hae juseyo.

4. Aju maepge hae juseyo.

ENGLISH

1. Is this spicy?

2. Don't make it spicy for me, please.

3. Make it a little spicy for me, please.

4. Make it very spicy for me, please.

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

아주 aju very

이거 igeo this

맵다 maebtta to be spicy

안 an not

하다 hada to do

주다 juda to give

약간 yakgan a little

SAMPLE SENTENCES

여기는 아주 유명한 곳입니다.
yeogi-neun aju yumyeonghan gosimnida. 
"This is a very famous place."

이거 주세요.
igeo juseyo. 
"Please give me this one."

고추장을 너무 많이 넣으면 매워요.
go-chu-jang-eul neo-mu ma-ni neo-eu-myeon mae-
wo-yo. 
"If you put in too much red pepper paste, it 
will be spicy."

같이 밥 안 먹어?
gachi bap an meogeo? 
"You're not eating with us?"

이번에는 제대로 할게요.
ibeon-eneun jedaero halgeyo. 
"I'll do it right this time."

당신에게 특별한 선물을 주고 싶어요.
dangsin-ege teukbyeolhan seonmul-eul jugo 
sipeoyo. 
"I want to give you a special gift."

시간을 주세요.
sigan-eul juseyo. 
"Give me some time, please."

약간의 소금을 넣으세요.
Yakganui sogeumeul neo-euseyo. 
"Add just a little salt into it."

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll go over all the phrases you need to alter a dish to be suited to your 
taste buds. Some people can't live without spiciness, some people would rather go without it. 
So for our first phrase, we'll go over how to ask if something is spicy. 

If you're at a restaurant and see something that looks appetizing, a good way to make sure it 
fits or doesn't fit into your general likes and dislikes is to ask "Is this spicy?" This phrase in 
Korean would be igeo maewoyo? (이거 매워요?). The first half of the phrase is igeo (이거), 
which means "this." After that comes maewoyo (매워요), which means "spicy." This phrase 
literally means "this, spicy." This is translated as "Is this spicy?" 

After you find out if it's spicy or not, we can ask the staff to adjust the flavor. To say "Don't make 
it spicy, please" we can use the phrase an maepge haejuseyo (안 맵게해 주세요). The first 
word of the phrase is an (안). This word means "not." What comes after that is the adverbial 
form of the word spicy. That word is maepge (맵게). After that we have hae (해), which means 
"do," but in this context can mean "make." And lastly we have juseyo (주세요). This word can 
be translated as "please." Altogether the phrase is an maepge haejuseyo (안 맵게 해 주세요). 
This is literally "not, spicy, make, please." This can be translated as "Don't make it spicy, 
please." 

If you think the dish would be too bland without spices, but don't think you can handle the 
original dish, we can ask to make it a little spicy. To say "Make it a little spicy, please" we can 
say yakgan maepge hae juseyo (약간 맵게 해 주세요). This phrase is almost the same as the 
phrase "Don't make it spicy, please." Only one word has changed. Instead of an (안), which 
means "not," the phrase now uses yakgan(약간) or jogeum (조금), which means "little." The 
rest of the phrase stays the same. So the phrase we now have yakgan maepge hae juseyo (약
간 맵게 해 주세요). This literally means "little, spicy, make, please" and can be translated as 
"Make it a little spicy, please." 

Lastly, if you're traveling because you love adventure, we have a phrase that'll take your 
mouth on a trip! That phrase is aju maepge hae juseyo (아주 맵게 해주세요), which means 
"Make it extremely spicy, please." Here we're using the same phrase; we just replaced 
an (not) and jogeum (little). For this phrase, we're using aju (아주), which means "extremely." 
So the phrase we have here is aju maepge haejuseyo (아주 맵게 해 주세요). Literally, this 
means "extremely, spicy, make, please." This is understood as "Make it extremely spicy, 
please." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip #1 

Most spicy Korean dishes are in the form of a jjigae (찌개). Jjigae is roughly equivalent to a 
Western stew. Much like Western stews there are many "chunks" and "pieces" inside. These 
"chunks" and "pieces" differ according to the type of jjigae. Almost all types of jjigae are 
seasoned with chili pepper. 

The creation of a very popular jjigae, called budae jjigae, was directly influenced by 
Americans. This jjigae has spam, sausages, ramyun noodles, kimchi, and anything and 
everything. This jjigae was concocted around the time of the Korean war. Korea at the time 
was still a third world country, and meat was tough to come by. Whenever Americans shared 
their spam with their Korean allies, the Korean soldiers would add it to their jjigae to add 
some rare meat to a popular Korean dish. Budae jjigae was not part of the armistice treaty, 
and as a result, has survived the Korean war. Budae jjigae is still very popular among 
Koreans today. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 체크인 하고 싶어요.

2. 체크아웃 하고 싶어요.

3. 열쇠 주세요.

4. 여기 여관 있어요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Chekeuin hago sipeoyo.

2. Chekeuaut hago sipeoyo.

3. Yeolsoe juseyo.

4. yeogi yeo-gwan isseoyo?

ENGLISH

1. I want to check-in.

2. I want to check-out.

3. Key, please.

4. Is there a guesthouse around here?

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

체크인 chekeuin check-in

하고 싶다 hago sipda to want to do

체크아웃 chekeuaut check-out

열쇠 yeolsoe key

주세요 juseyo Please (give me)...

여기 yeo-gi here, this place

여관 yeogwan inn

있어요 isseoyo
I have.../Do you have... 

(polite languate)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

체크인 안 했어요.
chekeuin an haesseoyo. 
"I didn't check in."

관광도 하고, 쇼핑도 하고 싶어요.
gwan-gwang-do hago, syoping-do hago sipeoyo. 
"I want to go sightseeing and also do 
some shopping."

아침 일찍 체크아웃을 했다.
Achim iljjik chekeuauseul haetda. 
"I checked out early in the morning."

열쇠가 어디 있나요?
yeolsoe-ga eodi itnayo? 
"Where is the key?"

이거 두 개 주세요.
igeo du gae juseyo. 
"Please give me two of these."

나 여기 있어.
Na yeogi isseo. 
"I'm over here."

여관은 하룻밤에 얼마예요?
yeogwan-eun harutbam-e eolmayeyo? 
"How much is it to stay at an inn for one 
night?"

좋은 생각이 있어요.
joeun saeng-gagi itseoyo. 
"I have a good idea."

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 

 

When you're traveling in Korea and you have your hotel booked, you may not be so lucky. 
There may not be any English-speaking staff! So the phrase chekeuin hago sipeoyo (체크인 하
고 싶어요) will prove invaluable. This phrase means "I want to check-in." 

The first word of this phrase is chekeuin (체크인). This word means "check-in." This is the 
English word, but it is just Koreanized. The latter part of the phrase is hago sipeoyo (하고 싶어
요). This means "want to." So altogether the phrase literally means "check-in, want to." This is 
translated as "I want to check-in." 

The phrase "I want to check-out" is very similar to our last phrase. That phrase is chekeuaut 
hago sipeoyo (체크아웃 하고 싶어요). We just took the last phrase, and replaced chekeuin (체크
인) with chekeuaut (체크아웃), which is the Koreanized version of the English word "check-
out." And the latter part of the sentence hago sipeoyo (하고 싶어요), again, means "want to." 

Now if you need a key we can say the phrase yeolsoe juseyo (열쇠 주세요). The first part of the 
phrase is yeolsoe (열쇠). This means key. The latter part of the phrase is juseyo (주세요), 
which means please. So altogether the phrase literally means "key, please." 

Now, in Korea there may be times when you're traveling and the transportation is no longer 
running. Maybe you lost your way and you don't have any place to go. Maybe you're in the 
rural country-side and you don't have the courage to knock on someone's door to ask 
someone if you can stay. But maybe you can gather the courage to ask where a guesthouse 
is. Or in Korean yeogwan (여관). 

In case you want to go to a guesthouse, the phrase yeogi yeogwan isseoyo? (여기 여관 있어
요?) may prove useful. This phrase means is there a guesthouse around here? 

The first word is yeogi (여기), which means here. The next is yeogwan (여관). This means 
guesthouse. And last is isseoyo (있어요) This means to exist, or when translated, is. So 
literally the phrase is here, "guesthouse, is" This can be translated as "Is there a guesthouse 
around here?" 

Now a Korean-style guesthouse will provide you with all that comes with a hotel. A room, a 
shower, and sometimes a bed. Sometimes you may get a mat to sleep on, and traditional 
Korean style blankets and all that good stuff. But you may also get a heart-shaped bed. This is 
because a yeogwan (여관) can double as love-hotel. It's just a cheap place for...lovers to stay. 
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But when I say cheap, I mean...cheap! I stayed at a yeogwan (여관) in Busan for three nights. 
And I ended up paying around 30,000 won. Which is roughly equivalent to $30 American 
dollars. So if you're strapped for cash, yeogwan (여관) is the way to go! 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

 

Yeogwan (여관) is a cheap and very affordable place to stay in Korea. Every town and city in 
Korea has these. But they aren't exactly the cleanest places to stay. And some people may 
actually try to con you out of your money. 

My experience with a yeogwan (여관) was not the greatest. The lady running the guesthouse 
told us when we were checking out, that we needed to pay some extra money, for unspecified 
reasons. We politely refused, and went on our way. But she followed us and kept threatening 
to call the police if we didn't pay up. So I told her to do just that, but she was full of empty 
threats. I ended up getting into an argument with her, and I guess I ended up winning 
because she had conceded and decided not to call the police. 

So when in Korea, be careful of shady guesthouse owners! 

Quick Tip #2  

Also, when in a guesthouse in Korea, be sure to not leave valuables in your room. The 
owners will go in to clean, but just like in any country, you can't trust everybody. So be sure to 
bring your valuables along with you when you leave your room. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 이거 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어요.

2. 이 엽서

3. 이 편지

4. 이 소포

ROMANIZATION

1. Igeo nyuyogeuro bonaego sipeoyo.

2. I yeopseo

3. I pyeonji

4. I sopo

ENGLISH

1. I'd like to send this to New York.

2. This postcard

3. This letter

4. This package

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

이거 igeo this

뉴욕 nyuyok New York

보내다 bonaeda to send

편지 pyeonji letter

엽서 yeopseo postcard

-고 싶다 -go sipda to would like to

소포 sopo parcel

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이거 주세요.
igeo juseyo. 
"Please give me this one."

저는 뉴욕에 살아요.
jeo-neun nyuyoge sarayo. 
"I live in New York."

운전을 할 때, 문자를 보내는 것은 위험합니
다.
unjeoneul hal ttae, munjareul bonaeneun 
geoseun wiheomhamnida. 
"It is dangerous to text while you drive."

우편함에 편지가 있어요.
upyeonham-e pyeonji-ga isseoyo 
"There's a letter inside the mailbox."

엽서 하나 보내줘.
yeopseo hana bonaejwo. 
"Send me a postcard."

그 점에 대해 한마디 하고 싶습니다.
geu jeom-e dae-hae han-ma-di ha-go sip-
seumnida. 
"I would like to say a word on that point."

소포가 하나 도착했어요.
sopo-ga hana dochakhaesseoyo. 
"A parcel has arrived."

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we're going to take a trip to the post office. Now the post office in Korea can 
be a well-lit, well-organized place, or it can be the wild wild west, depending on where you 
go. So in order to try to be as efficient as possible, we're going to work on getting your 
postcards, letters and packages home. The expression to accomplish this is "I'd like to send 
this to" and then the desired country. For today's lesson we'll use New York. 

In Korean "I'd like to send this to New York" is igeo nyuyok-euro bonaego sipeoyo (이거 뉴욕으
로 보내고 싶어요). The first word igeo (이거) means "this." This is followed by nyuyok (뉴욕), 
which in Korean is "New York." Next we have a particle. This is euro (으로), which means "to." 
And then we have the word bonae (보내), which means "send." Lastly, we have gosipeoyo (고 
싶어요), which means "want to." So all together we have "이거 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어요" (igeo 
nyuyok-euro bonaego sipeoyo). Literally this means "this, New York, to, send, want to." This is 
translated as "I want to send this to New York." 

Now we can build this up a bit and add specific words for things we want to send. To say "I 
want to send this postcard to New York" we can say iyeopseo nyuyokeuro bonaego sipeoyo (
이 엽서 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어요). This phrase is almost identical to our first phrase. In our first 
phrase we had igeo (이거), which means "this." In our new phrase we have iyeopseo (이엽서), 
which means "this postcard." The first part, i (이), is taken from igeo (이거), the word for "this." 
Then it's added to yeopseo (엽서), which is the word for postcard. So we can place 
iyeopseo in the phrase to be a little more specific. 

And we can do this with many other items as well. We can take out the word igeo (이거) and 
add in i (이) and then add something else. For other items we can say pyeonji (편지), which is 
the word for "letter." So the word would be i pyeonji (이 편지). This means "this letter." Inserted 
into the phrase, its i pyeonji nyuyok-euro bonaego sipeoyo (이 편지 뉴욕으로 보내고싶어요). 
This phrase means "I want to send this letter to New York." 

And lastly we can send a package. Or more specifically, "this package," which in Korean is i 
sopo (이 소포). Here we can insert it into the phrase to say "I want to send this package to New 
York." That phrase is i sopo nyuyokeuro bonaego sipeoyo (이 소포 뉴욕으로 보내고 싶어요). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 
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When I first arrived in Korea, I didn't actually know much about the post office or banks. Many 
times I would be waiting on a line that didn't exist. The reason this happened was that I didn't 
realize there was a ticket number system. It was after about a month in the country that I 
realized that most public service places (banks, post offices, immigration office, etc.) have a 
ticket number system. So when you're in a place of business and just waiting around, with 
nothing happening, make sure to look around for the ticket machine. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 우체국.

2. 내용이 뭐에요?

3. 책.

4. 옷.

5. 과자.

ROMANIZATION

1. Ucheguk

2. Naeyong-i mwo-eyo?

3. Chek.

4. Ot.

5. Gwaja.

ENGLISH

1. Post Office

2. What are the contents?

CONT'D OVER
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3. Books

4. Clothes.

5. Snacks.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

우체국 ucheguk post office

과자 gwaja snacks

내용 naeyong content, substance

뭐 mwo what

이다 ida to be

책 chaek book

옷 ot clothes

SAMPLE SENTENCES

우체국에서 보낼 물건이 있어요.
ucheguk-eseo bonael mulgeon-i isseoyo. 
"I have some stuff to send at the post 
office."

과자 많이 먹지 마. 
"Don't eat a lot of snacks!"

뉴스 내용이 이해되었나요?
nyuseu naeyongi ihaedoeeossnayo? 
"Did you understand the contents of the 
news?"

네 역할은 뭐야?
ne yeokhal-eun mwo-ya? 
"What's your role?"
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이건 뭐예요?
igeon mwo-yeyo? 
"What is this?"

우와! 한국이다!
uwa! hangugida. 
"Wow! It's Korea!"

서점에서 주로 어떤 책을 사요?
seojeom-eseo juro eotteon chaegeul sayo? 
"What kind of books do you usually buy in 
a bookstore?"

옷에 뭐가 묻었어요.
o-se mwo-ga mu-deo-sseo-yo. 
"You have something on your clothes."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

When you want to send your package abroad, you'll have to go to the post office. Expanding 
on our last lesson, we'll go over what to do in the post office. So when you first walk into a post 
office, or in Korean, ucheguk (우체국), don't forget to take a number. 

But you have to make sure to take the right number. Korean post offices have different 
counters for different things. So to get to the right counter, find someone that works at the post 
office, point to what you want to send, and say eodi (어디). This means "where?" This will be 
the most basic and rudimentary way to make sure you're going to the right counter. 

When you're sending a package, you'll be asked what the contents are. So you will most likely 
hear the phrase, naeyong-i mwo-yeyo (내용이 뭐예요)? This means "What are the contents?" 
The first word naeyong (내용) means "contents." What follows immediately after that is i (이), 
which is a subject marker. These two are spoken together. After that is the word mwo (뭐), 
which means "what." And lastly is yeyo (예요), which means "is." So altogether the phrase 
literally means "contents, what, is?" This is translated as "What are the contents?" 

Here are a few things you can answer with: "books," chek (책), "clothes," ot (옷), or maybe 
even delicious Korean snacks or crackers, gwaja (과자). Make sure you tell them what's 
inside. After you tell them, you'll need to write down a form and write in what you actually have 
in the package. This form may or may not have English, but the clerk will definitely tell you 
where to write it down. Or at least point. And then you can write down the contents. Writing in 
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English is alright. No Korean is necessary. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

If you're in need of boxes, you don't have to go to an office supply store. You can simply go 
directly to the post office. Post offices sell boxes of all sizes for a cheap price. They have tape, 
markers, scissors, and all the stationery that's needed when sending a package. The 
stationery there is free to use. The only thing you have to pay for are the boxes. 

Quick Tip #2 

 
 

The boxes that are sold in post offices are standard sizes. If you have a box that is larger than 
the largest box sold at the post office, the post office will not allow you to send that package. 
Instead, you will have to divide the contents into two smaller packages. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국돈으로 바꿔주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Hanguk don-euro bakkwojuseyo.

ENGLISH

1. I'd like to exchange this into won.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

한국 hanguk Korea

바꿔 주세요 bakkwo juseyo Please exchange it.

돈 don money

SAMPLE SENTENCES

저는 한국에 살아요.
jeo-neun hanguk-e sarayo. 
"I live in Korea."

이 치마 바꿔 주세요.
i chima bakkwojuseyo. 
"Please exchange this skirt."

계산대로 가서 돈을 내자. 
"Let's go to the counter and pay the bill."

돈 줘!
don jwo! 
"Give me money!"

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson, we'll go over how to exchange our foreign currency to some Korean money. 
Of course we can exchange our money at the airport and at authorized foreign exchange 
centers. But in Korea, banks will exchange your money as well. This is extremely useful as 
banks are everywhere. Most likely, banks only accept currencies that are popular in Korea. 
This is definitely the American dollar, the Japanese Yen, Chinese RMB, and sometimes the 
Euro. Many banks will also exchange the the Canadian dollar, Australian dollar and New 
Zealand dollar. But finding banks that will exchange these currencies may not be as easy as 
banks that will accept the more popular currencies. 

To ask for an exchange we can go to a bank, or foreign exchange center and give them some 
foreign currency and say hanguk don-euro bakkwo juseyo (한국 돈으로 바꿔 주세요). The first 
part of this phrase is hanguk don (한국 돈). This literally means "Korean money," or as the 
currency is known, won. In Korean it's acceptable to say "Korean money" instead of won. 
What follows that is euro (으로). This is a particle which has many meanings, but in this 
particular context means "into." After that we have bakkwo (바꿔). This means to change. And 
lastly we have juseyo (주세요). which means "to do for" or simply "please." Altogether the 
phrase we have is "Korean money, into, change, please." This can be interpreted as "Please 
change this into won." 

Now if you're ever in Itaewon, Insadong, or any other foreigner hot spot, you have to be 
careful of solicitors asking if you want to exchange your money. Most of the time these people 
are offering incredible rates that are hard to turn down. But be warned. These people are 
almost always offering counterfeit money. Do NOT accept their exchange. Well, if you wanted 
to you could. You'd get a great rate, and you could probably haggle for an even better rate as 
well. And it would definitely be hard to turn down because the won has been doing so well 
recently. 

But in any case, if you were to be caught, you'd definitely be arrested, probably deported, and 
possibly even jailed. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 
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Make sure to go to the correct desk to get your foreign exchange. There are different counters 
for different services. You can be waiting a long time to finally get to the counter, only to find 
out that you've went to the wrong counter. So be sure to ask someone who works at the bank 
to direct you to the correct counter. 

Quick Tip #2 

Also, when you're in Korea, you have to be sure to get a ticket from the ticket machine. Most 
banks in Korea run on a ticket, number system. So after you find out which counter you'll be 
going to, you'll have to be sure to get the correct ticket for the correct counter. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 공중전화카드 주세요.

2. 국제 전화카드 주세요.

3. 삼천오백 원짜리 주세요.

4. 오천 원짜리 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Gongjung-jeonhwa-kadeu juseyo.

2. Gukje jeonhwa kadeu juseyo.

3. Samcheonobaek wonjjari juseyo.

4. Ocheon wonjjari juseyo.

ENGLISH

1. A public telephone card, please.

2. An international phone card, please.

3. A 3,500 won card, please.

4. A 5,000 won card, please.

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

공중전화카드 Gongjung-jeonhwa-kadeu public telephone card

전화카드 jeonhwa-kadeu phone card

국제 gukje international

주세요 juseyo Please give me.

삼천오백 samcheonobaek
three thousand and five 

hundred

짜리 jjari
particle for worth (money, 

age, amount)

원 won won (Korean currency unit)

오천 ocheon five thousand

SAMPLE SENTENCES

공중전화로 전화를 할 때는 공중전화카드
가 필요해요.
gongjung-jeonhwaro jeonhwareul hal ttaeneun 
gongjung-jeonhwa-kadeuga pilyohaeyo. 
"You need a public telephone card when 
calling by a public telephone."

국제 전화카드를 사용하는 것이 훨씬 저렴
할 거예요.
Gukje jeonhwareul sayonghaneun geosi hwolssin 
jeoryeomhal geoyeyo. 
"Using an international phone card will be 
cheaper."

토니는 국제적인 회사에서 일을 합니다.
Tonineun gukjejeogin hoesaeseo ireul hamnida. 
"Tony is working at an international 
company."

참치 김밥 주세요.
chamchi gimbab juseyo. 
"Please give me tuna Kimbap."

삼천오백 원보다 더 지불했어요.
Samcheonobaek wonboda deo jibulhaetsseoyo. 
"I paid more than 3,500 won."

이거 얼마 짜리예요?
igeo eolma jjari-yeyo? 
"How much is it worth?"
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오백원만 주세요.
o-baek-won-man ju-se-yo. 
"Please just give me five hundred won."

전부해서 5000원 되겠습니다.
jeonbuhaeseo ocheon won doegesseumnida. 
"The total comes to five thousand won."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson, we'll go over phrases concerning telephone usage in Korea. We'll go over 
renting cell phones in another lesson, so today we'll focus on using public pay phones. 

Korea is one of the most techno-savvy nations in the world. Everyone and his dog has a 
cellphone. And because of this, public telephones are now hard to come by. Korea has 
gradually starting taking away public phones as they are hardly used in Korea. But if you're 
lucky enough to find one, here's how you work them. 

There are two kinds of public phones in Korea. One will accept coins. These are very simple 
to operate. All you do is insert coins and dial the number. Your unused change will be 
returned to you at the end of your call. 

Other public phones will not accept change and only accept pre-paid telephone cards. These 
can be identified by the slots that they have. They won't have a coin slot, only a slot for a card. 
They aren't much of a challenge either as all you have to do is enter the card into to the slot 
and dial the number. 

The only challenge may be getting one of these pre-paid cards. These cards are typically sold 
in convenience stores and newsstands. To ask for one of the public telephone cards we can 
walk in and say gongjun jeonhwa kadeu juseyo (공준 전화 카드 주세요). The first part of the 
phrase is gongjun (공준). This means "public." What comes after that is jeonhwa (전화). This 
means "phone." After that is kadeu (카드) which as you may have guessed, means "card." And 
lastly is the oh-so-important juseyo (주세요) or "to give" or "please." Altogether we have 
"public, telephone, card, please." Today's phrase is very straightforward. 

Now, the reason we specifically ask for a public calling card is because it can be understood 
as an "international calling card." To ask for an international calling card, we can simply take 
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our last phrase and replace "public" with "international," which in Korean is gukje (국제). So 
the phrase we now would have is gukje jeonhwa kadeu juseyo (국제 전화 카드 주세요). This 
phrase is literally, "international, phone, card, please." 

Now most public telephone cards that are sold are typically sold at two prices. One being 
3,500 won. The other at 5,000 won. Let's go over how to ask for these. To ask for a 3,500 won 
card, we can say samcheon obaekwon jjari, juseyo (삼천 오백원 짜리 주세요). The first part of 
this phrase is samcheon obaekwon (삼천 오백원), which means 3,500 won. What comes after 
that is jjari (짜리). This means something like "a thing that's worth." And lastly we have juseyo (
주세요), which once again means "please." Altogether the phrase we have is "3,500 won, a 
thing that's worth, please." This can be translated as "A 3,500 won card, please." 

If we wanted a 5,000 won card we can simply replace 3,500 won for 5,000 won. 5,000 won in 
Korean is o cheon won. The phrase we now have is ocheonwon jjari juseyo. Literally, "5,000 
won, a thing that's worth, please." This is translated as "A 5,000 won card please." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

The most likely place you'll be able to find public telephones are at major transportation 
terminals. These include, but are not limited to, the airports, bus stops, subway stations and 
express bus terminals. The most likely place out of all of these to have a public phone is, 
without pause, the airport. But as airports are typically only visited twice during one's visit, the 
next best place to look for a public phone is the express bus terminals. There are quite a few 
of them in Seoul and in Busan, but there probably will be significantly less when traveling to 
smaller cities. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한 장 주세요.

2. 두 장 주세요.

3. 세 장 주세요.

4. 네 장 주세요.

5. 다섯 장 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Han jang juseyo.

2. Du jang juseyo.

3. Se jang juseyo.

4. Ne jang juseyo.

5. Daseot jang juseyo.

ENGLISH

1. One ticket, please.

2. Two tickets, please.

CONT'D OVER
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3. Three tickets, please.

4. Four tickets, please.

5. Five tickets, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

주세요 juseyo Please give me.

장 jang
(counter for sheets, pages or 

slices)

다섯 장 daseot jang five tickets

한 장 han jang one ticket

두 장 du-jang two tickets

세 장 se jang three tickets

네 장 ne jang four tickets

SAMPLE SENTENCES

참치 김밥 주세요.
chamchi gimbab juseyo. 
"Please give me tuna Kimbap."

기차표를 두 장 샀어요.
gichapyo-reul du jang sasseoyo. 
"I bought two train tickets."

테이블 위에 다섯 장이 있어요.
Teibeul wie daseot jang-i itseoyo. 
"There are five tickets on the table."

서울 가는 기차표 한 장 주세요.
Seoul ganeun gichapyo han jang juseyo. 
"One train ticket to Seoul, please."
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두 장의 종이를 이용하자.
du jang-ui jong-ireul iyonghaja. 
"Let's use two sheets of paper."

영화표가 세 장 있어요.
Yeonghwapyoga se jang itseoyo. 
"I have three movie tickets."

어제 친구가 네 장의 콘서트 티켓을 샀어요.
Eoje chinguga ne jang-ui konseoteu tikeseul satseoyo. 
"My friend bought four concert tickets yesterday."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll give you a phrase that'll let you enjoy the many cultural exhibits, shows, 
and sites Korea has to offer. In today's lesson, we'll cover getting an admissions ticket. 

In Korean, "one ticket please" is hanjang juseyo (한장 주세요). This may sound familiar from 
one of our "Riding the Rails" series. The first part of the phrase is hanjang (한장). This literally 
means "one, ticket." Han (한) is "one." Actually, hana (하나) is "one," but it changes to han (한) 
because of the counter added onto the end of the number. The counter that's added on is 
jang (장), or "ticket." Next we have juseyo (주세요), which as we all should know by now, 
means "please." Altogether the phrase we have is, "one, ticket, please." This is very 
straightforward. 

Let's go over a few more tickets as you may not be traveling alone. Two tickets is dujang (두
장). Three tickets is sejang (세장). Four tickets is naejang (내장) and five tickets is daseotjang (
다섯장). And for all of these, we can add juseyo (주세요) at the end to request these tickets. 

To specify what ticket you want, we can simply say what we want in front of the phrase. Lets 
get 5 tickets to "My Sassy Girl," a very popular Korean movie. "My Sassy Girl" in Korean is 
yeopkijeogin geunyeo (엽기적인 그녀). Simply say the movie title in front of how many tickets 
you want. So here the phrase would be yeopkijeogin geunyeo daseotjang juseyo (엽기적인 그
녀 다섯 장 주세요). This is literally "My Sassy Girl, 5 tickets, please." 

Now for all you movie lovers out there, movies theaters in Korea are much like those you 
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would find out in America or Canada. They have the concession stands, comfy seats, and 
sometimes even the sticky floors. But one thing should be addressed when watching a movie 
in Korea. Movie theaters in Korea have assigned seating. You can't sit down anywhere you 
wish. If the theater is empty, the staff probably won't care much, but if it's a full house, make 
sure you're sitting in the right seat. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Theme parks in Korea are geared towards children and adults alike, just like most theme 
parks are around the world. If you've ever been to a Disney Land, they're very much like the 
theme parks found in Korea. They are created so one feels like they are in a different world. 
Sometimes these "different worlds" have their own themes, but most of the time they are 
created to give visitors the impression that they are in a magical land, with castles, life-sized 
animal mascots, and many other additions that come with being in a magical land. The two 
most popular theme parks in Korea are "Everland" located in Yongin and "Lotte World" 
located in Jamsil, Seoul. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 핸드폰

2. 핸드폰을 빌리고 싶어요.

3. 한 시간에 얼마예요?

ROMANIZATION

1. haendeupon

2. Haendeuponeul billigo sipeoyo.

3. Han sigan-e eolma-yeyo?

ENGLISH

1. cell phone

2. I want to rent a cell phone.

3. How much is it per hour?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

핸드폰 haendeupon cell phone

싶다 sipda to want to
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빌리다 billida to borrow, to rent

한 시간 han sigan an hour

얼마예요? eolmayeyo? How much is it?

SAMPLE SENTENCES

핸드폰 바꾸고 싶어요.
haendeupon bakkugo sipeoyo. 
"I want to change cell phones."

한국에 가고 싶어요.
Hanguge gago sipeoyo. 
"I want to go to Korea."

지나가는 행인에게 전화를 빌려 썼어요.
jinaganeun haeng-in-ege jeonhwareul billyeo 
sseosseoyo. 
"I borrowed a cell phone from a passerby 
on the street."

차를 빌리고 싶어요.
Chareul billigo sipeoyo. 
"I want to rent a car."

여기서 적어도 한 시간은 걸릴거야.
yeo-gi-seo jeok-eo-do han si-gan-eun geol-ril-geo-
ya. 
"It will take at least an hour from here."

이 장갑 얼마예요?
i janggap eolmayeyo? 
"How much are these gloves?"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

When you get off the plane in Korea and you start walking towards wherever you have to go 
to, you will see everyone taking out their cell phones. Everyone in Korea has a cell phone, 
and it's almost ridiculous to a point. As a testament to this, I was walking down the streets and 
I saw a man lying on the floor. He was a homeless man, unkempt, shirtless, lying on a piece 
of cardboard. But out of nowhere he takes a cell phone from his cargo pant pocket and starts 
punching in numbers, while he's lying on the floor in the middle of Seoul. Maybe he was just a 
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businessman, taking a rest after a long night. Maybe he just recently became homeless. But 
the guy had a CELL PHONE! Isn't that ridiculous?! 

Anyway, this example just tells you that everyone, and I do mean everyone, in Korea has a 
cell phone. And as no one likes to be left out, we're going to go over how to get a cell phone 
in Korea. 

Cell phone in Korean is haendeupon (핸드폰). This is Koreanized English and it literally 
means "hand, phone" as in a phone that's carried in your hand? (I'm not exactly sure where 
this came from). Regardless, we'll be asking for a haendeupon (핸드폰). 

When you're in the airport, we can go to any number of counters that offer cell phone rentals. 
They are plentiful, so they won't be difficult to find. Once we find the counter, we can go to the 
counter and say haendeupon-eul billigo sipeoyo (핸드폰을 빌리고 싶어요). This phrase means, 
"I want to rent a cell phone." 

The first phrase part of the phrase is haendeupon (핸드폰), which as we went over, means cell 
phone. What follows that immediately is the object marking particle eul (을). These two are 
spoken together. What's after that is billigo (빌리고), which means "borrow." And lastly we 
have sipeoyo (싶어요), which translates as "want to." So the phrase we have altogether 
literally means, "cell phone, borrow, want to." This is translated as "I want to rent a cell phone." 

As cellphone rentals can be quite expensive, we should ask "How much is it per hour?" That 
phrase is han sigan-e eolmaeyo? (한 시간에 얼마에요?). The first part of the phrase is han 
sigan (한 시간). This means "one hour." What follows immediately after that is e (에). This is a 
particle which indicates proportion, and can be translated as "per." The last part of the phrase 
is eolmaeyo (얼마에요), which translates as "how much." Altogether the phrase we have 
literally means "one hour, per, how much." This is translated as "How much is it per hour?" 

If we wanted to ask how much is it per minute we can just take the last phrase and simply 
replace "one hour," with "one minute." One minute in Korean is il bun (일분). The phrase we 
would now have is il bun-e eolmaeyo? (일분에 얼마에요?). This is literally, "one minute, per, 
how much?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 
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Korean cell phone networks have met demands of Korean cell phone users (nearly everyone 
in the nation), and covered nearly every part of the nation. Coverage is everywhere, and it is 
considered an outrage if one cannot get reception. This is even true in the subways, 
mountains, and other areas where cell phone coverage is usually limited. Almost everywhere 
in Korea is covered by the cell phone networks. One interesting place that is covered is dok-
do (독도), which is also known as "Takeshima" in Japan. This is disputed territory between the 
two countries. It is nearly uninhabitable; there are only two people living on the island. A cell 
phone company put up a signal tower on that island. But that company probably wasn't trying 
to get reception to the two people living on that island; most likely, they were making a 
political statement. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 영어 거 있어요?

2. 독일어 거 있어요?

3. 일본어 거 있어요?

4. 중국어 거 있어요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Yeong-eo geo isseoyo?

2. Dokil-eo geo isseoyo?

3. Ilboneo geo isseoyo?

4. Jung-gugeo geo isseoyo?

ENGLISH

1. Do you have an English one?

2. Do you have a German one?

3. Do you have a Japanese one?

4. Do you have a Chinese one?

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

영어 yeong-eo English

거 geo thing, stuff

있어요 isseoyo
I have.../Do you have... 

(polite languate)

독일어 dogireo German, German language

중국어 junggugeo Chinese

일본어 ilboneo Japanese language

SAMPLE SENTENCES

영어 발음이 좋아요.
yeongeo baleumi johayo. 
"Your English pronunciation is good."

영어 몰라요.
yeong-eo mollayo 
"I don't know English."

좋은 거 찾았어요.
joeun geo chajasseoyo. 
"I found something good."

좋은 생각이 있어요.
joeun saeng-gagi itseoyo. 
"I have a good idea."

독일어는 언제 배웠어요?
dogireo-neun eonje baewosseoyo? 
"When did you learn German?"

중국어로 말하자.
junggugeo-ro malhaja 
"Let's speak in Chinese."

일본어는 한국어와 문법이 비슷해요.
ilboneo-neun hangugeo-wa munbeop-i biseuthaeyo. 
"Japanese is similar to Korean in grammar."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 
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In this lesson we'll introduce you to crucial phrase for all of you travelers out there who are 
interested in learning more about the tourist attractions you're going to visit. Learning about 
the history and cultural significance of places you visit can be just as rewarding as seeing 
them. Today we'll cover, "Do you have an English one?" 

In Korea "Do you have an English one?" is yeongeo geo isseoyo? (영어 거 있어요?). The first 
word yeongeo (영어) means "English." This is followed by "거" (geo), which means "one," or 
"thing." Lastly we have isseoyo (있어요), which means "to have." Altogether, the phrase 
literally means "English, one, have?" This can be translated as "Do you have an English 
one?" 

This phrase is obviously used in context. If someone hands you a pamphlet, and you ask this 
question, you are asking if they have an English one. You could also use this phrase if you 
were in a restaurant to ask for an English menu. But you can't go up to someone on the street 
having a cigarette and ask for an English one. So most people should be able to gather from 
context what you are referring to. 

Now to ask for a different language, we can just replace the word for "English" with any other 
language. Let's try German. "German" in Korean is dokileo (독일어). If we replace yeongeo (영
어 - "English") with dokileo (독일어 - "German"), the phrase would be dokileo geo isseoyo? (독
일어 거 있어요?). This literally means "German, one, have?" This is translated as "Do you have 
a German one?" 

Another one that may be available may be junggukeo (중국어), which means "Chinese." 
When plugged into the phrase it would be junggukeo geo isseoyo? which literally means 
"Chinese, one, have?" This is translated as "Do you have a Chinese one?" 

This can be done with any language. Below is a list of languages that can simply be plugged 
into the phrase. 

Most major cultural sites and tourist attractions will have 3 languages in addition to Korean. 
These languages are English, Chinese, and Japanese. But on occasion there are languages 
other than these. It's worth a shot! 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 
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Most cultural and tourist attractions will offer Japanese and Chinese, as those are the 
languages of Korea's neighboring countries, as well as the language of the majority of 
Korea's visitors. They will also have English versions for the rest of the world. At some of 
Korea's museums, the audio tours will also come in these languages. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 도와주세요.

2. 경찰을 부르세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Dowajuseyo.

2. Gyeong-chareul bureuseyo.

ENGLISH

1. Help.

2. Call for the police.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

도와주세요. dowajuseyo. Help.

경찰 gyeongchal police

부르다 bureuda to call, to call for

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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제발 도와주세요.
jebal dowajuseyo. 
"Please, help me."

경찰에 잡혔어요.
gyeong-chale japyeosseoyo. 
"I got caught by the police."

나를 아줌마라고 부르지마!
na-reul ajumma-rago bureujima! 
"Don't call me an Ajumma!"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll introduce you to some phrases that hopefully you won't have to use. 
When traveling to Korea, while the threat of physical violence in not prevalent, one should 
always be careful. In addition, this phrase is not limited to threatening situations, but can also 
be used in the unfortunate event that you or someone around you is in the need of immediate 
assistance. Today we'll learn how to call for help. 

In Korean "Help!" is dowajuseyo (도와주세요). The first portion of this phrase is dowa (도와), 
which means "help." What follows immediately after that is juseyo (주세요), which in this 
context means, "do for me" or "please." Literally the phrase we have means "help, do for me" 
or "help, please." This is translated as "Help!" 

In Korean you can call for the police by saying gyeongchal-eul bureuseyo (경찰을 부르세요). 
The first portion of this phrase is gyeongchal (경찰). This word means "police." What follows 
after that is eul (을). These two are spoken together. What follows that is bureuseyo (부르세요). 
This means "call for." So literally the phrase means "police, call for." This is translated as "Call 
the police." 

Now instead of asking someone to call the police, you can call the police yourself. The 
number for the police is "119." 

The most useful of these phrases is dowajuseyo (도와주세요), which means "help." This is 
because if you ask for help, someone can come to your aid, and properly take care of the 
situation. 
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One of my best friends was in the bathroom of a supermarket. She saw some girl passed out 
on the floor, and immediately called for help. She yelled dowajuseyo! dowajuseyo! (도와주세
요! 도와주세요!), and people came into the bathroom to help the girl. This is a very useful 
phrase to know. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Korea has a group-centered society, and everyone considers each other part of the same 
circle (to some degree). So anyone that calls out dowajuseyo (도와주세요), there's bound to 
be people willing to help out and help in whatever situation. Even among strangers, there is a 
certain sense of mutual responsibility that people have to help one another. And this will even 
be true for foreigners. Koreans, generally speaking, try to help each other out, even if one isn't 
in trouble. 

Quick Tip #2 

Korea, for the most part, is a safe country. Physical crimes aren't so common. Heinous crimes 
are rare. But drunken brawls are plentiful. Korean people tend to drink heavily, and when 
there's heavy drinking, there's fighting (not exclusive to Korea). So when in Korea, be sure to 
be on the watch for drunk young men, and at times, women, looking to start trouble. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 병원으로 데려가 주세요.

2. 약국으로 데려가 주세요.

3. 구급차를 불러주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Byeong-won-euro deryeogajuseyo.

2. Yakguk-euro deryeogajuseyo.

3. Gugeupcha-reul bulreojuseyo.

ENGLISH

1. Please take me to the hospital.

2. Please take me to the pharmacy.

3. Please call for an ambulance.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

병원 byongwon hospital

-으로 -euro to
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데려가다 deryeogada take along

주다 juda to give

약국 yak-guk pharmacy

구급차 gugeupcha ambulance

부르다 bureuda to call, to call for

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이 근처에 병원이 있나요?
i geuncheo-e byeong-won-i itnayo? 
"Is there a hospital near here?"

내 동생은 영국으로 유학갔어.
nae dongsaeng-eun yeongguk-euro 
yuhakgasseo. 
"My younger sister went to England to 
study abroad."

아이들을 데려가는 것이 낫다고 생각해요.
aideureul deryeoganeun geosi natdago saeng-
gakaeyo. 
"I think it is better to take along our 
children."

당신에게 특별한 선물을 주고 싶어요.
dangsin-ege teukbyeolhan seonmul-eul jugo 
sipeoyo. 
"I want to give you a special gift."

시간을 주세요.
sigan-eul juseyo. 
"Give me some time, please."

저는 약국에서 일해요.
jeo-neun yak-guk-e-seo il-hae-yo. 
"I work at a pharmacy."

구급차를 불러주세요!
gugeupchareul bulreojuseyo! 
"Call for an ambulance!"

나를 아줌마라고 부르지마!
na-reul ajumma-rago bureujima! 
"Don't call me an Ajumma!"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 

 

In this lesson we'll introduce you to some phrases useful in the case you need medical 
assistance. When traveling, sometimes the body takes a little time to adjust, and the immune 
system is no different. So today we'll go over some phrases that will help get you to a location 
where you can get medical assistance.  

In Korea, there aren't many private doctors' offices, and most doctors work at hospitals. For 
this reason hospitals take care of everything. From the smallest check-ups to the most 
complicated surgeries, hospitals take care of it all. So for this lesson, we'll start with the 
phrase "Please take me to the hospital." 

"Please take me to the hospital" in Korean is byeongwon-euro deryeogajuseyo (병원으로 데려
가주세요). The first word of this phrase is byeongwon (병원), which means "hospital." This is 
immediately followed by the particle euro (으로), which means "to." These two are spoken 
together. The next part of the phrase comesderyeoga (데려가), which means "take" as in 
"taking someone somewhere." The last part of the phrase is juseyo (주세요), which means 
"please." This phrase literally means "hospital, to, take, please." This is translated as "Please 
take me to the hospital." 

If things aren't too bad, and you simply need some medicine, you can ask someone to take 
you to the pharmacy. Pharmacy in Korean is yakguk (약국). If we plug this into our last 
sentence, the phrase we now have is yakguk-euro deryeogajuseyo (약국으로 데려가주세요). 
This phrase literally means "pharmacy, to, take, please." This is translated as "Please take me 
to the pharmacy." 

And for insurance purposes, we should probably cover how to ask someone to call the 
ambulance. This phrase is gugeupcha-reul bureojuseyo (구급차를 부러주세요). The first word 
of this phrase is gugeupcha (구급차), which means "ambulance." This is immediately followed 
by reul (를), which is a topic marker. These two are spoken together. What follows 
immediately after that is bureo (부러). This means "call." And lastly we have juseyo (주세요), 
which once again means, "please." 

If you noticed, all of today's phrases end in juseyo (주세요). This is translated as "please," but 
is used when you are asking someone to do something for you. So in today's context, we are 
asking people to help, or do something on our behalf. Because we are asking someone to do 
something, we use juseyo (주세요). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip #1 

A number of people I met when I was in Korea have said that they had gotten sick when they 
first went to Korea. These were all people who were there on an extended stay. They all said 
that within two weeks of their arrival, they all caught a cold which stayed with them for an 
extended period of time. However, people that I've met who only briefly visited Korea, did not 
get sick when they were there. From my experience, two weeks seems to be the limit of which 
one can stay in Korea, without getting sick. This is simply my account of sickness in Korea. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 병원에 가야 해요.

2. 약국에 가야 해요.

3. 한국에 가야 해요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Byeong-won-e gayahaeyo.

2. Yakguk-e gayahaeyo.

3. Hanguge gayahaeyo.

ENGLISH

1. I have to go to the hospital.

2. I have to go to the pharmacy.

3. I have to go to Korea.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

병원 byongwon hospital

약국 yak-guk pharmacy
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한국 hanguk Korea

-에 -e to

가다 ga-da to go

-야 하다 -yahada have to

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이 근처에 병원이 있나요?
i geuncheo-e byeong-won-i itnayo? 
"Is there a hospital near here?"

저는 약국에서 일해요.
jeo-neun yak-guk-e-seo il-hae-yo. 
"I work at a pharmacy."

저는 한국에 살아요.
jeo-neun hanguk-e sarayo. 
"I live in Korea."

나는 학교에 가는 게 좋아!
naneun hakgyoe ganeun ge joa! 
"I like going to school!"

지하철을 타고 갈 거예요.
ji-ha-cheol-eul ta-go gal geo-ye-yo. 
"I'll go there by subway."

경찰서에 가야 해요.
gyeongchalseo-e gaya haeyo. 
"I have to go to the police station."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll go over a phrase that you hopefully won't have to use. There are times 
when emergency medical assistance is necessary, and to be in a foreign country, not 
knowing how to get to the hospital, can put you in a real difficult situation. So in today's 
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lesson, we'll go over the phase "I need a doctor." 

Now there is a cultural issue that we should address. In many Western nations people go to 
doctor offices. There you can get checkups, prescriptions, and get treated for illness that aren't 
so serious. Hospitals, however, are usually reserved for extreme illnesses and surgeries. In 
Korea, there aren't many doctor offices. People go to hospitals for nearly everything. From the 
most minor checkups, to the most difficult surgeries, hospitals do it all. 

And as that's the case, when we need to go to the doctor, we can say "I have to go to the 
hospital." That phrase in Korean is byeongwon-e gayahaeyo(병원에 가야해요). The first word 
of this phrase is byeongwon (병원). What follows immediately after that e (에). This is a 
location particle and can be translated as "to." These two are spoken together. Literally this is 
"hospital, to." What we have after that is ga (가). This means "go." And what follows 
immediately is yahaeyo (야해요). This is a grammatical structure which means "have to" or 
"must." The word "go" and the grammatical structure "have to" are spoken together. This 
literally means "go, have to." The phrase altogether is once again byeongwon-e gayahaeyo (
병원에 가야해요). This is literally "hospital, to, go, have to." This is understood as "I have to go 
to the hospital." Now this can be interpreted as something serious, or maybe something as 
simple as a cold. But no matter the degree of sickness, the phrase is byeongwon-e 
gayahaeyo. 

Now if we know what we need and can take the doctor out of the equation, we can say "I have 
to go to the pharmacy" to go get some medicine. To say "I have to go to the pharmacy" we can 
say yakguk-e gayahaeyo (약국에 가야해요). This sounds nearly identical to the first phrase 
byeongwon-e gayahaeyo (병원에 가야해요). The only difference is the word byeongwon (병원) 
or "hospital," has been replaced with yakguk (약국) or "pharmacy." The phrase we have 
literally means "pharmacy, to, go, have to." And this is translated as "I have to go to the 
pharmacy." 

Now if you need to go to Korea for some Eastern healing techniques, "I have to go to Korea" 
is hanguke gayahaeyo (한국에 가야해요). 

Now whenever in a foreign country, trusting foreign medicine may be one of the most difficult 
things to do. But Korean medicine has been around for centuries. And believe me, Koreans 
know whats going on. Now when I was living in Korea, I had insomnia for a period of time. I 
didn't know why, but I went to the pharmacy to see if they had anything to offer me. The 
pharmacist gave me some pills and this bottle that smelled and tasted really terrible. I took 
that drink and it worked. Maybe it worked a little too well because I literally knocked out for 
about 15 hours. But hey, insomnia, cured instantly. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip #1 

Many Korean doctors have the ability to speak English. One reason for this is that Korea has 
recently become very Westernized; this includes medical practices. Because of this, many 
Korean doctors have studied abroad and obtained their medical degree outside of Korea. But 
in addition to Western-style doctors, Korean-style doctors can typically speak English as well. 
This is due to the fact that the standards for becoming a traditional Korean doctor are quite 
strict. As a result, usually the most educated people in the country become traditional Korean 
doctors. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 배가 아파요.

2. 여기 아파요.

3. 감기 걸렸어요.

4. 열이 났어요.

5. 설사해요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Bae-ga apayo.

2. Yeogi apayo.

3. Gamgi geol-ryeotseoyo.

4. Yeol-i nasseoyo.

5. Seolssahaeyo.

ENGLISH

1. My stomach hurts.

2. It hurts here.

CONT'D OVER
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3. I have a cold.

4. I have a fever.

5. I have diarrhea.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

배 bae stomach, belly

아프다 a-peu-da
to hurt, to be in pain, to be 

painful

여기 yeo-gi here, this place

감기 gamgi cold

걸리다 geollida to catch (a cold)

열이 나다 yeori nada to have a fever

설사하다 seolsahada to have diarrhea

SAMPLE SENTENCES

배가 아파요.
Bae-ga apayo. 
"My stomach hurts."

아프면 오지 않아도 괜찮아요.
apeumyeon oji anado gwaenchanayo. 
"If you are sick, it's all right even if you 
don't come."
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허리가 너무 아퍼서 움직일 수가 없어요.
heo-ri-ga neo-mu a-peo-seo um-jik-il su-ga eop-
sseo-yo. 
"I have such a bad backache that I can't 
move my body."

나 여기 있어.
Na yeogi isseo. 
"I'm over here."

감기 때문에 머리가 아파요.
gam-gi ttae-mun-e meo-ri-ga a-pa-yo. 
"I have a headache because I have a cold."

저는 어제 감기에 걸렸어요.
jeo-neun eo-je gam-gi-e geol-ryeot-eo-yo. 
"I caught a cold yesterday."

열이 나면 약을 먹으세요.
yeori namyeon yageul meogeuseyo. 
"Take a pill if you have a fever."

밤새 설사했어.
bamsae seolsahaetseo. 
"I had diarrhea all night."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll go over a few phrases that can be make the difference between a 
good, safe, healthy trip and a disastrous trip. If you're ever in a hospital or in a pharmacy in 
Korea, these are the phrases that are necessary to know. 

The first of these phrases is "My stomach hurts." This phrase in Korean is bae-ga apayo (배가 
아파요). The first word of the phrase is bae (배), which means "stomach." What follows 
immediately after that is ga (가), which is a subject marker. These two are spoken together. 
After that is apayo (아파요), which means "hurt." Literally the phrase means "stomach, hurt." 
"My" is not actually included in this sentence, but it is inferred. So this phrase is translated as 
"My stomach hurts." 

The next phrase can be even more useful. To say "It hurts here," we can say yeogi apayo (여
기 아파요). The first word of this phrase is "여기," which means "here." The next part of the 
phrase is apayo (아파요), which once again means "hurt." Literally it's "here, hurt." This is 
translated as "It hurts here." 
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Another phrase that may prove useful is "I have a cold." That phrase in Korean is gamgi 
geollyeosseoyo (걸렸어요). The first word of this phrase is gamgi (감기), which means "cold." 
The next part of the phrase is geollyeosseoyo (걸렸어요), which means "caught." Literally the 
phrase we have here is "cold, caught." This is translated as "I caught a cold." "I" is inferred in 
this phrase. 

An important phrase is "I have a fever." In Korean, this phrase is yeol-i nasseoyo (열이 났어요). 
The first word of this phrase, yeol (열), means "fever." This is immediately followed by i (이), 
which is a subject marking particle. These two are spoken together. What follows that is 
nasseoyo (났어요). This literally means "occur," but is translated as "have" in this particular 
context. Literally this means "fever, have." This phrase is translated as "I have a fever." 

Our last phrase may not be so pleasant to talk about, but it may be useful for someone who 
has this particular symptom. Our last phrase is I have diarrhea. This phrase in Korean is 
seolsahaeyo (설사해요). The first part of the phrase, seolsa (설사), means "diarrhea." The latter 
part of the phrase is haeyo (해요). This literally means "do," but in this context is translated as 
"have." The phrase we have here is "diarrhea, have." When translated this phrase means "I 
have diarrhea." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Most Western nations tend to stray away from toilet-related conversation. However, in Korea, 
Koreans do not have any issues talking about toilet-related issues. Culturally speaking, it's 
not considered disgusting to talk about toilet-related topics among family and friends. At times 
this topic may even be brought up at the dinner table. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 땅콩에 알레르기 있어요.

2. 사과에 알레르기 있어요.

3. 딸기에 알레르기 있어요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Ttankong-e allereugi isseoyo.

2. Sagwa-e allereugi isseoyo.

3. Ttalgi-e allereugi isseoyo.

ENGLISH

1. I'm allergic to peanuts

2. I'm allergic to apples.

3. I'm allergic to strawberries.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

땅콩 ttang-kong peanut

알레르기 alrereugi allergy
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사과 sagwa apple

딸기 ttalgi strawberry

있어요 isseoyo
I have.../Do you have... 

(polite languate)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

너구리가 숲 속에서 땅콩을 먹고 있다.
neoguriga sup ssogeseo ttangkong-eul meokko 
itda. 
"The raccoon is eating peanuts in the 
forest."

저는 복숭아에 알레르기가 있어요.
jeoneun boksung-a-e alrereugiga itseoyo. 
"I am allergic to peaches."

대구의 여름은 다른 곳보다 더워서 사과도 
더 맛있습니다.
daeguui yeoreumeun dareun gotboda deowoseo 
sagwado deo mannitseumnida. 
"The summer in Daegu is hotter than other 
cities, so their apples are more delicious."

사과를 깎고 있어요.
sagwa-reul kkakgo isseoyo. 
"I'm peeling an apple."

한국에서는 딸기가 올려진 생크림 케이크
가 생일 케이크로 인기가 많습니다.
hangugeseoneun ttalgiga ollyeojin saengkeurim 
keikeuga saengil keikeuro ingiga mansseumnida. 
"In Korea, cream cakes with strawberries 
are popular as birthday cakes."

딸기 주스를 마셨어요.
ttalgi juseu-reul masyeosseoyo. 
"I drank strawberry juice."

좋은 생각이 있어요.
joeun saeng-gagi itseoyo. 
"I have a good idea."

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson, we'll cover a phrase that will keep you strong and healthy. Letting other 
people know about your allergies is vital to a fun and healthy trip. In today's phrase we'll go 
over "I'm allergic to (something)." 

To start we'll need something that we're allergic to. Lately, I've been running into a lot of 
people who are allergic to peanuts. So let's start with that. "I'm allergic to peanuts" in Korean 
is ttangkong-e allereugi isseyo (땅콩에 알레르기 있어요). The first word ttangkong (땅콩) means 
"peanuts." What follows that is -e (-에), a particle which, in this particular context, roughly 
translates as "to." Next we have allereugi (알레르기). This may be fairly easy to guess; this is 
the Koreanized version of the English word "allergy." Lastly we have isseoyo (있어요). This 
means "have." Altogether the phrase is, ttangkong-e allereugi isseyo (땅콩에 알레르기 있어요). 
What this literally translates as is "peanuts, to, allergy, have." We can translate this as "I'm 
allergic to peanuts." Or maybe a closer translation would be "I have an allergy to peanuts." 

Let's try another allergy. This time we'll go with apples. The word for apple in Korean is 
sagwa (사과). To say "I have an allergy to apples" simply take the first phrase and replace 
peanuts, ttangkong (땅콩), with apples, sagwa (사과). Our new phrase would be sagwa-e 
allereugi isseyo (사과에 알레르기 있어요). Literally this is "apple, to, allergy, have." This is 
translated as "I have an allergy to apples." 

And as there are many different types of allergies out there, you can insert them into the 
phrase yourself. Simply say what you're allergic to, then add -e allereugi isseyo (-에 알레르기 
있어요). 

Let's go over a few common allergies: 

Cats are a common allergy. This may be useful to use when visiting someone's house. Cat in 
Korean is goyangi (고양이). And if we insert this into the phrase, the phrase would now be 
goyangi-e allereugi isseyo (고양이에 알레르기 있어요). This is literally, "cat, to, allergy, have." 
This is translated as "I have an allergy to cats." 

Another common allergy is strawberries. Strawberries in Korean is ttalgi (딸기). And, again, 
this can be inserted into the phrase. This would be ttalgi-e allereugi isseyo (딸기에 알레르기 있
어요). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip #1 

Many Korean dishes have a wide variety of vegetables. Most likely, you will see the same 
vegetables at every meal. These include mushrooms, radishes, onions, scallions, potatoes, 
hot peppers, and many more. Be sure to be on the look out for these vegetables if you have 
an allergy to them. Also, fruit is typically served at home after the meal is finished. And the 
assortment of fruit served is quite varied, depending on the household. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 저는 채식주의자입니다.

2. 고기 안 먹어요.

3. 계란 안 먹어요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Jeo-neun chaesikjuuija-imnida.

2. Gogi an meogeoyo.

3. Gyeran an meogeoyo.

ENGLISH

1. I'm a vegetarian.

2. I don't eat meat.

3. I don't eat eggs.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

저 jeo I (humble)

채식주의자 chaesikjuija  vegetarian
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입니다 im-ni-da is, am, are

고기 gogi meat

안 먹다 an meokda to not eat 

계란 gyeran egg

SAMPLE SENTENCES

저는 김경미입니다.
jeo-neun gimgyeongmi-imnida. 
"I am Kyoungmi Kim."

채식주의자를 위한 메뉴가 있나요?
chaesikjuijareul wihan menyuga itnayo? 
"Do you have a menu for a vegetarian?"

제 이름은 민수입니다.
je ireumeun minsuimnida. 
"My name is Minsu."

저 사람은 미국 사람입니다.
Jeo saram-eun miguk saram-imnida. 
"That person is American."

외국 사람입니다.
oeguk saramimnida. 
"I'm a foreigner."

고기를 다져서 국에 넣어요.
gogi-reul dajyeoseo guk-e neoeoyo. 
"Mince the meat and put it in the soup."

저는 된장찌개 안 먹어요.
jeoneun doenjang-jjigae an meogeoyo. 
"I don't eat the bean-paste stew."

삶은 계란 좋아하세요?
salmeun gyeran joahaseyo? 
"Do you like hard-boiled eggs?"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

Korean food is generally considered very healthy. The reason for this is because of the sheer 
amount of vegetables in every Korean dish. Many meals are made entirely without any kind of 
meat at all. Koreans have somehow, someway made vegetables dishes that you would be 
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ecstatic to serve to your friends. Korea can be a vegetarian's paradise! 

As this is the case, there usually will be plenty of side dishes that one can eat, even if meat is 
the on the main menu. But Koreans tend to place things in your bowl and tell you to eat. This 
is them just trying to be good hosts. But if you're a vegetarian and someone places a piece of 
meat in your bowl, we have the following phrase to tell that person you are a vegetarian. 

"I'm a vegetarian" in Korean is jeo-neun chaesikjuuija-imnida (저는 채식주의자 입니다). The 
first word of the phrase is jeo (저), which is a humbling way of saying "I." What follows after 
that is neun (는), which is a topic marker. These two are spoken together. What's after that is 
chaesikjuuija (채식주의자). This means "vegetarian." And the last part is imnida (입니다). This 
is the copula, which means "am." Literally the phrase is "I, vegetarian, am." This can be 
interpreted as "I'm a vegetarian." 

If that's a little difficult, we can shorten the phrase and take out "I." We can simply say 
"vegetarian, am." That in Korean would be chaesikjuuija-imnida (채식주의자 입니다). 

Next we can simply say "I don't eat meat." This in Korean would be gogi an meokeoyo (고기 안 
먹어요). The first word is gogi (고기). This means meat. And it can mean beef, pork, chicken, 
and any other kinds of meat out there. The next part is "an" (안). This means "not." The last 
part of the phrase is meokeoyo (먹어요). This means "eat." Altogether the phrase means 
"meat, not, eat." This can be interpreted as "I don't eat meat." 

Now we can substitute gogi or "meat," with anything you don't eat. We can say " I don't eat 
eggs." The word for "egg" in Korean is gyeran(계란). The phrase would now be gyeran an 
meokeoyo (계란 안 먹어요). This phrase means "egg, not, eat," or in English, "I don't eat eggs." 

Now if you're a picky eater, you can simply place any word in front of the phrase an 
meokeoyo (안 먹어요) to tell someone you don't eat something. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Korean food has a variety of ingredients. But one of the main ingredients in Korean cuisine is 
hot chili peppers. Koreans love spicy food, so they'll add hot chili peppers to many things to 
spice the dish up. This is not to say that all Korean food is spicy, but there are quite a number 
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of dishes that contain hot chili peppers. If you don't eat spicy things, you can use the phrase 
(maeun geo an meokeoyo) "매운거 안 먹어요. Maeungeo (매운거) means "spicy things." And 
we simply used the phrase from this lesson to say "I don't eat." 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 처음 뵙겠습니다.

2. 저는 키쓰입니다.

ROMANIZATION

1. Cheoeum boepgesseumnida.

2. Jeo-neun kisseu-imnida.

ENGLISH

1. How do you do? (I'm meeting you for the first time).

2. I am Keith.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

처음 뵙겠습니다 cheoeum boepgetseubnida It’s nice to meet you.

처음 cheoeum first, the first time

저는 (name)입니다. jeoneun (name)imnida. I am (name).

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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처음 뵙겠습니다. 만나서 반갑습니다.
cheoeum boepgetsseumnida. mannaseo 
bangapseumnida. 
"How do you do? Nice to meet you."

갈비찜 처음 먹어 봐요.
galbijjim cheoeum mageo bwayo 
"It's my first time eating Galbijjim."

저는 이경우입니다.
Jeoneun ikyeongwooibnida. 
"I am Kyungwoo Lee."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

When traveling in Korea, hopefully you'll meet a lot of people and make new friends. Through 
people, a trip can be much more enjoyable than traveling alone! So in today's lesson, we'll go 
over how to introduce yourself in Korean. 

When you meet someone for the first time, a typical phrase that is used is annyeonghaseyo. 
cheoeum boepgesseumnida (안녕하세요. 처음 뵙겠습니다). The first part of this is 
annyeonghaseo (안녕하세요), which means "hello." The next part, cheoeum 
boepgesseumnida (처음 뵙겠습니다), is a set phrase used when meeting someone for the first 
time. This translates to "I am meeting you for the first time," but is used much like the English 
"How do you do?" The first word of this phrase is cheoeum(처음), which means "first." The next 
part is boepgesseumnida (뵙겠습니다). This is the honorific form of the verb "to meet." Literally 
this set phrase means "first, meet." 

Now, culturally speaking, when meeting someone for the first time in Korea, saying "Hi, my 
name is Keith," is not seen as being friendly; rather, it's seen as being a little brash and direct. 
It's a slight nuance that may be hard to pick up on. But instead of directly telling your name, 
you can use the phrase cheoeum boepgesseumnida (처음 뵙겠습니다) as a buffer to soften 
the initial contact. After initial contact is made, you can introduce your name. 

This can be done by saying jeo-neun Keith-imnnida (저는 Keith입니다). This, as you may have 
guessed, means "I am Keith." The first part of this phrase is jeo (저), which is a humbling way 
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of saying "I." Immediately following that is neun (는), which is a topic marking particle. These 
two are spoken together. Next comes your name, which in this particular example is "Keith." 
Lastly is imnida (입니다), which is the copula and translates to "am." Literally, the phrase is "I, 
Keith, am." This is translated as "I am Keith." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1
 

Typically in Korean culture, a bow accompanies an introduction. Depending on the situation, 
the degree to which one bows differs. But in most situations, a slight bow, or a lowering of the 
head will suffice. However, in business situations, the handshake has now become 
prominent. Bows are still necessary, but sometimes a handshake is necessary as well. A 
proper handshake in a Korean business environment would be accompanied by a bow. And 
while one hand is shaking, the other hand should be crossing one's body, reaching the side. 

Quick Tip #2
 

A more polite way to introduce one's name is as follows. Keith-irago hamnida (Keith이라고 합
니다). This is a very polite and casual way to introduce one's name. The first part is someone's 
name, in this case it's "Keith." What follows that is rago (라고), which is a particle that can 
translate as "such as." And lastly is hamnida (합니다), which means "do," but in this context 
can be translated as "call." Literally this phrase means "Keith, such as, call." And this can be 
translated as "They call me Keith." 

This is more polite to use than directly saying "I am Keith" because this phrase "They call me 
Keith" is less direct. Straying away from this directness gives the impression that you are very 
polite and your manners are quite proper. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 몇 시에요?

2. 한 시.

3. 열 시.

4. 삼십 분.

5. 사십오 분.

6. 두 시 삼십 분.

ROMANIZATION

1. Myeotsi-eyo?

2. Han si.

3. Yeol si.

4. Samsip bun.

5. Sasibo bun.

6. Du si sasip bun.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. What time is it?

2. 1 o'clock.

3. 10 o'clock.

4. 30 minutes.

5. 45 minutes.

6. two-thirty.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

몇 시에요? myeot sieyo What time is it?

한 시 han si one o'clock

열 시 yeol si ten o'clock

삼십 분 samsip bun thirty (thirty minutes)

사십오 분 sasibo bun forty-five (forty-five minutes)

분 bun minute

시 si hour

두 시 du si two o'clock

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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저기요. 지금 몇 시예요?
Jeogiyo. jigeum myeot siyeyo? 
"Excuse me. What time is it now?"

한 시에 만나자.
han sie mannaja. 
"Let's meet up at one o'clock."

강좌는 열 시에 시작됩니다.
gangjwa-neun yeol-si-e sijakdoemnida. 
"The lecture starts at ten o'clock."

기껏해야 삼십 분 걸립니다.
gikkeothaeya samsip bun geolrimnida. 
"It will take thirty minutes at most."

이 음식을 사십오 분 기다렸어요.
i eumsigeul sasibo bun gidaryeotseoyo. 
"I waited forty-five minutes for this food."

1분 후에 됩니다
il bun huae dwaebnida. 
"It will be done in one minute."

1시에 오세요.
han sie oseyo. 
"Please come at one o'clock."

우리는 두 시에 회의가 있어요.
urineun du sie hoeiga itseoyo. 
"We have a meeting at two."

GRAMMAR

 

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll introduce some phrases you'll need to ask for the time. Time flies when 
you're on vacation in a new and exciting land. So make sure you keep track! 

First, let's go over the basic phrase "What time is it?" That phrase in Korean would be myeotsi-
eyo? (몇시에요?). The first word of that phrase is myeot (몇). This means "how many." Next in 
our phrase is si (시), which means "hour." And lastly we have eyo (에요). This is the copula, 
and means "is." Literally this means "how many, hour, is." This is translated as "what time is 
it?" 

Now what good is asking the question, if we don't know how to recognize the answer? In 
Korean, there are two sets of numbers. One is the native Korean numbers, and the other is 
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the Sino-Korean numbers. Both of these number systems are used to tell time. 

The native Korean numbers are used to tell the hour. Let's go over "One o'clock" to "Twelve 
o'clock." "One o'clock" in Korean is han si (한 시). The first part han (한) means "one." Actually 
hana (하나) is "one," but because it is followed by something, it changes to han (한). And what 
follows this is si (시), which means "hour." Literally, this means "one, hour" but is translated as 
"one o'clock." The same is done for all of the other hours. 

Two o'clock is du si (두 시). 
Three o'clock is se si (세시). 
Four o'clock is nae si (내 시). 
Five o'clock is daseot si (다섯시). 
Six o'clock is yeoseot si (여섯 시). 
Seven o'clock is ilgop si (일곱 시). 
Eight o'clock is yeodeolp si (여덟 시). 
Nine o'clock is ahop si (아홉 시). 
Ten o'clock is yeol si (열 시). 
Eleven o'clock is yeolhan (열한 시). 
Twelve o'clock is yeoldu si (열두 시). 

Now for the minutes. Minutes use the Sino-Korean numbers. After these numbers we would 
add the word for "minute," which in Korean, is bun (분). So lets go over a few. "Thirty," using 
the Sino-Korean numbers is samsip (삼십). And to say 30 minutes we can simple add the 
word for minutes to samsip (삼십). This would be samsip bun (삼십 분). 15 minutes is sipo 
bun (십오 분). 45 minutes is sasipo bun (사십오 분). 

So for 2:30 we would say du si samsip bun (두 시 삼십 분). Du (두) is the number two (in the 
native korean number system), si (시) is "hour," samsip (삼십) is 30 (in the Sino-Korean 
number system), and bun (분) is "minutes." Literally this is "two, hour, 30, minutes." This is 
very logical. 
Another example. 6:45. This is yeoseo si, sasipo bun (여섯 시 사십오 분). The first part is 
yeoseot si (여섯 시). This is literally "6, hour." Sasipo bun (사십오 분) means "45 minutes." 
Literally this is "6, hour, 45 minutes." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 
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In English, many times you can ask "Do you have the time?" to ask "What time is it?" This may 
sound like it can translate over to Korean but it doesn't. "Do you have the time?" in Korean is 
sigan isseuseyo? (시간 있으세요?). However, this question is typically followed by another 
question keopi hanjan hasillaeyo? (커피 한잔 하실래요?), which is translated as "Would you 
like to have a cup of coffee?" The phrase "Do you have the time?" is usually a pick-up line for 
men to approach women to see if they would like to get a cup of coffee. Personally, I've never 
seen this pick-up line work. But if you want to ask for the time, please be careful of your words! 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 몇 시에 문 열어요?

2. 몇 시에 문 닫아요?

3. 열 시에 문 열어요.

4. 아홉 시에 문 닫아요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Myeotssi-e mun yeoreoyo?

2. Myeotssi-e mun dadayo?

3. Yeolssi-e mun yeoreoyo.

4. Ahopssi-e mun dadayo.

ENGLISH

1. What time does it open?

2. What time does it close?

3. We open at 10 o'clock.

4. It closes at 9 o'clock.

VOCABULARY
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Hangul Romanization English

몇 시 myeot si what time

문 mun door

열다 yeolda to open

닫다 datda to close, to shut

열 시 yeol si ten o'clock

아홉 시 ahop si nine o'clock

-에 -e at

SAMPLE SENTENCES

지금은 몇 시입니까?
jigeum-eun myeot si-imnikka? 
"What time is it now?"

몇 시에 오세요?
myeot si-e oseyo? 
"What time are you coming?"

문을 열어 주세요.
mun-eul yeoreo juseyo. 
"Please open the door."

창문을 열고 싶어요.
changmun-eul yeolgo sipeoyo. 
"I want to open the window."

너무 더워서 창문을 열었어요.
neomu deowoseo changmuneul yeoreosseoyo. 
"It was so hot we opened a window."

창문 닫아 주세요.
changmun dada juseyo. 
"Please close the window."

강좌는 열 시에 시작됩니다.
gangjwa-neun yeol-si-e sijakdoemnida. 
"The lecture starts at ten o'clock."

우리는 아홉 시에 게임을 할거야.
urineun ahop sie geimeul halgeoya. 
"We are going to play a game at nine."

1시에? 알았어.
han si-e? a-rat-seo. 
"At one o'clock? I got it."

GRAMMAR
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Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll go over some phrases you'll need to ask what time a place opens or 
closes. This could be used for stores, restaurants, parks, or tourist attractions. 

Let's start with "What time does this place open?" In Korean, that would myeotsi-e mun 
yeoreoyo? (몇시에 문 열어요?). The first word myeotsi (몇시) means "what time." This is 
followed by the time particle e (에), which is roughly equivalent to "at." Then comes mun (문), 
which means "door." Lastly we have yeoreoyo (열어요). This means "open." So the phrase we 
literally have is "what time, at, door, open?" This is interpreted as "What time does it open?" 

All right now for the answer. Many retail places in Korea open at 10am, so we'll go over that 
for our answer. For more times check out our lesson on time. "Ten o'clock" in Korean would 
be yeolsi (열시). They may say yeolsi-e mun yeoreoyo (열시에 문 열어요). The first part is 
yeolsi (열시), which means "10 o'clock." What follows immediately after that is e (에), which 
once again roughly means "at." What's next is mun (문). This is "door." And lastly we once 
again have yeoreoyo (열어요). This means "open." Altogether the phrase we have here is "10 
o'clock, at, door, open." We can interpret this as "It will open at 10 o'clock." 

We can also go over "What time does it close?" This in Korean would be myeotsi-e mun 
dadayeo (몇시에 문 닫아요?). This phrase is almost exactly the same as "What time does it 
open?" The only difference is the last words of the two phrases. The first phrase was once 
again. Myeotsi-e mun yeoreoyo? (몇시에 문 열어요?) . The phrase "What time does it close" is 
myeotsi-e mun dadayeo? (몇시에 문 닫아요?). The last word dadayeo (닫아요) means "close." 
So the phrase we literally have is "what time, at, door, close." Or "What time does it close?" 

The answer to this question will differ according to where you're going. Many retail stores 
close at 9 or 10 P.M. Since we already did 10 o'clock, let's go over 9 o'clock. The phrase "It 
closes at 9 o'clock" is ahobsi-e mun dadayeo (아홉시에 문 닫아요). Literally this means "9, at, 
door, close." This can be interpreted at "It closes at 9 o'clock." 

These phrases will most likely be used for retail stores. The reason I say this is because 
Korea's food, drink and entertainment industries usually don't have a closing time. They may 
have a time they hope to close, but like many things in life, you can't always get what you 
want. Usually restaurants and bars wait until the last people are out to close. It's rare for 
someone to be asked to leave. I was once in a pool hall with a friend, and we had a bet going 
on back and forth. We ended up playing for five hours, and ended up leaving at three in the 
morning. We actually had to wake the pool hall manager so that we could pay to leave. He 
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was dead tired, but hey, in Korea, the customer is king. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Korea has a plethora of 24-hour and late hour venues. There's always convenience stores, 
which are almost always open 24 hours. But Korea also has PC Bang (Internet cafe), 
noraebang/노래방 (karaoke), pool halls, kim-bap restaurants (김밥집), saunas (짐찔방), as well 
as many other venues. Internet cafes, kim-bap restaurants, and saunas are almost always 
twenty-four hours, while the rest of the venues stay open well into the night (until the last 
customer leaves). 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 이거 좋아해요.

2. 갈비 좋아해요.

3. 이거 싫어해요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Igeo johahaeyo.

2. Galbi johahaeyo.

3. Igeo sireohaeyo.

ENGLISH

1. I like this.

2. I like Galbi.

3. I don't like this.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

이거 igeo this (spoken)

좋아하다 joahada to like
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갈비 galbi
galbi (beef in marinade: 

variety of Korean barbeque)

싫다 sil-ta to hate, to dislike

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이거 주세요.
igeo juseyo. 
"I'll take this, please."

김치를 좋아하다 
"To like Kimchi."

긍정적인 사람을 좋아해요.
geungjeongjeogin sarameul joahaeyo. 
"I like positive people."

갈비는 조금 비싸요.
Galbi-neun jogeum bissayo. 
"Galbi is a bit expensive."

저는 겨울이 싫어요.
jeo-neun gyeoul-i sireoyo. 
"I hate the winter."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson we'll be going over one of the most basic aspects of language: expressing 
likes and dislikes. 

To start, we'll go over the basic phrase "I like this." This phrase is so general and useful that it 
can be used to talk about anything. This can be used to referred to food, places, clothes, trips, 
airplane rides, anything and everything. This phrase in Korean is igeo johahaeyo (이거 좋아해
요). The first word of this phrase is igeo (이거), which means "this." What follows that is 
johahaeyo (좋아해요). This means "like." Literally the phrase means "this, like." This is 
translated as "I like this" ("I" is inferred). 
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Now as you may be eating many of Korea's great foods, you'll have plenty of chances to say "I 
like this." But if you want to be a little more specific as to which food you like, you can simply 
replace "this" with whatever you like. Many people have an inclination towards Galbi, Korean 
barbecue. So if we replace "this" with "galbi" we would say galbi johahaeyo (갈비 좋아해요). 
This is literally "galbi, like." This is understood as "I like galbi" ("I" is inferred). You can do this 
with any noun. Simply place whatever you like in front of johahaeyo (좋아해요) to be specific 
of what you like. 

Let's take a look at the opposite end of the spectrum. To say we dislike something we can say 
"I dislike this." In Korean this would be igeo silheohaeyo (이거 싫어해요). The first word of this 
phrase is igeo (이거), which once again means "this." What comes after that is silheohaeyo (싫
어해요). This word means "dislike." Literally, this phrase is "this, dislike." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

Korean has a few different politeness levels. With one of the politeness levels, the standard 
politeness level (which was used in today's lesson), the same sentence can be said, but it can 
be a statement, a question, or a command. In the context of today's lesson, the phrases were 
in a dropping intonation. The dropping intonation makes it a statement. If we wanted to ask 
someone if they like something, the same sentence or phrase can be used, except with a 
rising intonation. So in the case of today's lesson igeo johahaeyo (이거 좋아해요) can be said, 
but with a rising intonation at the end of the sentence. This makes the statement "I like this" 
into a question "Do you like this?" 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 예뻐요.

2. 좋아요.

3. 재미있어요.

4. 진짜 재미있어요.

5. 진짜.

6. 이거 예뻐요.

ROMANIZATION

1. yeppeoyo.

2. joayo.

3. jaemi-isseoyo.

4. Jinjja jaemi-isseoyo.

5. Jinjja.

6. igeo yeppeoyo.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. It's pretty.

2. It's good.

3. It's fun(interesting).

4. It's really fun(interesting).

5. Really.

6. This is pretty.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

이거 igeo this (spoken)

예쁘다 yeppeuda to be pretty

좋아하다 joahada to like

재미있다 jaemiitda fun, interesting

진짜 jinjja really, for real, seriously

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이거 주세요.
igeo juseyo. 
"I'll take this, please."

어제 예쁜 가방을 샀어요. 
"I bought a pretty bag yesterday."
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구두가 정말 예뻐요.
gudu-ga jeongmal yeppeoyo. 
"Your shoes are very pretty."

김치를 좋아하다 
"To like Kimchi."

긍정적인 사람을 좋아해요.
geungjeongjeogin sarameul joahaeyo. 
"I like positive people."

그래도 너무 재미있어요.
geuraedo neomu jaemiisseoyo. 
"But it is still a lot of fun."

진짜 담배 끊었어!
jinjja dambae kkeuneosseo! 
"I really quit smoking!"

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In this lesson, we'll go over a few useful and high frequency adjectives. When you're traveling 
in Korea and you're hanging out with your friends you may want to express your admiration of 
certain things. Korea has been modernizing quite rapidly over the last few years and Seoul 
has recently become a very modern, and beautiful city. 

So to express your admiration of Korea we can say yeppeoyo (예뻐요). This phrase means 
"pretty." Now you can use this towards buildings, mountains, articles of clothing, and people 
as well. We can use this word as is. You're simply saying "pretty." But if you want to be a little 
more specific, we can say igeo yeppeoyo (이거 예뻐요). The word we just added igeo (이거) 
means "this." So literally we have "this, pretty." This in English translates to "this is pretty." 

Another useful and high frequency adjective is johayo (좋아요), which in English means 
"good." We can use this phrase when referring to someone or something that is...well...good. 
For example, we can use this phrase when someone suggests something. To say that's a 
good idea, we can say johayo (좋아요). If you're traveling and walking all day, and then you 
finally get to sit down... johayo (좋아요). And once again we can add igeo (이거) to the front of 
the phrase. This again means "this." So if you're a a teacher, you can point to someone's work 
and say igeo johayo (이거 좋아요). 
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And for our last high frequency adjective we can say jaemiisseoyo (재미있어요). This means 
"fun, and/or interesting." We can use this when we're referring to a movie that we watched, a 
book that we read, a class, our trip to the museum, or a night out with some friends. Whenever 
you have a good time, or it's fun and/or interesting, we can say jaemiisseoyo (재미있어요). 

And one way we can modify these adjectives is by saying jinjja (진짜) in front of these 
adjectives. This means "really." So just like in English we say "really fun" or "really pretty, or 
"really good." We can say jinjja jaemisseoyo (진짜 재미있어요) jinjja yeppeoyo (진짜 예뻐요) 
and jinjja "johayo (진짜 좋아요). Its usage is just like in English. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1
 

All of these phrases do not have any subjects. This is because in Korean, it's acceptable to 
drop the subject of the sentence. Actually it's acceptable to drop numerous parts of speech in 
a sentence. People usually just gather from context to understand what the speaker is talking 
about. In this lesson we went over adjectives. These adjectives can all be said alone. This is 
because listeners can typically gather from context what they think is being spoken about. If 
you're at a circus, and you say jaemiisseoyo (재미있어요), the speakers will probably guess 
that you're talking about the circus. 

Quick Tip #2 
 

The following are the negative forms of the adjectives given in this lesson. 

안 예뻐요, an yeppeoyo - ("It's not pretty.") 

안 좋아요, an johayo - ("It's not good.") 

재미없어요, jaemieopseoyo - ("It's not fun/interesting.") 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 좋은 아침입니다.

2. 부탁합니다.

3. 수고했습니다.

ROMANIZATION

1. Jo-eun achim-imnida.

2. Butakhamnida.

3. Sugohaesseumnida.

ENGLISH

1. Good morning.

2. I ask a favor from you.

3. You've worked hard or Good job.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

좋은 joeun good

아침 achim morning
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입니다 im-ni-da is, am, are

부탁하다 butakada to ask, to request

수고하다 sugohada to have a hard job (literally)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

좋은 레스토랑 알아요?
joeun reseutorang arayo? 
"Do you know a good restaurant?"

내일 아침에 시험이 있는데 그냥 잘 거야.
naeil achime siheomi itneunde geunyang 
jalgeoya. 
"I have a test tomorrow morning, but I'm 
just going to go to bed."

제 이름은 민수입니다.
je ireumeun minsuimnida. 
"My name is Minsu."

저 사람은 미국 사람입니다.
Jeo saram-eun miguk saram-imnida. 
"That person is American."

외국 사람입니다.
oeguk saramimnida. 
"I'm a foreigner."

제 부탁 하나만 들어주세요.
Je butak hanaman deureojuseyo. 
"Please do me a favor."

여러분, 수고하셨습니다.
yeoreobun, sugohasyeotseumnida. 
"Everyone, thank you for your effort."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

If you're working in Korea or if you're going to Korea on a business meeting it's always best to 
leave the best impression possible. And there's no better way to leave a good impression 
than to say good morning in Korean! 
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When you enter your office in the morning, it's quite pleasant to hear joheun achim-imnida (좋
은 아침입니다). This was covered in one of our previous lessons "Greetings." But we'll be going 
over this phrase again for the sake of review. The first word is joheun (좋은) this means 
"good." What comes after that is achim (아침), which means "morning." And lastly we have 
imnida (입니다). This means "is." Literally we have "good, morning, is." Very straightforward, 
this means "good morning." Once again this phrase is used almost solely at the office. If you 
see the same people every morning, it's acceptable to use this phrase. It can be also used 
before entering a business meeting of some kind. 

Now another phrase that can be of great use is butak hamnida (부탁 합니다). This is a phrase 
used all the time in all types of businesses or offices. This phrase is translated as "I ask a 
favor from you." In Korean culture, politeness is always well appreciated. In the context of 
business, if you ask someone to make a report for you, you can say the phrase, butak 
hamnida (부탁 합니다). Here you're actually asking for a favor, for someone to make a report 
for you. But to be polite, you say butak hamnida (부탁 합니다). After a lengthy business 
meeting and an agreement has been reached with a Korean company, you can say butak 
hamnida (부탁 합니다). The favor you're asking here is for the future to be a good relationship, 
good business, and all that jazz. You say it at the end to be polite. 

The first word of this phrase is butak (부탁), which means favor. After that is hamnida (합니다), 
which means "do." Altogether the phrase literally means "favor, do." This is translated as "I ask 
a favor from you" ("I" and "you" are inferred). 

Our last phrase is sugo haesseumnida (수고 했습니다). This phrase is translated as "you've 
worked hard." This phrase is used at the end of the day. When you're leaving the office, or 
you've ending a meeting. You can say sugo hasseumnida (수고 했습니다). This basically tells 
everyone "good job." It's used when you've worked with someone, and the job you've done is 
now finished. It tells everyone that you've appreciated their work. The first part of the phrase is 
sugo (수고), which means "efforts, or troubles." The next word is hasseumnida (했습니다). This 
is "do" but in the past tense, "did." So literally it means "efforts, did." This is translated as 
"you've worked hard" or "good job." 
These phrases will definitely score you some points as politeness is well appreciated. Even if 
you've bought out a company, and you add in butak hamnida (부탁 합니다), this gives off the 
impression that you're a polite person. If you're the boss and you're working your employees 
really hard, and at the end of the day you say sugo haesseumnida (수고 했습니다), when 
they're leaving the office, it gives off the impression that you're a kind and appreciative boss. 
These phrases may not improve business per se, but they will definitely improve how other 
people see you. People all over the world would much rather do business with polite people, 
than with rude. And this is no different in Korea. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip #1 

If you're ever in a business meeting in Korea, most likely you will be offered a drink at the start 
of your meeting. Even if you aren't thirsty, it's correct etiquette to accept the drink. Turning the 
drink down is not necessarily a sign of rudeness. But accepting the drink and not drinking it is 
much better than refusing it outright. This is because you are letting the other party be 
hospitable. Refusing hospitality can be seen as impolite and unappreciative. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 이메일 주소는 뭐예요?

2. 집 주소는 뭐예요?

3. 전화번호는 뭐예요?

ROMANIZATION

1. Imeil juso-neun mwo-yeyo?

2. Jip juso-neun mwo-yeyo?

3. Jeonhwa-beonho-neun mwo-yeyo?

ENGLISH

1. What's your e-mail address?

2. What's your home address?

3. What's your phone number?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class

이메일 imeil email noun

주소 juso address noun
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집 jip home noun

전화번호 jeonhwabeonho phone number noun

뭐예요? mwo-yeyo What is it? What? expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

너 이메일 주소 알려줄래?
i meil juso alryeojulrae? 
"Can you tell me your e-mail address?"

주소를 알려 주세요.
jusoreul alryeo juseyo. 
"Please tell me the address."

저는 아직 집에 있어요.
jeoneun ajik jibe isseoyo. 
"I am still at home."

유진 씨 전화번호 있어요?
yujin ssi jeonhwabeonho isseoyo? 
"Do you have Yujin's phone number?"

전화번호가 뭡니까?
jeonhwabeonho-ga mwomnikka. 
"What's your phone number?"

이거 뭐예요?
igeo mwo-yeyo? 
"What is this?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

GRAMMAR

Language Tip

 

When you're in Korea, hopefully you'll make tons of great friends. Koreans are generally very 
good at keeping in touch with friends. A lot of Koreans even keep in touch with elementary 
school friends! So hopefully you'll make some life long friends during your trip to Korea. But to 
do that, you'll need to get their contact information.
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So let's start by asking for their e-mail address. Korea is one of the most Internet-savvy places 
in the world, so e-mail is probably the best way to keep in touch. "What's your e-mail 
address?" in Korean is imeil juso-neun mwo-yeyo? (이메일 주소는 뭐예요?). The first part imeil (
이메일), as you've probably guessed, is "e-mail." What comes after that is juso (주소), which 
means "address." This is immediately followed by neun (는), a topic marking particle. The last 
part of the phrase starts with mwo (뭐). This means "what." And lastly is yeyo (예 요), which 
means "is." So literally the phrase we have is "e-mail, address, what, is." This is translated as 
"What is your e-mail address."

Maybe some of you prefer the traditional way of keeping in touch. Sending packages, 
postcards, and letters can be very personal. So let's ask what their home address is. This 
phrase in Korean is jip juseo-neun mwo-yeyo? (집 주소는 뭐예요?). This phrase is almost 
identical to the first phrase, but the only difference is we've replaced i-meil (이메일) with jip (집
). In English, this means we replaced "e-mail" with "home." So literally the phrase we have is 
"home, address, what, is." This is translated as "What is your home address?"

Lastly, there's no better way to say "How are you?" than to talk directly with your friend. So 
let's go over, "What's your phone number?" This in Korean is jeonhwabeonho-ga mwo-yeyo (
전화번호가 뭐예요?). The first word is jeonhwa (전화), which means "phone." The next part of 
the phrase is beonho (번호), which means "number." And this is immediately followed by ga, 
the subject marking particle. Lastly we have mwo-yeyo (뭐예요), which once again means 
"what, is." Literally the phrase is "phone, number, what, is."

If you want to know anything else you can simply say (something) mwo-yeyo? This is literally 
"(something), what, is?"

Koreans take their friendships seriously, and always make sure to keep in contact with much 
prudence. Many Koreans will take the initiative and be the ones e-mailing, calling, and 
writing. Of course it's a matter of individuals, but in my experience, I've seen many Koreans 
always putting in the effort to keep in touch with friends that are far away. I kept in touch with a 
very good friend of mine through MSN Messenger. We met only a couple of times, three or 
four times in the span of a summer. But we kept e-mailing and chatting online. And before I 
knew it, we became pretty good friends. Hopefully, you'll have a chance to do the same.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1
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The best way to keep in touch with Koreans is the Internet. Everyone uses the Internet in 
Korea. So getting their e-mail addresses can be quite vital to a lasting friendship. However, 
chatting is also a popular way to keep in touch. There are a number of instant messaging 
programs used in Korea. MSN Messenger was quite popular before. But the last couple of 
years, NateOn Messenger has surpassed MSN as the number one instant messaging 
program in South Korea. NateOn Messenger is geared towards Koreans, and is not really 
known internationally. Many Koreans will have both an MSN Messenger ID as well as a 
NateOn Messenger ID.

For more on NateOn, visit their website, or for English, click here.
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 서비스 주세요.

ROMANIZATION

1. Seobiseu juseyo.

ENGLISH

1. Give me something for free.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

서비스 seobiseu
(literally)something extra 

giving by a business

주세요 juseyo Please give me.

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이것은 서비스입니다.
Igeoseun seobiseu-imnida. 
"This is on the house."

참치 김밥 주세요.
chamchi gimbab juseyo. 
"Please give me tuna Kimbap."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 
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When in Korea, you may find yourself at a bar or restaurant quite often. The food is good, the 
drinks are cheap, and you're having an overall good time. If you run out of money, however, 
your night may end. In today's lesson we'll go over a phrase that may extend your night by 
one more drink! 

When at a bar or restaurant in Korea, there's a phrase that may be used to obtain free things. 
Whether it be a free snack or a free drink, you have the ability to ask for it! Asking never hurts. 
And as everyone loves free things, you'll want to learn today's phrase! 

Today's phrase is seobiseu juseyo (서비스 주세요). The first word of the phrase is seobiseu (서
비스). This word is taken from the English word "service." The word has evolved from the 
English meaning to mean something that is usually paid for, but is free. We'll get into a little 
more detail soon. The second half of the phrase is juseyo (주세요), which means "give" or 
"please." In this context the meaning is closer to "give." So literally we have "service, give." I 
guess it can be interpreted as "give me something for free." 

Seobiseu (서비스) in Korean has evolved from its English counterpart, "service." It has 
evolved to mean something that is free. This is typically heard in bars and restaurants. It may 
be a bit difficult to come across in other places of businesses, such as clothing stores, 
electronic shops, and department stores. For some reason bar owners are more willing to 
give free alcohol than store owners are willing to give their merchandise for free. My guess is, 
more alcohol = more spending. There are a number of different ways to improve your 
chances of receiving seobiseu (서비스) as well. Check out Quick Tip #1 for more on that! 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

There are several methods by which you can elicit a business to give you "service." One of 
the things is to get close with the staff or the owner. If you're a regular customer and you get 
chummy with the staff or owner of the business, they will be more likely to give you free things. 
Another way to elicit free items is to come into the business with tons of people. The more 
money you spend, the higher your chances of receiving service. The logic behind this is 
because the more people see that the business is willing to provide "service," the more other 
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people will know about the business through their friends. And the last method is a 
guaranteed way to get free things. If the staff has messed something up. If they messed up 
your order, spilled coffee on your shirt, or just simply forgot to bring you your food and or 
drinks, you can ask for service. If they don't do their job properly, it's almost understood that 
they are supposed to give you some service. They just may need a little eliciting. 

Quick Tip #2 

 

Chain restaurants and stores are less willing to give free items. They do it on occasion, 
especially if they don't do their job properly. But the best places to go for this is small 
businesses. This is because their customer base is quite small. They believe that if they give 
some service, that the customers will come back again, thus improving business. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 축하합니다.

2. 생일 축하합니다.

ROMANIZATION

1. Chukhahamnida.

2. Saeng-il chukahamnida.

ENGLISH

1. Congratulations.

2. Happy birthday.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English

축하하다 chukahada to celebrate, to congratulate

생일 saengil birthday

생일 축하합니다. saeng-il chukahamnida. happy birthday.

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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승진 축하해!
seungjin chukhahae! 
"Congratulations on your promotion."

오늘 내 생일인데, 선물 없어?
oneul nae saeng-il-inde, seonmul eopseo? 
"Today's my birthday. Any present for me?"

생일 축하해요.
saeng-il chukahaeyo. 
"Happy birthday."

GRAMMAR

Language Tip 

 

In today's lesson, we'll go over a phrase for any joyous occasion. Whether it be a graduation, 
a wedding, a college acceptance letter, or maybe even something as simple as a birthday. If 
there's any reason to celebrate, there's reason to say "Congratulations." 

In today's lesson, we'll go over a phrase that can be used anytime there's reason to celebrate. 
Your friend got into college, your sister just had a new baby, your father just published a book, 
your professor got engaged, or maybe you've finished all sixty lessons of these Survival 
Phrases! What do these events all have in common? All of these occasions call for the song, 
"Celebrate good times come on!" Just kidding. Times like these call for the phrase 
chukhahamnida (축하합니다), or in English, "Congratulations." The first half of this phrase 
chukha (축하) means "congratulations," or "celebrations." The second half of the phrase 
hamnida (합니다), literally means "do." So the phrase literally means "celebrations, do." When 
translated, it means "Congratulations." 

In English, we tend to say "Happy Birthday" for someone's birthday. In Korean, we use 
"Congratulations." Actually, we don't just say it, we sing it! Saengil chukhahamnida, saengil 
chukhahamida. The first part of this is saengil (생일), which means "birthday." And the second 
half of this, as we mentioned, means "Congratulations." What this literally means is "birthday, 
congratulations." 

Now as age plays an important role in Korean society, there's something that should be 
addressed. Everyone in Korea says they are one year older than they actually are. That's 
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because they count the nine months you were in your mother's womb to be one year of your 
life. So if you're 25, in Korea you'll be 26. This is called Korean age. 

Also, people tend to group themselves according to age, and the year they were born. So if 
you were born in 1978, everyone will consider you part of that group. So many times people 
will ask you what year you were born, instead of what age you are. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip #1 

When telling your age, it's best to tell people what year you were born. This is what they are 
really asking for. This is so that they can group you into that year. From there they can find out 
how much older or younger you are than them. Even if you are two or three months older than 
a person, but born in a different year, they will still consider you a year older. This is because 
of the group centered mentality that everyone has. Everyone belongs to the year they are 
born. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 중요한 다섯가지 휴일은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 설날

3. 2. 추석

4. 3. 성탄절, 크리스마스

5. 4. 어린이 날

6. 5. 광복절

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most important National Holidays?

2. 1. New Year's Day

3. 2. Thanksgiving Day

4. 3. Christmas

5. 4. Children's Day

6. 5. Independence Day

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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어린이날 eorininal Children's Day noun

추석 chuseok
Chuseok (Korean 
Thanksgiving Day) noun

설날 seollal

New Year's Day 
(Lunar New Year's 

day)
noun

성탄절, 크리스마스
seongtanjeol, 

keuriseumaseu Christmas noun

광복절 gwangbokjeol Independence Day noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

저는 과자상자 선물 때문에 어린이날을 기
다렸습니다.
jeoneun gwajasangja seonmul ttaemune 
eorininareul gidaryeotsseumnida. 
"I looked forward to Children's Day 
because of the snack gift box."

어린이날에는 가족들이 롯데월드나 에버랜
드 같은 놀이공원을 방문합니다.
eorininareneun gajokdeuri rotdewoldeuna
ebeoraendeu gateun norigongwoneul
bangmunhamnida. 
"On Children's Day, families visit 
amusement parks like Lotte world or 
Everland."

추석에는 사람들이 보름달을 보며 소원을 
빕니다.
chuseogeneun saramdeuri boreumttareul bomyeo 
sowoneul bimnida. 
"On Thanksgiving day, people make 
wishes while watching the full moon."

추석 때 어디 갔어요?
chuseok ttae eodi gasseoyo? 
"Where did you go during Chuseok?"
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설날 아침에 한국 사람들은 떡국을 먹습니
다.
seollal achime hanguk saramdeureun tteokgugeul 
meokseumnida. 
"On the morning of New year's day, 
Korean people eat soup with thinly sliced 
rice cakes."

하루만 지나면 설날이야.
haruman jinamyeon seollariya. 
"Just one more day and it's New Year's 
Day."

크리스마스에는 연인과 가족들을 위한 행사
들이 많이 열립니다.
keuriseumaseueneun yeonin-gwa gajokdeureul 
uihan haengsadeuri mani yeollimnida. 
"On Christmas Day, there are many events 
for couples and families."

광복절날 오전 10시에 사람들은 묵념을 합
니다.
gwangbokjeollal rojeon 10sie saramdeureun 
mungnyeomeul hamnida. 
"At 10 a.m. on Independence Day, people 
observe a moment of silence."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. New Year's Day 

 

On New Year's Day, most Korean people gather at their eldest son's house and cook food 
together. Children bow to adults and get money as a gift for the new year. 
 

2. Thanksgiving Day 

 

On August 15th, to celebrate Thanksgiving day, people gather with their family members, 
make food together, and visit their ancestors' cemeteries to say thank you for their care for the 
year. 
 

3. Christmas 
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On Christmas day in Korea, some people donate a part of their yearly income to non-profit 
organizations for helping poor people or elderly living alone. 
 

4. Children's Day 

 

Children's Day is on May 5th. In the early 1900s, social activist and novelist Bang Jeonghwan 
suggested celebrating Children's Day and respecting their rights. 
 

5. Independence Day 

 

Korean Independence Day is August 15th, and many people hang a flag to commemorate the 
independence of the Korean government from Japanese rule. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1.

한국에서 가장 인기있는 다섯가지 음식은 무엇일까요?

2.

1. 김치

3.

2. 삼겹살

4.

3. 흰 쌀밥

5.

4. 라면

6.

5. 양념치킨

ENGLISH

1.

What are the most popular foods in South Korea?

2.

1. Kimchi, a general name for pickled vegetables seasoned with spices and condiments

3.

2. Samgyeopsal, grilled pork belly

4.

3. Steamed white rice

5.

4. Instant noodles

6.

5. Fried chicken with spicy sauce

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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김치
gimchi Kimchi noun

흰 쌀밥
huin ssalbap steamed white rice noun

삼겹살
samgyupsal

samgyeopsal, grilled 

pork belly (3 layered 

fat pork - variety of 

Korean barbeque)

noun

양념치킨
yangnyeomchikin

fried chicken with 

spicy sauce

noun

라면
ra-myeon instant noodles noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

한국에는 다양한 종류의 김치가 있습니다.
hanguge gamyeon dayanghan jongryu-e 

gimchiga isseumnida.

 

"In Korea, there are various types of 

Kimchi."

최근에는 포장 김치를 사는 사람들이 많아
졌습니다.
choegeuneneun pojang gimchireul saneun 

saramdeuri manajyeotseumnida.

 

"More people are buying packaged Kimchi 

these days."

저는 안 매운 김치가 좋아요.
jeoneun an maeun gimchiga joayo.

 

"I like Kimchi that's not very spicy."

흰 쌀밥의 가격은 천원 정도로, 어느 식당에
서나 쉽게 주문할 수 있습니다.
huin ssalbabui gagyeogeun cheonwon 

jeongdoro, eoneu sikdangeseona swipge 

jumunhal su itseumnida.

 

"Steamed white rice costs around 1,000 

won, and you can easily order it at any 

restaurant."
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대부분의 사람들은 삼겹살을 먹을 때 맥주
보다 소주를 주문합니다.
daebubunui saramdeureun samgyeopsareul 

meogeul ttae maekjuboda sojureul 

jumunhamnida.

 

"Most people order soju instead of beer 

when eating samgyeopsal."

삼겹살 너무 맛있게 먹었어요.
samgyeopsal neomu masitge meogeosseoyo.

 

"The samgyeopsal was so delicious."

한국의 도시에서는 24시간 언제나 전화를 
해서 양념치킨을 주문할 수 있습니다.
hangugui dosieseoneun 24sigan eonjena 

jeonhwareul haeseo yangnyeomchikineul 

jumunhal su itseumnida.

 

"In Korean cities, you can make a phone 

call and order fried chicken with spicy 

sauce 24/7."

어느 편의점에서나 라면을 앉아서 먹을 수 
있는 공간이 있습니다.
eoneu pyeonuijeomeseona ramyeoneul anjaseo 

meogeul su inneun gonggani itseumnida.

 

"At any convenience store, there's a place 

where you can sit and eat spicy noodles."

1주일 동안 매일 라면을 먹었어요.
il-juil dong-an maeil ramyeoneul meogeosseoyo.

 

"I ate Ramyeon (instant noodles) every day for one week."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Kimchi 

 

In the past, Koreans gathered at one of the big houses in their town and made Kimchi 

together. After it was finished, men put it in pots and buried it so that they could store it without 

it spoiling. 

 

2. Samgyeopsal 
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Samgyeopsal is the most popular food to eat when dining out at Korean restaurants. The dish 

is grilled pork belly wrapped in lettuce leaves and eaten with spicy hot pepper paste or 

ssamjang. 

 

3. Steamed white rice 

 

You can find a bowl of steamed white rice on almost every Korean table. 

 

4. Instant noodles 

 

Most instant noodles are spicy in Korea because Korean people love spicy foods. 

 

5. Fried chicken with spicy sauce 

 

Koreans often go to Western-style bars to watch soccer games and eat fried chicken with 

spicy sauce. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1.

한국에서 가장 인기있는 다섯가지 음료는 무엇일까요?

2.

1. 막걸리

3.

2. 소주

4.

3. 맥주

5.

4. 삼다수

6.

5. 보리차

ENGLISH

1.

What are the five most popular beverages in South Korea?

2.

1. Makgeolli, Korean rice wine

3.

2. Soju, Korean distilled beverage

4.

3. Beer

5.

4. Samdasu, water from Jeju island

6.

5. Boricha, roasted barley tea

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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소주
soju

Soju, Korean 

distilled beverage

noun

맥주
maekju beer noun

막걸리
makgeolli

makgeolli, Korean 

rice wine (undistilled 

rice wine)

noun

보리차
boricha

boricha, roasted 

barley tea

noun

삼다수
samdasu

samdasu, water from 

Jeju island

noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

알코올 도수가 높은 소주가 필요할 때에는 
뚜껑이 빨간 소주를 주문하면 됩니다.
alkool dosuga nopeun sojuga piryohal ttaeeneun 

ttukkeongi ppalgan sojureul jumunhamyeon 

doemnida.

 

"When you need Soju with a higher 

alcohol percentage, you can order one 

with a red cap."

맥주보다 소주가 싸요.
Maekjjuboda sojuga ssayo.

 

"Soju is cheaper than beer."

한국 사람들은 술집에서 맥주를 마실 때, 김
이나 마른오징어를 함께 먹습니다.
hanguk saramdeureun suljjibeseo maekjjureul 

masil ttae, gimina mareunojingeoreul hamkke 

meoksseumnida.

 

"When Korean people drink beer at a bar, 

they eat dried seaweed or squid together 

with it."

맥주를 좋아해요!
maekjureul joahaeyo!

 

"I love beer!"
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최근에는 쌀 막걸리뿐 아니라 딸기나 포도, 
키위로 만든 과일 막걸리도 인기가 많습니
다.
choegeuneneun ssal makgeollippun anira ttalgina 

podo, kiwiro mandeun gwail makgeollido ingiga 

mansseumnida.

 

"These days, not only rice makgeolli is 

popular but also fruit makgeolli made of 

strawberry, grape and kiwi."

막걸리와 파전은 잘 어울린다.
makgeolliwa pajeoneun jal eoullinda.

 

"Makgeoli and Pageon are the best 

combination."

여름에 목이 마를 때에는 보리차에 얼음을 
넣어서 마십니다.
yeoreume mogi mareul ttaeeneun borichae 

eoreumeul neoeoseo masimnida.

 

"In summer, you can put ice into roasted 

barley tea and drink it."

제주 삼다수는 한국에서 가장 인기가 많은 
생수 브랜드입니다.
jeju samdasuneun hangugeseo gajang ingiga 

maneun saengsu beuraendeuimnida.

 

"Jeju Samdasu is the most popular bottled 

water brand in Korea."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Makgeolli, Korean rice wine 

 

In the past, farmers used to drink Makgeolli with Kimchi during lunch time in Korea. 

 

2. Soju, Korean distilled beverage 

 

When ordering Soju, you will be asked to pick a brand name. You can find more than ten 

different types of Soju with different alcohol percentages between 19 and 25, and different 

levels of sweetness. 

 

3. Beer 
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When Koreans have a gathering in the evening, they usually have soju with samgyeopsal at 

the restaurant and then move to the bar to drink beer. Since it's weaker than soju, they think of 

it as a drink for taking a break before and after having soju. 

 

4. Samdasu, water from Jeju island 

 

The water from Jeju island, which is sold under the Samdasoo brand name, is considered to 

be the cleanest water in Korea. Tap water in Korea is not usually clean enough to drink. 

 

5. Boricha, roasted barley tea 

 

Although roasted barley tea started as a solution for having water that was clean enough to 

drink, today it is popular for its taste and the way it moisturizes the skin. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기있는 다섯가지 가정음식은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 불고기

3. 2. 김치 볶음밥

4. 3. 김밥

5. 4. 순두부찌개

6. 5. 김치찌개

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most popular home-cooked meals in South Korea?

2. 1. Bulgogi, grilled marinated meat

3. 2. Fried rice with Kimchi

4. 3. Gimbap, steamed white rice rolled with vegetables and seaweed

5. 4. Spicy tofu stew

6. 5. Kimchi stew

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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김밥 gimbap

gimbap, steamed 
white rice rolled with 

vegetables and 
seaweed

noun

불고기 bulgogi
Bulgogi, grilled 
marinated meat noun

김치찌개 gimchijjiae kimchi stew noun

김치볶음밥 gimchibokkeumbap fried rice with Kimchi noun

순두부찌개 sundubujjigae spicy tofu stew noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

학교에서 소풍을 가는 날 아침에는, 어머니
들이 아이들을 위해서 김밥을 만듭니다.
hakgyoeseo sopungeul ganeun nal 
achimeneun,eomeonideuri aideureul wihaeseo 
gimbabeul mandeumnida. 
"On the morning of a school picnic, 
mothers make Gimbap for their kids."

많은 외국인들이 고추장으로 양념이 된 불
고기를 좋아합니다.
maneun oegugindeuri gochujangeuro 
yangnyeomi doen bulgogireul joahamnida. 
"Many foreigners like bulgogi seasoned 
with hot red pepper sauce."

불고기 먹고 싶어요!
bulgogi meokgo sipeoyo! 
"I want to eat Korean barbecue!"

김치찌개는 돼지고기를 함께 넣고 끓이면 
더욱 맛있습니다.
gimchijjigaeneun dwaejigogireul hamkke neoko 
kkeurimyeon deouk mannitseumnida. 
"Kimchi soup can be more delicious if you 
add pork and boil it together."
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김치찌개 좋아해요?
gimchi jjigae joahaeyo? 
"Do you like Kimchi stew?"

김치볶음밥은 차가운 콩나물국과 함께 먹으
면 더 맛있습니다.
gimchibokkeumbabeun chagaun 
kongnamulgukgwa hamkke meogeumyeon deo 
masitseumnida. 
"Fried rice with Kimchi is more delicious if 
you eat it with cold soup with bean 
sprouts."

순두부찌개에는 조개와 파, 고추가루가 들어갑니다.
sundubujjigaeeneun jogaewa pa, gochugaruga deureogamnida. 
"Spicy tofu stew includes clams, green onions and red pepper powder."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Bulgogi, grilled marinated meat 

 

Bulgogi, which is one popular non-spicy Korean dish, is made with sugar, soy sauce, garlic 
and pear sauce, and roasted pork or beef. 
 

2. Fried rice with Kimchi 

 

One of the easiest Korean dishes to make is fried rice and kimchi. 
 

3. Gimbap, steamed white rice rolled with vegetables and seaweed 

 

Gimbap is made by placing steamed white rice, carrots, spinach, and pickled radish on a 
sheet of seaweed, and rolling it up. You can also add sliced ham or tuna if you wish. 
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4. spicy tofu stew 

 

Soondubu means soft tofu in Korean. The soup in the stew is spicy but the soft tofu is just soft 
and not spicy at all. 
 

5. Kimchi stew 

 

Kimchi stew is made by putting Kimchi and hot pepper sauce together with pork belly and 
some vegetables. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기있는 다섯가지 과자와 후식은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 초코파이

3. 2. 송편

4. 3. 팥빙수

5. 4. 식혜

6. 5. 수정과

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most popular sweets and desserts in South Korea?

2. 1. Choco-pie, a Korean snack brand

3. 2. Songpeyon, rice cake with sesame and glutinous rice

4. 3. Patbingsu, red bean sherbet

5. 4. Sikhye, fermented rice punch

6. 5. Sujeonggwa, fruit punch with dried persimmons

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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식혜 sikhye
Sikhye, fermented 

rice punch noun

초코파이 chokopai
choco-pie, a Korean 

snack brand noun

팥빙수 patbingsu
Patbingsu, red bean 

sherbet noun

송편 songpyeon

Songpeyon, rice 
cake with sesame 
and glutinous rice

noun

수정과 sujeonggwa

Sujeonggwa, fruit 
punch with dried 

persimmons
noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

식혜는 만드는데 시간이 오래 걸려서, 요즘
에는 간단하게 캔 식혜를 사마십니다.
sikhyeneun mandeuneunde sigani orae 
geollyeoseo, yojeumeneun gandanhage kaen 
sikhyereul samasimnida. 
"It takes a lot of time to make fermented 
rice punch, so people simply buy and 
drink canned sikye these days."

한국의 초코파이는 러시아와 중국에서 특
히 인기가 높습니다.
hangugui chokopaineun leosiawa junggugeseo 
teukhi ingiga nopseumnida. 
"Korean Choco-Pie is especially popular 
in Russia and China."

여름에는 거의 모든 커피숍에서 팥빙수를 
판매합니다.
yeoreumeneun geoui modeun keopisyobeseo 
patbingsureul panmaehamnida. 
"In summer, almost every coffee shop sells 
red bean sherbets."

추석에는 가족들이 모두 모여서 송편과 고
기전을 먹습니다.
chuseogeneun gajokdeuri modu moyeoseo 
songpyeongwa gogijeoneul meokseumnida. 
"On Thanksgiving Day, families gather and 
eat Songpyeon and pan-fried beef."
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우리 가족은 모두 함께 송편을 만들었습니
다.
uri gajokeun modu hamkke songpyeoneul 
mandeureotsseumnida. 
"Our family made Songpyeon all together."

식당에서 삼겹살을 먹은 뒤에는 후식으로 
수정과가 나옵니다.
sikdangeseo samgyeopsareul meogeun 
dwieneun husigeuro sujeonggwaga naomnida. 
"After having Samgyeopsal at a restaurant, 
sujeonggwa comes as a dessert."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Choco-pie, a Korean snack brand 

 

Choco-pie, which is marshmallow between two chocolate cakes, is one of the most popular 
snacks in Korea. Although there are plenty of snack choices today, it was one of the few 
snacks available right after the Korean war. 
 

2. Songpeyon, rice cake with sesame and glutinous rice 

 

This dish is steamed rice-cake with red beans, chestnuts or sesame.  You must use pine 
needles when steaming the rice cakes so that they don't stick together. 
 

3. Patbingsu, red bean sherbet 

 

Red bean sherbet is the most popular summer sweet because it's very filling and helps cool 
you down. 
 

4. Sikhye, fermented rice punch 
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Sikhye is a sweet drink made with corn syrup and grains of cooked rice. Because it has rice in 
it, you can chew some of the softened rice while drinking it. 
 

5. Sujeonggwa, fruit punch with dried persimmons 

 

This sweet and spicy fruit punch is made with ginger and cinnamon. It's known to help the 
digestive process, and it's often served with pine nuts on top of it in restaurants so that you 
can drink it slowly while trying to avoid the pine nuts. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기있는 다섯가지 과일은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 사과

3. 2. 배

4. 3. 딸기

5. 4. 참외

6. 5. 토마토

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most popular fruits in South Korea?

2. 1. Apples

3. 2. Pears

4. 3. Strawberries

5. 4. Oriental melons

6. 5. Tomatoes

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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사과 sagwa apple noun

딸기 ttalgi strawberry noun

토마토 tomato tomatoes noun

배 bae pears noun

참외 chamoe oriental melons noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

추석에는 사과를 꼭 먹어야 합니다.
chuseogeneun sagwareul kkok meogeoya 
hamnida. 
"You have to eat apples on Chuseok."

대구의 여름은 다른 곳보다 더워서 사과도 
더 맛있습니다.
daeguui yeoreumeun dareun gotboda deowoseo 
sagwado deo masitseumnida. 
"The summer in Daegu is hotter than other 
cities, so their apples are more delicious."

사과를 깎고 있어요.
sagwa-reul kkakgo isseoyo. 
"I'm peeling an apple."

딸기는 일년 내내 살 수 있지만 여름에 제
일 맛이 좋다.
ttalgineun illyeon naenae sal su itjiman yeoreume 
jeil masi jota. 
"You can buy strawberries all year round, 
but they taste best in summer."

옛날에는 딸기를 봄에만 먹을 수 있었습니
다.
yennareneun ttalgireul bomeman meogeul su 
iseotseumnida. 
"In the old days, you could eat 
strawberries only in the spring.”

한국에서는 딸기가 올려진 생크림 케이크
가 생일 케이크로 인기가 많습니다.
hangugeseoneun ttalgiga ollyeojin saengkeurim 
keikeuga saengil keikeuro ingiga mansseumnida. 
"In Korea, cream cakes with strawberries 
are popular as birthday cakes."
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딸기 주스를 마셨어요.
ttalgi juseureul masyeosseoyo. 
"I drank strawberry juice."

한국에서는 요리가 아닌 디저트나 쥬스를 
만들 때 토마토를 더 자주 사용합니다.
hangugeseoneun yoriga anin dijeoteuna 
jyuseureul mandeul ttae tomatoreul deo jaju 
sayonghamnida. 
"In Korea, tomatoes are used more often 
for desserts or juices, not foods."

토마토 주스 한 잔 주세요.
Tomato juseu han jan juseyo 
"Please give me a cup of tomato juice."

나주 배는 단 맛으로 유명해서 추석에 사람
들이 선물로 주고받습니다.
naju baeneun dan maseuro yumyeonghaeseo 
chuseoge saramdeuri seonmullo 
jugobatseumnida. 
"Pears from Naju city are popular for their 
sweet taste, so people exchange them as 
gifts on Thanksgiving Day."

참외를 손으로 먹으면 안에서 나온 과즙 때문에 손이 끈적끈적해집니다.
chamoereul soneuro meogeumyeon aneseo naon gwajeup ttaemune soni 
kkeunjeokkkeunjeokhaejimnida. 
"If you eat oriental melons with your hands, they will get sticky because of the juice."

HANJA VOCABULARY

Word Hanja Meaning Compound Examples

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Apples 

 

Koreans often eat apples in the morning because they believe they will help keep your skin 
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clean, make you look younger, and help you stay in good shape. 
 

2. Pears 

 

Korean pears are round and brown. In the past, people used pears as a sweetener, so today 
you can still find pear sauces used in Korean dishes. 
 

3. Strawberries 

 

Strawberries are popular in Korea, so people also enjoy drinking Soju with strawberries. 
 

4. Oriental melons 

 

Chamoe or Oritental melons taste like green melons, but they are white and less sweet. 
 

5. Tomatoes 

 

The tomato is considered to be a fruit in Korea, so people put sugar on it. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기 있는 다섯가지 야채는 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 파

3. 2. 당근

4. 3. 오이

5. 4. 호박

6. 5. 배추

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most popular vegetables in South Korea?

2. 1. Green onion

3. 2. Carrot

4. 3. Cucumber

5. 4. Pumpkin

6. 5. Chinese cabbage
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호박 hobak pumpkin noun

배추 baechu Chinese cabbage noun

파 pa green onion noun

오이 oi cucumber noun

당근 danggeun carrot noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

시골에 가면 호박죽이나 전을 만들기 위해
서 사람들이 밖에서 호박을 말리는 모습을 
쉽게 볼 수 있습니다.
sigore gamyeon hobakjugina jeoneul mandeulgi 
wihaeseo saramdeuri bakkeseo hobageul 
mallineun moseubeul swipge bol su itseumnida. 
"In the countryside, people dry pumpkins 
inside the house to make pumpkin soup or 
pancakes with. "

‘포기'는 배추를 셀 때 사용하는 단위명사입
니다.
"Pogi"neun baechureul sel ttae sayonghaneun 
danwimyeongsaimnida. 
"‘Pogi’ is the counting unit for Chinese 
cabbages in Korean."

파는 부침개를 만들 때 쓰입니다.
paneun buchimgaereul mandeul ttae sseuimnida. 
"Green onions are added to Korean 
pancakes called ‘buchimjae’."

여름에 등산을 가는 한국 사람들은 수분섭
취를 위해 오이를 가져갑니다.
yeoreume deungsaneul ganeun hanguk 
saramdeureun subunseopchwireul wihae oireul 
gajyeogamnida. 
"Korean people hiking in the summer 
season take cucumbers along to increase 
their fluid intake."

오이가 싱싱해요.
oi-ga singsinghaeyo. 
"These cucumbers are fresh."

아이들은 당근을 싫어합니다.
aideureun danggeuneul sireohamnida. 
"Kids do not like carrots."
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당근은 잡채와 같은 면 요리에 주로 사용합
니다.
danggeuneun japchaewa gateun myeon yorie 
juro sayonghamnida. 
"Carrots are mostly used for making 
noodles including ‘Jabchae’, a Korean 
dish made from sweet potato noodles."

당근 맛없어.
danggeun mateopsseo. 
“Carrots are not delicious.”

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Green onion 

 

Green onion is the most popular vegetable used in Korean soup. Not only does it add flavor, it 
also makes them look better because it adds white and green to soups with red hot pepper 
sauce. 

2. Carrot 

 

Carrots are mostly used in juices in South Korea. They have more Vitamin A than other 
vegetables, so people eat them to help promote better vision. Also, Dang-geun, the Korean 
word for "carrot," sounds like the phrase that means "Of course," so people say the word when 
they agree with something. 

3. Cucumber 

 

You can find more Korean foods that use cucumbers in Summer, because they have plenty of 
water inside them. Also for that reason, Korean women put sliced cucumbers on their skin to 
keep it moisturized, instead of using face masks. 

4. Pumpkin 
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Pumpkin is known to help blood circulation, so people take pumpkin soup as a gift for ladies 
who just gave birth. In Summer, people make side dishes with ae-hobak, which literally 
means "baby pumpkins," but also means "zucchini" in English. 

5. Chinese cabbage 

 

In the past, people could easily get Chinese cabbage from yards or farms, so it became the 
most popular ingredient for making Kimchi. Since nearly every Korean person eats Kimchi 
every day, the price of Chinese cabbage is considered a major factor of the consumer price 
index. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1.

한국에서 가장 인기있는 다섯가지 먹거리 기념품은 무엇일까요?

2.

1. 김

3.

2. 고려인삼

4.

3. 홍삼정

5.

4. 홍초

6.

5. 유과

ENGLISH

1.

What are the five most popular food souvenirs in South Korea?

2.

1. Edible seaweed

3.

2. Korean ginseng

4.

3. Red ginseng extract

5.

4. Red vinegar beverage

6.

5. Deep fried flour cookies

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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김
gim edible seaweed noun

고려인삼
goryeoinsam Korean ginseng noun

홍삼정
hongsamjeong red ginseng extract noun

홍초
hongcho red vinegar beverage noun

유과
yugwa

deep fried flour 

cookies

noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

한국사람들은 마른김을 기름에 굽고 소금
에 간을 맞춰 먹습니다.
hanguksaramdeureun mareungimeul gireume 

gupgo sogeume ganeul matchwo 

meokseumnida.

 

"Koreans eat dried seaweed grilled with 

oil and seasoned with salt."

고려인삼은 여러 가지 의학적 효능이 있어
서 불로장생의 영약이라고도 불립니다.
goryeoinsameun yeoreo gaji uihakjeok hyoneungi 

iseoseo bullojangsaengui yeongyagiragodo 

bullimnida.

 

"Korean ginseng has a lot of medical 

benefits, and is even called the elixir of 

life."

한국에서는 홍삼정은 어르신들에게 좋은 선
물로 알려져있습니다.
hangugeseoneun hongsamjeongeun 

eoreusindeurege joeun seonmullo 

allyeojyeoitseumnida.

 

"Red ginseng extract is thought to be a 

good present to give to seniors in Korea."

홍초 칵테일이나 홍초 불닭 등 한국에서는 
홍초를 식재료로 사용합니다.
hongcho kakteirina hongcho buldak deung 

hangugeseoneun hongchoreul sikjaeryoro 

sayonghamnida.

 

"Red vinegar is used as an ingredient for 

drinks such as red vinegar cocktails, or 

foods such as a spicy chicken dish 

seasoned with red vinegar."

과거 한국의 양반들은 차와 함께 유과를 즐겨 먹었습니다.
gwageo hangugui yangbandeureun chawa hamkke yugwareul jeulgyeo meogeotseumnida.

 

"Noblemen in Korea enjoyed deep fried flour cookies with tea in the past."

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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1. Edible seaweed 

 

This thin, black, paper-like seaweed is a common side dish in Korea. It's generally eaten with 

rice but it can also make a great appetizer, and it goes great with beer. 

2. Korean ginseng 

 

The health benefits of Korean ginseng have been well-known since the Goryeo period. 

Recently, a variety of related products like Ginseng candy, jelly and tea have become 

available. 

3. Red ginseng extract 

 

Red ginseng extract is known for warming up the body by raising its temperature, and it's also 

effective for overcoming fatigue. The ginseng used for making this food is usually dried over a 

period of more than six years. 

4. Red vinegar beverage 

 

Hongcho became a popular diet beverage during the vinegar diet fad. Unlike raw vinegar, 

which is too sour to drink by itself, Hongcho is sweet and goes down smoothly. It's normally 

added to either milk or mineral water, depending on your taste. Many Koreans also enjoy 

Hongcho while relaxing in a dry sauna. 

5. Deep fried flour cookies 

 

Yugwa is a traditional Korean snack which originates from Jeonnam province. It is made of 

glutinous flour with either Makgeolli, traditional Korean raw rice wine, or Cheongjoo, refined 

rice wine, which is then deep-fried and baked. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기 있는 현대/전통 예술 다섯가지는 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 판소리

3. 2. 탈춤

4. 3. 부채춤

5. 4. 아이돌가수

6. 5. 서예

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most popular examples of pop and traditional culture in South Korea?

2. 1. Korean traditional music performed by a vocalist and a drummer

3. 2. Mask dance

4. 3. Fan dance

5. 4. Idol singers

6. 5. Calligraphy

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English
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판소리 pansori

Korean traditional music 
performed by a vocalist and 

a drummer

탈춤 talchum mask dance

부채춤 buchaechum fan dance

아이돌가수 aidolgasu idol singers

서예 seoye calligraphy

SAMPLE SENTENCES

판소리는 어떻게 노래를 하고 어떤 가사를 
쓰는지에 대한 정해진 형식 없이, 공연을 하
면서 소리꾼이 즉흥적으로 부릅니다.
pansorineun eotteoke noraereul hago eotteon 
gasareul sseuneunjie daehan jeonghaejin 
hyeongsik geopsi, gongyeoneul hamyeonseo 
sorikkuni jeukheungjeogeuro bureumnida. 
"Pansori doesn't have a set format for how 
to sing a song or what lyrics to use; rather 
it is improvised based on how the Pansori 
singer interprets the song on stage."

안동 하회마을에는 500년동안 전해져 내려
온 하회탈춤이 있습니다.
andong hahoemaeureneun 500nyeondongan 
jeonhaejyeo naeryeoon hahoetalchumi 
itseumnida. 
"The Hahoe Mask Dance originated 500 
years ago in Haneo village, which is 
located in the city of Andong."

부채춤에는 나비가 꽃을 찾아 날아드는 듯
한 춤 동작이 많습니다.
buchaechumeneun nabiga kkocheul chaja 
naradeuneun deutan chum dongjagi 
mansseumnida. 
"In the Korean fan dance, there are many 
dance movements which look like a 
butterfly fluttering from flower to flower."

최근 한국의 아이돌 가수들은 해외에서 많
은 인기를 얻으며 한류 열풍을 주도하고 있
습니다.
choegeun hangugui aidol gasudeureun 
haewoeeseo maneun ingireul eodeumyeo hallyu 
yeolpungeul judohago itseumnida. 
"Korean idol singers have recently 
become very popular all over the world, 
taking the lead in the Korean Wave."
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한국에서 가장 유명한 서예가는 추사 김정희입니다.
hangugeseo gajang yumyeonghan seoyeganeun chusa gimjeonghuiimnida. 
"The most famous calligrapher in Korea is Chusa Kim Jeonghee."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Korean traditional music performed by a vocalist and a drummer 

 

Pansori, which literally means "making sound with people gathered around," is a genre of 
Korean traditional music. A Pansori performance consists of one drummer and one singer, 
where the drummer provides the rhythm by drumming the beat, and also verbal sounds. 

2. Mask dance 

 

Tal is a word for traditional masks. In the past, people performed with these masks to express 
criticism and to satirize powerful people, such as those in the aristocracy or even the king, for 
their tyranny. 

3. Fan dance 

 

This is a creative dance created by the artist Kim Baek-bong in 1954. It's performed by a 
group of women wearing the Korean Hanbok—an item of traditional dress—and holding 
colorful fans in both hands. 

4. Idol singers 

 

Idol usually refers to singers who make their debuts when they are teenagers. Very few of 
those who make it through the years of training involved in actually join a singing group, and 
almost all popular Korean idol groups, such as Girls' Generation, Big Bang, and 2p.m., are the 
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result of this process. 

5. Calligraphy 

 

These days, calligraphy is becoming trendy in typography so calligraphy-style texts are often 
seen in advertisements and modern art in Korea. Traditionally, a brush and an ink stick have 
been the most important materials needed for this artistic form of writing. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기 있는 다섯가지 전통의상은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 한복

3. 2. 색동 저고리

4. 3. 삿갓

5. 4. 비녀

6. 5. 버선

ENGLISH

1. What are the five best known items traditional clothing in South Korea?

2. 1. Traditional Korean dress

3. 2. Traditional Korean jacket with multi-colored sleeves

4. 3. A bamboo hat

5. 4. A rod-like hairpin

6. 5. Korean socks

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English
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한복 hanbok traditional Korean dress

색동 저고리 saekdong jeogori
traditional Korean jacket 

with multi-colored sleeves

삿갓 satgat a bamboo hat

비녀 binyeo a rod-like hairpin

버선 beoseon Korean socks

SAMPLE SENTENCES

최근 한복은 특별한 날에 입는 옷으로 생각
되어 주로 명절에만 입습니다.
choegeun hanbogeun teukbyeolhan nare imneun 
oseuro saenggakdoeeo juro myeongjeoreman 
ipseumnida. 
"Hanbok is considered special clothing 
these days, so Koreans only wear them on 
national holidays."

색동저고리 소매는 원하는 색의 조합으로 
선택할 수 있습니다.
saekdongjeogori somaeneun wonhaneun saegui 
johabeuro seontaekhal su itseumnida. 
"You can choose from a variety of 
combinations of colors for the sleeves of 
the ‘Saekdong Jeogori.’"

많은 한국인들은 '삿갓'이라는 단어를 접했
을 때 '김삿갓'이라는 조선시대의 유명한 풍
류시인을 떠올립니다.
maneun hangugindeureun 'satgat'iraneun 
daneoreul jeopaeseul ttae 'gimsatgat'iraneun 
joseonsidaeui yumyeonghan pungnyusiineul 
tteoollimnida. 
"When Koreans hear the word, 'Satgat', 
they immediately think of 'Kim Satgat', a 
famous satirist and poet who lived a 
nomadic life during the Joseon Dynasty 
period."

옛날에 결혼한 여자들은 비녀를 머리 장신
구로 사용했습니다.
yennare gyeolhonhan yeojadeureun binyeoreul 
meori jangsinguro sayonghaetseumnida. 
"A long time ago, married women used 
‘binyeo’ as hair ornaments."

버선은 신고 벗기가 어렵지만 따뜻하고 편합니다.
beoseoneun singo beotgiga eoryeopjiman ttatteutago pyeonhamnida. 
"Beoseon are hard to put on and take off, but are very warm and comfortable."
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CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Traditional Korean dress  

 

Hanbok is a traditional Korean dress which is beautifully designed with vivid colors, and 
known for its distinctively wide sleeves and free-flowing skirts. These days, newer designs of 
the Hanbok mix traditional styles with western fashion, so you may see more people on the 
streets wearing what looks like a simplified or casual Hanbok. 

2. Traditional Korean jacket with multi-colored sleeves 

 

This is a Korean traditional jacket with multi-colored sleeves. It is mostly worn by brides or by 
young children, especially young girls, who wear it on their first birthday or on national 
holidays. 

3. Bamboo hat 

 

In the past, this conical-shaped bamboo hat was commonly worn by Buddhist monks or 
farmers in order to protect themselves from the rain or the sun. But these days, people hang it 
on the wall for decoration. 

4. A rod-like hairpin 

 

Binyeo is a traditional hair ornament for women. It can be used as a pin to keep a woman's 
chignon in place, as well as a beautiful decoration or jewel for their hair. 

5. Korean socks 

 

Beoseon look like the socks of today, but with pointed toes. They are worn with Hanbok, 
which is Korean traditional dress. While fancy Beoseon with decorations and colors can be 
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seen nowadays, plain white Beoseon were the most common in the past, regardless of social 
class. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 유명한 다섯명의 역사적인 인물은 누구일까요?

2. 1. 세종대왕

3. 2. 이순신 장군

4. 3. 안중근 의사

5. 4. 유관순 열사

6. 5. 김대중

ENGLISH

1. Who are the five best known historical figures in South Korea?

2. 1. The Great King Sejong

3. 2. General Yi, Sunshin

4. 3. Patriot Ahn Jung-geun

5. 4. Patriot Ryu, Gwan-sun

6. 5. Kim, Dae-jung

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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세종대왕 sejongdaewang
The Great King 

Sejong noun

이순신 장군 isunsin janggun General Yi, Sunshin noun

안중근 의사 anjunggeun uisa
Patriot Ahn Jung-

geun noun

유관순 열사 yugwansun yeolsa
Patriot Ryu, Gwan-

sun noun

김대중 gimdaejung Kim, Dae-jung noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

서울 광화문 광장에는 거대한 세종대왕 동
상이 있습니다.
seoul gwanghwamun gwangjangeneun 
geodaehan sejongdaewang dongsangi 
itseumnida. 
"There is a huge bronze statue of The 
Great King Sejong in Gwanghwamun 
square in Seoul."

한국의 100원짜리 동전 뒷면에서 이순신 
장군의 모습을 볼 수 있습니다.
hangugui 100wonjjari dongjeon dwinmyeoneseo 
isunsin janggunui moseubeul bol su itseumnida. 
"There is a picture of General Yi Sunshin 
on the back of the 100 Korean won coin."

안중근 의사는 하루라도 책을 읽지 않으면 
입 속에 가시가 돋는다는 명언을 남겼습니
다.
anjunggeun uisaneun harurado chaegeul iljji 
aneumyeon ip soge gasiga donneundaneun 
myeongeoneul namgyeotseumnida. 
"Patriot Ahn Jung-geun famously said, 
“Unless one reads everyday, thorns grow 
in one’s mouth”."

조국을 위하다 숨진 유관순 열사를 기리기 
위해 천안시는 그녀의 이름을 따서 실내 경
기장의 이름을 지었습니다.
jogugeul wihada sumjin yugwansun yeolsareul 
girigi wihae cheonansineun geunyeoui ireumeul 
ttaseo sillae gyeonggijangui ireumeul 
jieotseumnida. 
"To pay respects to the soul of Ryu Gwan-
sun, who died protecting Korea, Cheonan 
City named an indoor stadium after her."
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김대중 전 대통령은 북한의 식량 부족 문제를 해결하기 위해 쌀과 비료를 지원하는 햇볕정
책을 도입하였습니다.
gimdaejung jeon daetongnyeongeun bukhanui singnyang bujok munjereul haegyeolhagi wihae ssalgwa 
biryoreul jiwonhaneun haetbyeotjeongchaegeul doipayeotseumnida. 
"Former president Kim Dae-jung launched the Sunshine Policy, which offered aid in rice 
and fertilizer to North Korea to ease severe food shortages."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. The Great King Sejong 

 

The Great King Sejong is the most respected king in Korean history. He invented Hangul, the 
Korean alphabet, for the people of the lower classes who weren't able to get enough 
education to learn Chinese characters, which were commonly used for writing in those days. 

2. General Yi, Sunshin 

 

General Yi Sunshin is considered to be one of the bravest and greatest generals in Korean 
history. He exerted great efforts to protect the Korean peninsula from the Japanese armed 
forces in 1592 by using clever tactics, designing the unbeatable battleship the Turtle Ship, 
and bringing the war to a victorious end. 

3. Patriot Ahn Jung-geun 

 

Patriot Ahn Jung-geun was an independence activist in the Period of Japanese Occupancy. 
He assassinated Ito Hirobumi, the chief instigator in the occupation of Korea, in Harbin, 
China. He was captured by the Japanese and then executed as a prisoner. 

4. Patriot Ryu, Gwan-sun 
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Patriot Ryu Gwan-sun was an independence activist in the Period of Japanese Occupancy. At 
the age of 18, she was arrested for the independence movement against Japanese 
imperialism and died in prison. 

5. Kim, Dae-jung 

 

Kim Dae-jung was the eighth president of South Korea and the first Korean to receive the 
Nobel Prize. He received the Nobel Peace Prize for his special efforts towards democracy 
and for better North-South Korean relations in the year 2000 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 흔하게 볼 수 있는 다섯가지 동물은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 개

3. 2. 고양이

4. 3. 햄스터

5. 4. 호랑이

6. 5. 소

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most common animals in South Korea?

2. 1. Dog

3. 2. Cat

4. 3. Hamster

5. 4. Tiger

6. 5. Cattle, cow

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English
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햄스터 haemseuteo hamster

개 gae dog

고양이 goyangi cat

호랑이 horang-i tiger

소 so cattle, cow

SAMPLE SENTENCES

한국에서는 햄스터를 대형마트나 애완동물
샵에서 살 수 있습니다.
hangugeseoneun haemseuteoreul 
daehyeongmateuna aewandongmulsyabeseo sal 
su itseumnida. 
"Pet hamsters can be bought at large 
discount department stores or in pet shops 
in Korea."

진돗개는 1962년에 천연기념물로 지정되
었습니다.
jindotgaeneun 1962nyeone 
cheonnyeonginyeommullo 
jijeongdoeeotseumnida. 
"The Jindo dog was designated as a 
natural treasure in 1962."

텁수룩한 개가 공을 따라 뛰어 가고 있다.
deopssurukan gaega gong-eul ttara ttuieo gago 
itda. 
"The shaggy dog is running after a ball."

저희 집에는 개가 세 마리 있어요.
jeo-hui ji-be-neun gae-ga se ma-ri i-sseo-yo. 
"In our house, we have three dogs."

조선시대 화가 변상벽은 "고양이와 참새"라
는 작품으로 유명합니다.
joseonsidae hwaga byeonsangbyeogeun raneun 
jakpumeuro yumyeonghamnida. 
"Byeon Sangbyeok, an artist in the Joseon 
Dynasty era, is famous for his work of art, 
'A cat and a sparrow'."

검은 고양이가 스크린을 가로질러 가고 있
다.
geomeun goyang-iga seukeurineul garojilreo 
gago itda. 
"The black cat is walking across the 
screen."
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한반도의 모양은 (포효하는) 호랑이를 닮았
다고 합니다.
hanbandoui moyangeun pohyohaneun 
horangireul dalmatdago hamnida. 
"It is said that the Korean peninsula looks 
like a (roaring) tiger."

동물원인데 호랑이가 없어요.
dongmulwon-inde horang-i-ga eopsseoyo. 
"This is a zoo but there's no tiger."

경상남도 진주시에서는 천년동안 이어져내
려온 소 싸움 대회가 열립니다.
gyeongsangnamdo jinjusieseoneun 
cheonnyeondongan ieojyeonaeryeoon so ssaum 
daehoega yeollimnida. 
"There is a bullfighting match which has 
been taking place for a thousand years in 
JinJu city in Gyeongsangnam-do."

저희 할아버지는 소를 키우세요.
jeoheui harabeoji-neun so-reul ki-useyo. 
"My grandfather rears cattle."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Dog 

 

Koreans have always loved having dogs as pets. Two native Korean dogs are the Jindo dog 
and the Sapsal dog. The Jindo dog is especially well-known for its loyalty to its master and its 
homing instincts. 

2. Cat 

 

In Korea, cats were considered sinister animals for a long time, but these days they are 
popular as pets. Cat cafés have even started appearing for cat lovers. 

3. Hamster 
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In South Korea, hamsters are one of the most beloved pets among young children since they 
are small and cute. In addition, it is easy for children to take care of them. 

4. Tiger 

 

Tigers are special in Korea because they are thought to be sacred animals. However, they 
have been endangered since the early 20th century, and are now virtually extinct on the 
Korean peninsula. 

5. Cattle, Cow 

 

As Korea used to be a mainly agricultural society, cattle were once the most important 
animals because they helped with farming tasks like plowing rice fields. Koreans think cattle 
are peaceful, inoffensive, and very diligent. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 흔하게 볼 수 있는 다섯가지 식물은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 소나무

3. 2. 아카시아나무

4. 3. 무궁화

5. 4. 은행나무

6. 5. 장미

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most common plants in South Korea?

2. 1. pine tree

3. 2. acacia tree

4. 3. rose of sharon

5. 4. ginkgo, maidenhair tree

6. 5. rose

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English
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소나무 so-na-mu pine tree

아카시아나무 akasianamu acacia tree

무궁화 mugunghwa rose of sharon

은행나무 eunhaengnamu ginkgo, maidenhair tree

장미 jangmi rose

SAMPLE SENTENCES

한국 사람들은 추석에 반달 모양의 떡인 송
편을 소나무 잎과 함께 쪄서 먹습니다.
hanguk saramdeureun chuseoge bandal 
moyangui tteogin songpyeoneul sonamu ipgwa 
hamkke jjyeoseo meokseumnida. 
"On Thanksgiving Day, people in Korea 
eat ‘Songpyeon’, a half-moon-shaped rice 
cake which is steamed with pine needles."

자연휴양림 안에는 소나무가 많아요.
Ja-yeon-hyu-yang-lim aneneun so-na-muga 
manayo. 
"The recreation forests have many pine 
trees."

아카시아 꽃이 피기 시작하는 5월 초에 칠
곡군에서는 매년 아카시아 벌꽃 축제가 열
립니다.
akasia kkochi pigi sijakhaneun 5wol choe 
chilgokguneseoneun maenyeon akasia beolkkot 
chukjega yeollimnida. 
"The acacia honey festival is held annually 
in Chilgok-gun in Korea, when acacia 
flowers start to bloom at the beginning of 
May."

무궁화는 한국을 상징하는 꽃으로 애국가 1
절에도 등장합니다.
mugunghwaneun hangugeul sangjinghaneun 
kkocheuro aegukga 1jeoredo 
deungjanghamnida. 
"The rose of Sharon is the symbol of 
Korea, so it even appears in the lyrics of 
the first verse of the national anthem."
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경기도 양평의 용문사에는 천 년 된 은행나
무가 있습니다.
gyeonggido yangpyeongui yongmunsaeneun 
cheon nyeon doen eunhaengnamuga 
itseumnida. 
"There is a thousand year-old maidenhair 
tree at the temple ‘Yongmunsa’ in Gyeong-
gi province."

한국에서는 스무송이의 장미, 향수, 키스를 
성년의 날 최고의 선물이라고 말합니다.
hangugeseoneun seumusongiui jangmi, 
hyangsu, kiseureul seongnyeonui nal choegoui 
seonmurirago malhamnida. 
"It is said that on coming-of-age day in 
Korea, the three best presents for those 
who have become adults are twenty roses, 
perfume, and a kiss."

여자친구한테 장미를 보낼 거예요.
yeojachingu-hante jangmi-reul bonael geo-yeyo. 
"I'm going to send roses to my girlfriend."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Pine tree 

 

A pine tree represents the integrity of the scholars of the Joseon Dynasty period, who lived 
honorable lives. Its needles are also used as health supplements or added as ingredients to 
food and beverage. 

2. Acacia Tree 

 

It is common to see acacia trees by the roadside in Korea, so they are very familiar to Korean 
people. Their roots are so strong that they can survive in hostile conditions, and the flowers 
have a pleasant and aromatic fragrance. 

3. Rose of Sharon 
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The rose of Sharon is the national flower of South Korea. Some say that this flower represents 
the Korean people in that it is similar to the Koreans' characteristic of not succumbing to 
oppression. 

4. Ginkgo, maidenhair tree 

 

The maidenhair tree is well known for its long life. When the color of its leaves changes in 
early fall, Korean people go hiking to see the beautiful scenery. When eaten, Ginkgo nuts can 
greatly benefit health because they are good for circulation. 

5. Rose 

 

The rose is one of the most loved flowers in South Korea, and is always the best choice for a 
gift for your significant other. May 14th is known as Rose Day. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 흔히 볼 수 있는 다섯가지 자연지형은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 한강

3. 2. 임진강

4. 3. 동해

5. 4. 한라산

6. 5. 북한산

ENGLISH

1. What are the five best-known geographical features in South Korea?

2. 1. Han River

3. 2. Imjin River

4. 3. East Sea

5. 4. Mt. Halla

6. 5. Mt. Buk-han

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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한강 hangang Han River

동해 donghae East Sea

북한산 bukhansan Mt. Buk-han noun

임진강 imjingang Imjin River

한라산 hallasan Mt. Halla pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

한국 경제는 세계를 놀라게 할 만큼 빠른 시
간에 발전했는데 이를 ‘한강의 기적’이라 부
릅니다.
hanguk gyeongjeneun segyereul lollage hal 
mankeum ppareun sigane baljeonhaenneunde 
ireul hangangui gijeoktira bureumnida. 
"The rapid growth of the Korean economy 
has surprised the world, and so it is called 
‘the miracle of the Han River’."

많은 한국 사람들은 새해 첫 날 일출을 보
러 동해에 갑니다.
maneun hanguk saramdeureun saehae cheot nal 
rilchureul boreo donghaee gamnida. 
"Many Korean people go to the East Sea 
to watch the sunrise on January 1st."

맑은 날 북한산은 등산객들로 언제나 북적
입니다.
malgeun nal bukhansaneun deungsangaekdeullo 
eonjena bukjeogimnida. 
"Mt. Buk-han is always crowded with 
climbers in fair and sunny weather."

겨울에는 얼어붙은 임진강에서 썰매와 팽
이, 낚시 등을 즐길 수 있습니다.
gyeoureneun eoreobuchin imjingangeseo 
sseolmaewa paengi, naksi deungeul jeulgil su 
itseumnida. 
"You can enjoy sledding, top-spinning 
games, and ice fishing on the frozen Imjin 
River in the winter. "
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한라산은 2007년에 유네스코의 세계자연
유산으로 등재되었습니다.
hallasaneun 2007nyeone yuneseukoui 
segyejayeonnyusaneuro 
deungjaedoeeotseumnida. 
"Mt. Halla was designated a UNESCO 
World Natural Heritage site in 2007."

한라산이 멋있어요.
hallasani meosisseoyo. 
"Mt. Halla is cool."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Han River 

 

The Han River is the symbol of Seoul and it flows through the heart of the capital. People in 
South Korea enjoy jogging, walks, and picnics in Hangang Citizen's Park, which is located 
along the river. 

2. Imjin River 

 

The Imjin River flows from North to South Korea, and is a reminder of the sad history of the 
peninsula as well as the current state of the relationship between the two Koreas. 

3. East Sea 

 

The East Sea is located on the east side of the Korean peninsula, and is deeper and colder 
than the West Sea. It is a popular vacationing spot during the summer season. 

4. Mt. Halla 

 

Mt. Halla is the name of a mountain on Jeju Island, which is the nation's biggest island. It is 
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around 1,950 meters high, making it the highest mountain in South Korea. There is a famous 
crater lake on the top of the mountain called Baengrokdam. 

5. Mt. Buk-han 

 

Mt. Buk-han is a mountain that looms over Seoul and Gyeonggi-do and was designated the 
15th national park in 1983. The mountain is very accessible to people from urban areas by 
bus, subway, or car. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기있는 도시 다섯 곳은 어디일까요?

2. 1. 서울

3. 2. 부산

4. 3. 인천

5. 4. 대구

6. 5. 대전

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most popular cities in South Korea?

2. 1. Seoul, the capital of South Korea

3. 2. Busan, the second largest city in South Korea

4. 3. Incheon, the third largest city in South Korea

5. 4. Daegu, the fourth largest city in South Korea

6. 5. Daejeon, the fifth largest city in South Korea

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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인천 incheon Incheon noun, proper noun

대구 daegu Daegu proper noun

대전 daejeon Daejeon noun

서울 Seoul
Seoul, the capital of 

South Korea noun

부산 Busan Busan proper noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

인천 국제공항에서 서울까지는 한 시간 걸
립니다.
incheon gukje gong-hang-eseo seoul-kkajineun 
han sigan geollimnida. 
"It takes about one hour from Incheon 
International Airport to Seoul."

인천에 있는 한국의 단 하나뿐인 차이나타
운에서는 독특한 한국식 중국음식을 맛볼 
수 있습니다.
incheone inneun hangugui dan hanappunin 
chainatauneseoneun dokteukhan hanguksik 
junggugeumsigeul matbol su itseumnida. 
"In Incheon, you’ll find the only Chinatown 
in Korea, and you can eat Korean-
Chinese cuisine."

전 세계에서 많은 사람들이 저렴한 가격에 
최첨단 의료 서비스를 받기 위해서 대구를 
방문합니다.
jeon segyeeseo maneun saramdeuri 
jeoryeomhan gagyeoge choecheomdan uiryo 
seobiseureul batgi wihaeseo daegureul 
bangmunhamnida. 
"Many people from all over the world visit 
Daegu for its medical services, which are 
reasonably priced and state-of-the-art."

대전 유성구는 온천으로 유명합니다.
daejeon yuseongguneun oncheoneuro 
yumyeonghamnida. 
"Yuseong-gu in Daejeon city is famous for 
its hot springs."
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서울은 조선시대부터 지금까지 600년간 한
국의 수도였습니다.
seoureun joseonsidaebuteo jigeumkkaji 
600nyeongan hangugui sudoyeotseumnida. 
"Seoul has been the capital of Korea for 
about 600 years since the Joseon Dynasty 
period."

저는 서울에서 태어났어요.
jeo-neun seoul-eseo taeeonasseoyo. 
"I was born in Seoul."

부산은 해산물 요리로 유명합니다.
busaneun haesanmul yoriro yumyeonghamnida. 
"Busan is very popular with seafoods."

매년 열리는 부산 국제 영화제는 부산의 대
표적인 축제입니다.
maenyeon nyeollineun busan gukje 
yeonghwajeneun busanui daepyojeogin 
chukjeimnida. 
"The Busan International Film Festival is 
the representative annual event in Busan."

여기 부산이에요?
Yeogi busan-ieyo? 
"Is it Busan here?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Seoul 

 

Seoul is the capital city of South Korea, and divided into two areas, Gangbuk and Gangnam, 
by the Han River. Gangbuk is the north part of Seoul and Gangnam is the south part. Seoul is 
the center of culture, politics, and economy of South Korea. 

2. Busan 

 

Busan is the second largest city and stands first on the list of South Korean trade ports. It 
takes two and a half hours from Seoul by KTX, the fastest train in South Korea, as it is located 
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at the southeast end of the country. 

3. Incheon 

 

Incheon is the third largest city, as well as a harbor city, located in northwestern South Korea. 
It is called 'the gateway to Korea' since it is where the Incheon International Airport is located. 
Incheon will host the 2014 Asian Games. 

4. Daegu 

 

Daegu is the the fourth largest city in South Korea. This city is conveniently located, as any 
city in South Korea can be reached from Daegu within two hours. It is also known as "Apple 
City" since the humid climate yields delicious high quality apples. 

5. Daejeon 

 

Daejeon is the fifth largest city and located in the center of South Korea.  It is called 'the city of 
science' because it is where the Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute, the Korea 
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, and Daedeok Science Town are located. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기 있는 다섯가지 스포츠는 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 축구

3. 2. 씨름

4. 3. 등산

5. 4. 야구

6. 5. 농구

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most popular sports in South Korea?

2. 1. Soccer

3. 2. Korean traditional wrestling

4. 3. Hiking

5. 4. Baseball

6. 5. Basketball

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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축구 chukku soccer noun

등산 deungsan hiking noun

농구 nonggu basketball noun

씨름 ssireum Korean wrestling noun

야구 yagu baseball noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

나는 데이비드 베컴과 축구를 했다.
naneun David bekeomgwa chukgureul haetda. 
"I played soccer with David Beckham."

빨간 옷을 입고 한국팀을 응원하는 축구팬
들을 ‘붉은 악마’라고 부릅니다.
ppalgan oseul ipgo hanguktimeul 
eungwonhaneun chukgupaendeureul bulgeun
angmatrago bureumnida. 
"Soccer fans who wear red clothes and 
cheer for the Korean team are called Red 
Devils."

저는 축구 보는 것을 아주 좋아합니다.
jeoneun chukku boneun geosseul aju 
joahamnida. 
"I love watching soccer."

등산이 취미로써 인기가 많아지자, 한국인
들은 평상복으로 아웃도어 의류를 입기도 
합니다.
deungsani chwimirosseo ingiga manajija, 
hangugindeureun pyeongsangbogeuro autdoeo 
uiryureul ipgido hamnida. 
"Because hiking has become popular as a 
hobby, many Koreans wear hiking clothing 
as ordinary clothes."

많은 한국의 청소년들은 키가 더 크길 바라
며 농구를 시작합니다.
maneun hangugui cheongsonyeondeureun kiga 
deo keugil baramyeo nonggureul sijakhamnida. 
"Lots of Korean teenagers start playing 
basketball to become taller."

농구 하러 갈래?
nonggu hareo gallae? 
"Do you want to go play basketball?"
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씨름에서 우승을 한 선수는 천하장사라고 
불립니다.
ssireumeseo useungeul han seonsuneun 
cheonhajangsarago bullimnida. 
"The wrestler who wins the 'Ssireum' 
championship is called 'Cheonhajangsa,' 
which means a man of great strength."

내년 추석에는 씨름 한 판 하자.
Naenyeon chuseogeneun ssireum han pan haja. 
"Let's have a wrestling match for Chuseok 
next year."

어제 밤에 야구 경기 봤어?
eoje bame yagu gyeonggi bwasseo? 
"Did you see the baseball game last 
night?"

롯데 야구팀의 팬들은 오렌지색 비닐 봉지
를 머리에 쓰고 팀을 응원합니다.
rotde yagutimui paendeureun orenjisaek binil 
bongjireul meorie sseugo timeul 
eungwonhamnida. 
"Fans of the Lotte baseball team wear 
orange plastic bags on their heads and 
cheer for their team."

TV로 야구 경기를 보고 있어요.
tibiro yagu gyeonggireul bogo isseoyo. 
"I'm watching a baseball game on TV."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Soccer 

 

Soccer, or football, has become one of the most popular sports in Korea since the 2002 World 
Cup. Korean people like gathering in public places to watch soccer games  together and 
cheer loudly for their favorite team. 

2. Korean traditional wrestling 

 

In Korean traditional wrestling games, two contestants compete and display their physical 
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strength and technique. The matches can be seen on TV, especially on Korean traditional 
holidays such as Seollal—New Year's Day, and Korean Thanksgiving Day. 

3. Hiking 

 

Seventy percent of Korean territory consists of mountains and hills, which are relatively low 
and good for hiking. Consequently, hiking has become the most common and popular sport 
in South Korea. 

4. Baseball 

 

Baseball is one of the most popular sports in South Korea, and in fact, the Korean national 
team won the gold medal in the 2008 Beijing Olympics. It's common for couples to go and see 
a baseball game together, and it's considered a great date in South Korea. 

5. Basketball 

 

Basketball is not as popular as it used to be in the 1990s in South Korea, but it is a favorite 
sport among many Koreans. It is common to see people playing basketball in the park or in 
school playgrounds. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기있는 관광명소 다섯 곳은 어디일까요?

2. 1. 경복궁

3. 2. 명동

4. 3. 해운대

5. 4. 제주도

6. 5. 불국사

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most popular tourist attractions in South Korea?

2. 1. Gyeongbok Palace, the royal palace

3. 2. Myeongdong, a shopping district in downtown Seoul

4. 3. Haeundae, a beach in Busan

5. 4. Jeju Island

6. 5. Bulguksa temple

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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경복궁 gyeongbokgung
Gyeongbok Palace, 

the royal palace

해운대 haeundae
Haeundae, a beach 

in Busan

불국사 Bulguksa

Bulguksa Temple, a 
famous traditional 

temple called 
Bulguksa

noun

명동 myeongdong

Myeongdong, a 
shopping district in 
downtown Seoul

proper noun

제주도 jejudo Jeju Island

SAMPLE SENTENCES

경복궁에는 매일 수문장 교대식이 열립니
다.
gyeongbokgungeneun maeil sumunjang 
gyodaesigi yeollimnida. 
"At Gyeongbok Palace, the changing of 
the guards ceremony takes place 
everyday."

해운대는 한국에서 가장 잘 알려진 해수욕
장입니다.
haeundaeneun hangugeseo gajang jal allyeojin 
haesuyokjangimnida. 
"Haeundae is the most well-known beach 
in South Korea."

한국의 많은 학교들이 수학여행으로 불국사
에 갑니다.
hangugui maneun hakgyodeuri 
suhagyeohaengeuro bulguksae gamnida. 
"Many schools take field trips to the 
Bulkuksa temple in South Korea."

불국사는 신라 시대에 건설되었습니다.
Bulguksa-neun Silla sidae-e geonseoldoe-
eosseumnida. 
"Bulguksa (Temple) was built during the 
Silla Dynasty."
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쇼핑을 하거나 맛난 한국 음식을 먹고 싶은 
사람에게는 명동이 딱입니다.
syopingeul hageona mannan hanguk geumsigeul 
meokgo sipeun saramegeneun myeongdongi 
ttagimnida. 
"For those who want to go shopping or just 
crave delicious Korean cuisine, 
Myeongdong is the best (place to go).”

한국에서 가장 인기 있는 신혼여행 장소는 
제주도입니다.
hangugeseo gajang ingi inneun 
sinhonnyeohaeng jangsoneun jejudoimnida. 
"A favorite honeymoon spot in South 
Korea is Jeju Island."

2박 3일동안 제주도로 여행갈 거예요.
ibak sam-il-dong-an jejudo-ro yeohaenggal geoyeyo. 
"I'm going to go on a trip to Jeju Island for three days."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Gyeongbok Palace, the royal palace 

 

Gyeongbok Palace is located in Seoul, and it is one of the most famous tourist attractions in 
South Korea. It was built during the Joseon Dynasty, but most of it was destroyed in the 
Period of Japanese Occupancy and the Korean war. However, there is still a lot to see today, 
including the palace and traditional performances. 

2. Myeongdong, a shopping district in downtown Seoul 

 

Myeongdong is a district located in the center of Seoul. A lot of foreigners visit the area for 
shopping, or to taste Korean food. The salespeople in cosmetics stores in Myeongdong can 
usually speak foreign languages, particularly Chinese and Japanese, because there are 
many Chinese and Japanese tourists in this area. 

3. Haeundae, a beach in Busan 
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Haeundae is one of the most popular destinations for summer vacations in South Korea. 
During peak season, around one million people visit the beach every day. There are lots of 
seafood restaurants along the beach, with many people lining up outside to get in. 

4. Jeju Island 

 

Jeju Island is the biggest island in South Korea, formed from a huge volcanic eruption. It has 
three famous symbols—stones, women divers and strong wind. Ancient statues called 
Harubang are also found on the island. 

5. Bulguksa temple 

 

Bulguksa, a Buddhist temple, was built in the period of United Silla in the mid-700s A.D., and 
is an example of Silla-style architecture. It's a UNESCO World Heritage Site. In the fall, the 
temple is especially festive for many visitors, who can enjoy a perfect balance of vibrant 
autumn colors and rich culture and history. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국의 가정에서 가장 흔하게 볼 수 있든 다섯가지 물건은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 텔레비전

3. 2. 케이블티비 컨버터

4. 3. 컴퓨터

5. 4. 온돌바닥

6. 5. 이태리타월

ENGLISH

1. What are the five common household items in South Korea?

2. 1. television

3. 2. cable tv converter

4. 3. computer

5. 4. underfloor heating

6. 5. Body scrub towel

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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온돌바닥 ondolbadak underfloor heating

컴퓨터 keompyuteo computer noun

지금 jigeum right now expression

이태리타월 itaeritawol
Italy Towel, a body 

scrub towel 

텔레비전 tellebijeon television noun

케이블티비 컨버터
keibeultibi 

keonbeoteo cable tv converter

SAMPLE SENTENCES

추운 겨울에 한국인들이 집에 들어와서 제
일 먼저 하는 일은 온돌바닥에 몸을 녹이는 
것입니다.
chuun gyeoure hangugindeuri jibe deureowaseo 
jeil meonjeo haneun ireun ondolbadage momeul 
nogineun geonnimnida. 
"In the cold winter, the first thing South 
Koreans do when they enter the house 
from the freezing cold is warm themselves 
on the Ondol floor."

내 컴퓨터에는 항상 오류 메시지가 표시된
다.
nae keompyuteoeneun hangsang oryu mesijiga 
pyosidoenda. 
"My computer is displaying error 
messages all the time."

청소년들의 컴퓨터 게임 중독은 한국 사회
의 큰 문제입니다.
cheongsonyeondeurui computer geim 
jungdogeun hanguk sahoeui keun munjeimnida. 
"Computer game addiction among 
teenagers is a huge problem in Korean 
society."

새 컴퓨터를 샀어요.
sae keompyuteo-reul sasseoyo. 
"I bought a new computer."
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제 컴퓨터는 너무 느려요.
je keompyuteo-neun neomu neuryeoyo. 
"My computer is too slow."

미안합니다. 그 사람은 지금 여기 있지 않습
니다.
mianhamnida. geu sarameun jigeum yeogi ijji 
ansseumnida. 
"I'm sorry. He is not here right now."

한국사람들은 목욕탕에 갈 때 꼭 이태리타
월을 가져갑니다.
hanguksaramdeureun mogyoktange gal ttae kkok 
gitaeritaworeul gajyeogamnida. 
"The Italy Towel is what Koreans always 
take when they go to a bathhouse."

전 세계의 많은 사람들은 한국의 텔레비전 
프로그램을 즐겨 봅니다.
jeon segyeui maneun saramdeureun hangugui 
tellebijeon peurogeuraemeul jeulgyeo bomnida. 
"Many people from all over the world enjoy 
watching Korean television programs."

텔레비전에 우리 아빠 나왔어.
Telebijeone uri appa nawasseo 
"My dad was on TV."

혼자 텔레비전 봐.
honja tellebijeon bwa. 
"I'm watching TV by myself."

케이블 티비 컨버터는 온라인 쇼핑몰에서 쉽게 구입할 수 있습니다.
keibeul tibi keonbeoteoneun ollain syopingmoreseo swipge guipal su itseumnida. 
"Cable TV converters can be easily purchased from online shops. "

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Television 

 

Major international companies in the television production industry are from South Korea, 
such as Samsung and LG. As a result, most TVs in Korean households are from Korean 
brands. 

2. Cable tv converter 

 

Since a good number of quality cable channels have grown in popularity, a cable TV 
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converter has become a must-have item at home in Korea. 

3. Computer 

 

Access to high-speed Internet and the escalating popularity of computer games has many 
Koreans computer-obsessed. For this reason, the number of net cafés, which are better 
known in South Korea as PC Bangs, has dramatically increased and they can be found on 
almost every street. 

4. Underfloor heating 

 

Almost all Korean houses are equipped with Ondol, the unique Korean floor heating system, 
which helps Koreans get through the cold winter. Because of this Ondol system, Koreans are 
accustomed to sitting down on the floor. 

5. Body scrub towel 

 

South Koreans use the rough surface of the Italy Towel to scrub off dirt and dead skin cells 
when they take a bath. The name "Italy Towel" comes from a brand name. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 자주 사용되는 다섯가지 의약품은 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 타이레놀

3. 2. 청심환

4. 3. 종합감기약

5. 4. 파스

6. 5. 겔포스

ENGLISH

1. What are the five commonly used medicine and drugs in South Korea?

2. 1. Tylenol

3. 2. Korean herbal medicine relieving stress

4. 3. Cough Medicine

5. 4. Pain relieving patch

6. 5. Gelfos, stomach medicine

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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청심환 cheongsimhwan

Korean herbal 
medicine for stress 

relief
noun

종합감기약 jonghapgamgiyak Cough Medicine

파스 paseu pain relieving patch

겔포스 gelposeu
Gelfos, stomach 

medicine noun

타이레놀 tairenol Tylenol

SAMPLE SENTENCES

한국 사람들은 중요한 시험을 보기 전처럼  
지나치게 긴장했을 때 청심환을 먹습니다.
hanguk saramdeureun jungyohan siheomeul bogi 
jeoncheoreom jinachige ginjanghaeseul ttae 
cheongsimhwaneul meokseumnida. 
"South Koreans take Cheongsimhwan 
when they overexert themselves such as 
before a big exam."

한국사람들은 해외로 여행을 갈 때 아플 때
를 대비해서 한국의 종합감기약을 챙깁니
다.
hanguksaramdeureun haeoero yeohaengeul gal 
ttae apeul ttaereul daebihaeseo hangugui 
jonghapgamgiyageul chaenggimnida. 
"When Koreans go on a trip, they take 
Korean cough medicine just in case they 
get sick."

무리한 운동 후에는 근육의 통증을 완화하
기 위해 파스를 붙이세요.
murihan undong hueneun geunnyugui 
tongjeungeul wanhwahagi wihae paseureul 
buchiseyo. 
"You can apply a pain relieving patch to 
ease muscle  pain from excessive 
exercise."

한국인들은 위에 문제가 있을 때, 제일 먼
저 겔포스를 떠올립니다.
hangugindeureun wie munjega iseul ttae, jeil 
meonjeo gelposeureul tteoollimnida. 
"When Koreans have a problem with their 
stomach, they think of Gelfos first."
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약물 오남용을 방지하기 위해서 편의점에
서 타이레놀과 같은 상비약은 한번에 1회분
만 구입할 수 있습니다.
yangmul ronamnyongeul bangjihagi wihaeseo 
pyeonuijeomeseo tairenolgwa gachin 
sangbiyageun hanbeone 1hoebunman guipal su 
itseumnida. 
"To help prevent drug abuse,  household 
medicines like Tylenol come in daily 
portion sizes at convenience stores in 
Korea."

머리 아파? 타이레놀 먹어.
meori apa? tairenol meogeo. 
"You have a headache? Have some 
Tylenol."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Tylenol 

 

Tylenol is the painkiller and fever reducer that South Koreans have come to rely on the most, 
so its name is used to refer to any such medication. You can buy a one-day supply of Tylenol 
at a convenient store or a pharmacy. 

2. Cheongsimhwan, Korean herbal medicine relieving stress 

 

Cheongsimhwan is a pill that many people take for stress relief and calming the nerves. It's 
made of thirty natural medicinal ingredients, including ox bezoar, ginseng and Chinese yam. 

3. Cough Medicine 

 

Cough medicine is general cold medicine to relieve coughing, runny nose, and fatigue. It's a 
basic household medicine in South Korea. 

4. pain relieving patch 
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South Koreans often use a pain relief patch. Right when the patch is placed on the skin, you 
feel a burning sensation, but soon after the pain subsides. 

5. Gelfos, stomach medicine 

 

South Koreans take Gelfos to settle their upset stomach or just to relieve stomach pain after 
drinking alcohol a lot. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 흔한 다섯가지 자연재해는 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 태풍

3. 2. 홍수

4. 3. 가뭄

5. 4. 산사태

6. 5. 폭설

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most common natural disasters  in South Korea?

2. 1. typhoon

3. 2. flood

4. 3. drought

5. 4. landslide

6. 5. heavy snow

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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폭설 pokseol heavy snow noun

태풍 taepung typhoon noun

가뭄 gamum drought noun

홍수 hongsu flood noun

산사태 sansatae
landslides

Noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

폭설 기간에는 평소보다 많은 사람들이 대
중 교통을 이용합니다.
pokseol giganeneun pyeongsoboda maneun 
saramdeuri daejung gyotongeul iyonghamnida. 
"When heavy snow falls, more people use 
public transportation."

한국은 7월과 9월 사이에 태풍으로 여러 피
해를 입습니다.
hangugeun 7wolgwa 9wol saie taepungeuro 
yeoreo pihaereul ipseumnida. 
"South Korea is afflicted by typhoon 
damage from July until September."

한국의 연평균 강수량은 세계 평균 강수량
보다 높지만 놀랍게도 한국은 가뭄이 잦은 
국가들 중 하나입니다.
hangugui yeonpyeonggyun gangsuryangeun 
segye pyeonggyun gangsuryangboda nopjiman 
nollapgedo hangugeun gamumi jajeun gukgadeul 
jung hanaimnida. 
"Surprisingly, South Korea often suffers 
from droughts, even though the average 
annual precipitation is higher than that of 
the world average."

한국 정부는 홍수를 예방하기 위해 많은 댐
과 하수도 시설을 건설했습니다.
hanguk jeongbuneun hongsureul yebanghagi 
wihae maneun daemgwa hasudo siseoreul 
geonseolhaetseumnida 
"The Korean government built dams and 
sewerage systems in order to prevent 
floods."
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지프 차가 홍수를 뚫고 나아가고 있다.
jipeu chaga hongsureul ttulkko naagago itda. 
"The jeep is pushing through the flood."

한국의 집중 호우 기간에는 산사태가 가옥
과 농경지를 순식간에 휩쓸기도 합니다.
hangugui jipjung hou giganeneun sansataega 
gaokgwa nonggyeongjireul sunsikgane 
hwipsseulgido hamnida. 
"During heavy rain periods in South 
Korea, houses and agricultural land can 
be wiped out by a landslide in an instant."

서울 중심가에서 산사태가 일어났다.
seoul jungsimgaeseo sansataega ireonatda. 
"There were landslides in the center of Seoul."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Typhoon 

 

In the summer, storms and typhoons hit the Korean peninsula, which destroys many farms 
and homes every year. 

2. Flood 

 

When the long rainy season begins in the summer, some parts of South Korea are 
susceptible to flooding, which can cause the price of fruits and vegetables to soar extremely 
high. 

3. Drought 

 

South Korea suffers from droughts in mid-September through to October as dry and clear 
days continue. During this time, forest fires often break out and sometimes the destruction is 
devastating. Aside from this, droughts also negatively impact farming and the price of 
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agricultural products. 

4. Landslide 

 

Heavy rain during South Korea's rainy season often causes landslides which block roads and 
can cause fatalities. 

5. Heavy snow 

 

Heavy snow often falls in the winter in South Korea, which can block roads and cause traffic 
jams. During this time, vehicles are often equipped with chains as the roads become very 
slippery. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1.

한국에서 가장 인기있는 다섯가지 교통수단은 무엇일까요?

2.

1. 시내버스

3.

2. 시외버스

4.

3. 지하철

5.

4. 택시

6.

5. 비행기

ENGLISH

1.

What are the five most popular modes of transportation in South Korea?

2.

1. City bus

3.

2. Intercity bus

4.

3. Subway

5.

4. Taxi

6.

5. Airplane

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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시내버스
sinaebeoseu city bus

시외버스
sioebeoseu intercity bus

지하철
jihacheol subway noun

비행기
bihaenggi airplane noun

택시
taeksi taxi noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

서울 시내버스 요금은 약 1달러 정도입니
다.
seoul sinaebeoseu yogeumeun yak 1dalleo 

jeongdoimnida.

 

"The city bus fare in Seoul costs only 

about 1 dollar."

출근 시간의 시외버스는 서울 중심부로 출
근하려는 사람들로 인해 붐빕니다.
chulgeun siganui sioebeoseuneun seoul 

jungsimburo chulgeunharyeoneun saramdeullo 

inhae bumbimnida.

 

"Intercity buses at rush hour are always 

jam-packed with commuters going to 

downtown Seoul."

서울 지하철에서는 스마트폰을 가지고 노느
라 바쁜 사람들이 많습니다.
seoul jihacheoreseoneun seumateuponeul gajigo 

noneura bappeun saramdeuri mansseumnida.

 

"In the subways of Seoul, many Korean 

people are busy playing on their 

smartphones."

지하철이 생각보다 편리한데?
jihacheori saenggakbboda pyeollihande?

 

"The subway is more convenient than I 

thought?"

비행기로 한국 어디든지 한 시간 안에 갈 
수 있습니다.
bihaenggiro hanguk eodudeunji han sigan ane 

gal su issumnida.

 

"You can go anywhere in South Korea 

within one hour by an airplane."

비행기 놓치겠어요.
bihaenggi nochigesseoyo.

 

"You're going to miss the plane."
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한국에서는 ‘총알 택시’라는 말이 있는데 ‘총
알처럼 빠른 택시’라는 뜻입니다.
hangugeseoneun chongal taeksitraneun mari 

inneunde chongalcheoreom ppareun 

taeksitraneun tteunnimnida.

 

"In South Korea, ‘bullet taxi’ refers to a 

super speedy taxi, which is quick  like a 

bullet."

택시에 탄 다음에 전화 주세요.
taekssie tan daeume jeonhwa juseyo.

 

"Give me a call after you get in the taxi."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. City Bus 

 

The city buses of Seoul are painted in blue, green or yellow. The blue buses connect 

suburban areas to the heart of the capital, while the green buses connect major subway 

stations or bus terminals that are further away from the city center, and the yellow buses 

circulate throughout the downtown area of Seoul. 

2. Intercity Bus 

 

Intercity buses of Seoul are a red color to represent speed. The red buses connect downtown 

Seoul and the metropolitan area. 

3. Subway 

 

It is convenient to travel Seoul as the subway system has 18 different lines and over 500 

stations which covers most parts of the city. Also, it is possible to transfer from bus to subway 

for free at the maximum of five times so you don't end up spending a lot on transportation. 

4. Taxi 
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Taxis are relatively cheap in South Korea, so if you are traveling with more than two people, 

you may want to take a taxi rather than public transport. 

5. Airplane 

 

Incheon International Airport is the largest and busiest among sixteen airports in Korea. Lots 

of airplanes from all over the world are seen and takeoffs and landings are allowed 24 hours 

a day. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기있는 다섯가지 가게나 서비스는 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 백화점

3. 2. 편의점

4. 3. 시장

5. 4. 포장마차

6. 5. 커피숍

ENGLISH

1. What are the five most popular shops and services in South Korea?

2. 1. department store

3. 2. convenience store

4. 3. market

5. 4. food stall

6. 5. coffee shop

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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백화점 baekhwageom department store noun

편의점 pyeon-uijeom convenience store noun

시장 sijang market noun

커피숍 keopishyop coffee shop

포장마차 pojangmacha food stall noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

몇시에 백화점이 닫는지 기억하세요?
myeotsie baekwajeomi danneunji gieokaseyo? 
"Do you remember at what time the 
department store closes?"

백화점의 정기 세일기간에는 항상 쇼핑객들
로 북적거립니다.
baekhwajeomui jeonggi seilgiganeneun 
hangsang syopinggaekdeullo bukjeokgeorimnida. 
"Department stores are always crawling 
with shoppers during sale seasons."

한국에서는 어느 편의점에서나 간단하게 택
배를 보낼 수 있습니다.
hangugeseoneun eoneu pyeonuijeomeseona 
gandanhage taekbaereul bonael su itseumnida. 
"You can easily send a parcel using the 
home-delivery service at any convenience 
stores in South Korea."

오늘은 편의점에 들르지 않고 학교로 바로 
갔어.
Oneul-eun pyeonuijeom-e deuleuji anko hakgyo-e 
baro gasseo. 
"Today, I didn't stop at the convenience 
store and went straight to school."

한국의 대통령 후보자들은 선거 유세를 위
해 자주 시장에 갑니다.
hangugui daetongnyeong hubojadeureun 
seongeo yusereul wihae jaju sijange gamnida. 
"Candidates for the presidency in South 
Korea often visit the markets for political 
campaigns."

한국사람들은 카페에 가서 공부를 하거나 
친구와 대화도 나눕니다.
hanguksaramdeureun kapee gaseo gongbureul 
hageona chinguwa daehwado nanumnida. 
"South Koreans go to coffee shops to 
study or chat with friends."
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한국의 커피숍 중에는 스타벅스와 카페베네
가 인기가 많습니다.
hangugui keopisyop jungeneun seutabeokseuwa 
kapebenega ingiga mansseumnida. 
"Among Korean coffee shops, Starbucks 
and Caffe Bene are the most popular."

포장마차는 야외에 있지만 지붕이 덮여있
어 비가 와도 장사를 합니다.
pojangmachaneun yaoee itjiman jibungi 
deopyeoiseo biga wado jangsareul hamnida 
"Pojangmacha is an outdoor food stall 
which stays open even on rainy days as 
the roof is covered."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1.Department store 

 

South Koreans usually go shopping at department stores such as the Lotte department store 
and the Hyundai department store, which are among the most well-known. 

2. Convenience store 

 

Convenience stores are always open twenty-four hours a day and they are conveniently 
located. Tables and chairs in South Korean convenient stores are also available for a cup of 
noodles, a burger, or any light meal. 

3. Market 

 

In the market, you can find a lot of fresh vegetable and fruits at low prices as well as traditional 
Korean food cooked by a friendly and motherly old lady. 

4. Food stall 

 

Food stalls sell a variety of popular Korean foods such as Tteoknbokki and Gimbap. Many 
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people gather at night to drink, and sometimes share their table with strangers who later 
become friends. 

5. Coffee shop 

 

It is no exaggeration to say that you can find at least one coffee shop on every block, which 
shows how much South Koreans like coffee and the culture of coffee shops. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 인기 있는 체인점 다섯가지는 무엇일까요?

2. 1. 이마트

3. 2. 카페베네

4. 3. 지에스25 (GS25)

5. 4. 파리바게뜨

6. 5. 김밥천국

ENGLISH

1. What are the five well-known chain stores in South Korea?

2. 1. E-Mart, a retail shop chain

3. 2. Café-Bené, a coffee shop chain

4. 3. G.S. 25, a convenience store chain

5. 4. Paris Baguette, a bakery chain

6. 5. Heaven of Kimbap, a restaurant chain

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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이마트 imateu
E-Mart, a retail shop 

chain noun

카페베네 kapebene
Café-Bené, a coffee 

shop chain noun

지에스25 jieseu25

G.S. 25, a 
convenience store 

chain
noun

파리바게뜨 paribagetteu
Paris Baguette, a 

bakery chain noun

김밥천국 gimbapcheonguk
Heaven of Kimbap, a 

restaurant chain noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

이마트 온라인 몰에서 쇼핑을 하면 이마트 
지점에서 파는 것과 똑같은 물건을 더 싸게 
구입할 수 있습니다.
imateu ollain moreseo syopingeul hamyeon 
imateu jijeomeseo paneun geotgwa ttokgachin 
mulgeoneul deo ssage guipal su itseumnida. 
"If you shop at the E-Mart online mall, you 
can get the same goods for a lower price 
even though it’s the same product as at E-
Mart local stores."

한국인들은 카페베네나 스타벅스와 같은 체
인 커피숍에서 친구들과 커피를 마시며 이
야기하는 것을 좋아합니다.
hangugindeureun kapebenena seutabeokseuwa 
gateun chein keopisyobeseo chingudeulgwa 
keopireul masimyeo iyagihaneun geoseul 
joahamnida. 
"South Koreans like to drink coffee and 
talk with their friends at franchise coffee 
shops such as Starbucks or Caffe-Bene. "

한국인들은 GS25 같은 편의점에서 늦은 밤
에도 간식을 사곤 합니다.
hangugindeureun GS25 gateun 
pyeonuijeomeseo neujeun bamedo gansigeul 
sagon hamnida. 
"South Koreans buy snacks late at night at 
convenience stores like G.S.25."

파리바게뜨는 케익이 맛있기로 유명합니다.
paribagetteuneun keigi mannitgiro 
yumyeonghamnida. 
"Paris Baguette is famous for its delicious 
cakes."
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김밥천국은 하루 24시간, 일주일 내내 엽니다.
gimbapcheongugeun haru 24sigan, iljuil naenae yeomnida. 
"Heaven of Kimbap is open 24/7."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. E-Mart 

 

E-Mart is the largest retailer in South Korea, which defeated worldwide competitors such as 
Walmart and Carrefour by localizing themselves only for Korean customers. 

2. Café-Bené 

 

Café-Bené is the most successful coffee shop with the largest number of chain stores in South 
Korea. They sell not only coffee but also various kinds of drinks like non-alcohol cocktails, 
which is believed to be the key to its success. 

3. G.S. 25 

 

G.S.25 is a chain of convenience stores that originated in South Korea, unlike other chains 
which are originally from other countries. 

4. Paris Baguette 

 

Paris Baguette is the name of a bakery chain in South Korea that became the most popular 
since Koreans love the idea of Paris so much. 

5. Heaven of Kimbap 
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Heaven of Kimbap is a fast food restaurant franchise which specializes in gimbap, noodles, 
and many other ordinary dishes. All dishes are cheap and delicious. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 잘 알려진 예술가나 음악가 다섯명은 누구일까요?

2. 1. 장한나

3. 2. 봉준호

4. 3. 조수미

5. 4. 임형주

6. 5. 싸이

ENGLISH

1. Who are the five well-known artists and musicians in South Korea?

2. 1. Hanna Chang, cellist

3. 2. Joon-ho Bong, movie director

4. 3. Sumi Jo, vocalist

5. 4. Hyung-Joo Lim, pianist

6. 5. PSY, singer

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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장한나 janghanna Hanna Chang, cellist noun

봉준호 bongjunho
Joon-ho Bong, 
movie director noun

조수미 josumi Sumi Jo, vocalist noun

임형주 imhyeongju Hyung-Joo Lim noun

싸이 ssai PSY, singer noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

사람들은 영혼을 감동시키는 장한나의 공연
을 좋아합니다.
saramdeureun yeonghoneul gamdongsikineun 
janghannaui gongyeoneul joahamnida. 
"People love Hanna Chang's 
performances because they touch their 
souls."

봉준호 감독의 영화 괴물은 21일만에 천만 
관객을 동원하며 공전의 히트 기록을 깼습
니다.
bongjunho gamdogui yeonghwa goemureun 
21ilmane cheonman gwangaegeul 
dongwonhamyeo gongjeonui hiteu girogeul 
kkaetseumnida. 
"The Host, directed by Joon-ho Bong 
broke the Korean box office record by 
selling 10 million tickets in 21 days."

조수미는 세계 5대 오페라 극장의 프리마돈
나로 데뷔하였습니다.
josumineun segye 5dae opera geukjangui 
peurimadonnaro debwihayeotseumnida. 
"Sumi Jo made her debut as a prima 
donna in one of the world’s top five opera 
houses."

아름다운 목소리와 노래 실력으로 임형주
는 세계적인 명성을 얻었습니다.
areumdaun moksoriwa norae sillyeogeuro 
imhyeongjuneun segyejeogin myeongseongeul 
eodeotseumnida. 
"Hyung-Joo Lim gained international fame 
thanks to his amazing voice and singing 
skills."

싸이의 강남스타일은 온라인에서 입소문을 통해 세계적인 인기를 얻었습니다.
ssaiui gangnamseutaireun ollaineseo ipsomuneul tonghae segyejeogin ingireul eodeotseumnida. 
"Psy's song Gangnam Style became popular worldwide through word-of-mouth online."

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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1. Hanna Chang 

 

Hanna Chang is a South Korean cellist and conductor who is set to become the music 
director of Qatar Philharmonic Orchestra in September 2013. She has been active in 
introducing classical music to children and adults alike. 

2. Joon-ho Bong 

 

Joon-ho Bong is a South Korean film director and screenwriter, who is actually well-
recognized in the film industry both domestically and internationally. His most representative 
works are Memories of Murder and The Host. 

3. Sumi Jo 

 

Sumi Jo is a Grammy Award winning South Korean lyric coloratura soprano known for her 
interpretations of the bel canto repertoire. She is called 'the heaven sent soprano Jo Su-mi'. 

4. Hyung-Joo Lim 

 

Hyung-Joo Lim is a South Korean singer who is versed in opera and operatic pop. He 
debuted as a singer when he was 12 years old and introduced operatic pop to South Koreans 
when it was not so popular. 

5. PSY 

 

Psy is a South Korean singer, songwriter, rapper, dancer, and record producer and he is 
known for his humorous videos and stage performances. He gained popularity with his single 
"Gangnam Style", which reached number one on many music charts all over the world as well 
as being the first video to receive over a billion hits on Youtube. 
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KOREAN HANGUL

1. 한국에서 가장 잘 알려진 작가 다섯명은 누구일까요?

2. 1. 박경리

3. 2. 신경숙

4. 3. 윤동주

5. 4. 서정주

6. 5. 고은

ENGLISH

1. Who are the five well-known writers in South Korea?

2. 1. Park Kyung-ni, South Korean novelist known for the novel 'The Land.'

3. 2. Shin Kyung-sook, a female writer of the novel 'Please look after mom.'

4. 3. Yun Dong-ju, a male poet known for resistance poetry in the early 20th century.

5. 4. Seo Jeong-ju, a poet

6. 5. Ko Un, a poet nominated for the Nobel prize in literature

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanization English Class
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박경리 bakgyeongni

Park Kyung-ni, 
South Korean 

novelist known for 
the novel "The Land."

noun

신경숙 singyeongsuk

Shin Kyung-sook, 
the female writer of 
the novel "Please 
Look after Mom."

noun

윤동주 yundongju

Yun Dong-ju, a male 
poet known for 

resistance poetry in 
the early 20th 

century.

noun

서정주 seojeongju Seo Jeong-ju, a poet noun

고은 goeun

Ko Un, a poet 
nominated for the 

Nobel prize in 
literature

noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

박경리 선생의 소설은 여러모로 생각할 거
리를 줍니다.
bakgyeongni seonsaengui soseoreun 
yeoryeomoro saenggakhal georireul jumnida. 
"The novels of Park Kyung-ni always give 
food for thought."

많은 신경숙 작가의 소설에서는 매우 평범
하고 흔한 우리들의 삶을 볼 수 있습니다.
maneun singyeongsuk jakgaui soseoreseoneun 
maeu pyeongbeomhago heunhan urideurui 
salmeul bol su itseumnida. 
"You can see the very ordinary and 
everyday lives of South Koreans in many 
of Shin Kyung-sook’s novels."
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시인 윤동주 선생이 쓴 시는 순수함과 부끄
러움이 잘 표현되어 있습니다.
siin nyundongju seonsaengi sseun sineun 
sunsuhamgwa bukkeureoumi jal pyohyeondoeeo 
itseumnida. 
"Poetry written by Yun Dong-ju represents 
purity and shyness."

시인 서정주의 시에는 감동적인 여운이 풍
부합니다.
siin seojeongjuui sieneun gamdongjeogin yeouni 
pungbuhamnida 
"Poetry written by Seo Jeong-ju is full of 
emotional resonance."

시인 고은 선생은 문학상에 여러 번 호명되었습니다.
siin goeun seonsaengeun munhaksange yeoreo beon homyeongdoeeotseumnida. 
"Poet Ko Un has been nominated for various awards in literature several times."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

1. Park Kyung-ni 

 

Park Kyung-ni is a prominent Korean novelist. She is known for her 16-volume story 'The 
Land', an epic saga set on the turbulent history of Korea during 19th and 20th centuries. It 
was later adapted into a movie, a television series, and an opera. 

2. Shin Kyung-sook 

 

Shin Kyung-sook has published her work "Please Look After Mom" in the United States in 
2008 and it became a bestseller. 

3. Yun Dong-ju 

 

Yun Dong-ju was a Korean poet known for his lyric poetry in early 20th century. 'Sky, Wind, 
Star and Poem' is a famous work of his. He died in a prison in Fukuoka in February 1945 after 
being imprisoned for his independence movement against the Japanese government. 
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4. Seo Jeong-ju 

 

Seo Jeong-ju is a Korean poet who writes poems in a surrealistic style from a Buddhist point 
of view. Some would say he possesses a genius ability to beautify sentences using lyrical 
words. 

5. Ko Un 

 

Ko Un is a South Korean poet. His works have been translated into many different languages 
and published in more than 15 countries, and he is often mentioned as one of the 
frontrunners for the Nobel Prize in Literature. 
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